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Preface

Matcrinls in the nanorcgimo exhibit superlative phvsicul. chemical and rue

chanical properties when compared to their micron sizec] c()ll~ins. In nanostruc

turcd materials it is necessary t.hat one of the dimensions fall in the 10-100 n111

range. The enhanced properties exhibited bv niat.crial in the nauorcgunc HI'lSC

hecause of the quantuiu size di"ccts. This is a phenonu-uou takillg place be

cause of the quantum confinement and this ill 1111"11 gives ris(' to lllodifled optical.

magnetic, electrical or mechanical properties. Tile dawn of tile millennium wit

nessed tremendous research activities ill t]1C arc;) of 11<-.1110::>1 ruct urcd materials

which probably has propelled this br.uui J1('\V u-chuology i\." the r.cchuology of

thc 2pl century. Thus. n.moscicucc and llilllotCc!lllOlo,l',Y i:'i here to stay and

contribute to making new devicos and help remove obsolesccl1u;. This is an in

terdisciplinarv scionc« whore chouiistrv meds pJlvsics. physics lllects material

science and material science meets pllysic's, rhc-u.ist rv or hiol()gy.

When the size of a material reduce:-; to fine-r k-vcl-; the)' lW("()lllC highl.\" reactive

and arc prone to oxidation. They arc thu-. 1"('11([('rc<1 11seless <IS fell" as applications

an' coucemed. Hence passivatiou of tll{lsC ult rntint p,lrticl('s is <-l viabk solut ion ,

Embedding nanoparticle- ill appropriate 11l;ltric('s not oulv protect these p.uti

cles froiu oxidation but also result ill 11iI.lIOCOllljJ()sit(\c;. T!lC';,c nunocoinposit cs

are iiuport.ant from an applirat.iun point of vie-w iL" we-ll its Ir.un ,I Iuudunu-ut al

perspective.

Frnu: time immomorinl t 11C f!'lTOl1l,tglll'1 ic pro])( -rt ir--, uf iroi.. col »rlr illld nickel

were \ve]J known to rnaukiud »ud nr.mv d{'vil'('s are- 111;1(\C iJils('d (J1l tJu':-..:c mat.ori

ab. However wit.h 11](' advent of n.u.re-cic-ro-. line- Jlilrti(:k~ Id thr-«.' nuu crin!-. ;m-'

:\1:\
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synthesized and the modified magnct.i« properties of these arc being exploited for

different applications. However: along with thos« prospects there arr- limitat.ions

as well. They become reactive converting t homselvcs t.o their nonmagnetic oxide

states. These :3d-transition metals, if prepared ill the uanorogime and «neap

sulatod with all appropriate organic or inorganic rnuteiial like carbon, gold or

silica, gets converted to very useful materials for applications in recording media,

uanoscal« optics, uauoclcrr rouic», biomedicine and so Oil. Carbon encapsulated

fcrromagurt.ic metal p.nr icles arc found to be useful for diverse applications in

medicine. recording nu-diu. aerospace materials and trihology. owing to their bio

comparibilitv and resistance to oxidation.

Ferrit es arc ferrornagnet ir oxides of iron which fiucl numerubk- applications.

The nano forms of fcrrit.cs arc also sought after. In tho nauorcgirue they display

supcrp.uainaauot ir :1nd single domain ch;lract{'ri~·;ti('::-; nl1d tlw:y arc also thought

as useful materials for magnetic refrigeration. Iucorporation of uanosized fer

rites in matrices like uatural/synt.hcr ic rubber will lead to nanocomposites whose

cornhincd dielectric and magnetic properties can he made use of for different

applicat iou-. F1"()Jll a fundamental point of view. composites containing various

loadings of ferrites arc import.ant and art' candidate materials for the study of

fenilllagnctislll at the nauolcvcl. From an application point of view. they are

Hcxiblc illld cnn be moulded into any shape.

Enc<lpsulating uauopart icles with carbon is increasingly being tried because

Ca1'1>o11 is cll('lJlic,dl~' inert. These passivateci !"crrollwgnctic met al carbon core

shell n.uios: rurt.ures P()SS(;SS higb thermal st abilitv, mouodispersabi litv and pro

vision for atL-lChing Iunct.ional groups which make them ideal for potential drug

.Iclivorv .u«! drug targeting. Thus, a. protective layer of carbon. either (11110r

pho.r-, or gr;-\pllitic call serve this purpose of at t aining tho desired properties clue

to the coro-shell hybr«! uauostmctures. Such .naterials based on hybrid carbon

unnost ruct urcs (',111 he 11S<,-'d for making supercaparitors. flexible batteries, IHUIO

IJr1\sllcs .u«! llnllosca1t' devices like molecular switches, transistors, actuators etc.

C\lr])oll 1l{lllot 1l1JC's, fullcrones and carbon hlack suspcnsiou ,ire promising C(1.11

didiltes for optical limiting applications. Optical l.mit ers display a decreasing

rruusnut uu.r«: ;IS;j Iuurr i.»: of L-\,,-;('r iut ensitv. fhwnu' or i-radinnrc-. ThC':"f: nanos

tnwtlll'CS arc- ill\T:--:tig<lh\(1 for arrestillg t.ln- high intense- laser beams thereby Pi"C-
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venting human eye DJH.l highly sensitive devices like sensors for high intense radi

ation. Me-tal nanopart.icles such as gold and silver are identified as strong opt ica l

limiting materials. Their properties depend on size, SIHlPC and the dielectric

environment. Recently, optical limiting is reported in magnetic met»! nanopnrti

des systems. Hence there lies enormous scope ill unveiling the hidden non-linear

optical properties of magnetic metal carbon nn nost.ruct.ures.

The proliferation of microwave based conuuuuicat ion system (radar systems.

satellite couunuuicur ions. defence npplications. mobile phones and other portable

wireless devices) has increased the probleu». rdated t.o onviromnent al pollution

and interferences. This can be minimized by developing an clcctroruaguet.ic wave

absorhcr which call nriniiuiz.- the trnusmissiou as well as rdkcl ion of t lu- iuci

dent wave. The electromagnetic wave absorbing property of a inatcrinl is mainly

determined liy the matching between couiplex dielectric permittivity and mag

netic permeability. :'\:Iicru\vavc absorhers and st.cn.lth materials arc engineered

keeping in view ut" their uricrowavc c)hsorptioll. weight, thickuess. mechanical

strength, onviromnont al rcsist auc« 'llHI cost. TJw IJliltcrial par.nuct cr-, which sat

ish' this requirement can oirhcr be lllilguetic IlwLl1s or their rnaguet.ic oxides in tlio

nanoscalo. Such a study in the nauo regimc is lH'W mu! there lie plenty of oppor

tunities to manipulatc tho .Iiurcnsiou.-; and sr rucru-c. for probing t.ho ltlicl'ownvc

absurbing properties.

Carbon rich materials like r-.uliou n.ui« fibres. carbon nnnu coils and car

hon nunotubos provide mobik- charge carriers or ("ondllctillg chauucl» imparting

electromagnctic interference shielding r-apahilit ic-; The deciding factors when

materials arc in the nanorcgirue. ,In' the S!lock's limit and the skin depth. Car

bon coateel lllagndic mal crials ,1]'(' good Cillldidalcs for microwave absorbers.

Moreover. the porcolution t lucshukl V;I}I](' for c!('c'trical condnct.ivitv of nauo

sized carhon fillers ill a c()]llpositc is qllik low when compared to their micron

sized couut.orpart.s. :VldHl cm!Joll n.urostrurt urcs like n-Fe/e(a). fe-DiCta)'

Fe1 JCo()r;I~,/C(a) 01 llH:lgIletic iuor al fillcd c.uliou n.uiotulxs M'(' rc-port.cd to give

goud ruicrow.ivc ,I] ):-)orbillg pn 1] )('1"1 ic-. "lhc f'l 111,11 1("('1 ut-ut of ruicrowavc i:lbsorpt.iou

in lll<'t.al/polyanilinc uanocompo-it c- 1)\," dual di('lc'dric relaxation is also reported

in litoratun-. This lw.':) lJj(lti\"iltl'd till' ,~n)Il]) to ill\'C'Stig<ltc rh.: microwave prop

('nit';.; of 11l,lgllC! ic- iuot al ctu-l lOll ll<llll »trncrure-. L\IJric(\tcd by cost effec! ive ,111(1
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scalable preparation techniques. The rt~f1cctioll loss of the metal-carbon nanor.oiu

positc can be simulated for different thicknesses of the material by et single layer

metal backed absorber model. thereby investigating the possibility of these mate

rials as microwave absorbers. Thus; the microwave absorbing properties of these

materials arc interesting and need in-depth investigations both from a fundamen

tal ane! applied perspective.

An ideal inicrowave absorber is characterized by Lt reflection loss of less than

-20 dB. Magueti« elnstorners can play an important role here in realizing these

microwave absorbers with additional functioual.t ios like «lasticitv and inonldabil

ity aided by light weight. .vloreover, the dielectric and magnetic properties of

the nanocomposit es ran be tailored by Ilsing the right .unount of the filler. Tun

ing the iuiaginary part of lnagnctic permeability improves impedance matching,

hr()<lclens t he range of operating frequencies. ill('r('nS(~:'; nt t.cuuat ion and reduces

t.h« t.1JicJ.::llC:';:'; of absorber ht)1('1". This can be <wlticv(;d by m.;i1lg appropriate Iilk-r-,

with opt.iunun 11l<:lgnctic permeability.

Ferritcs arc chemically st ablc and are non-corrosive with high clcctrical resis

tunce So rhoy are also good candidates for microwave applicat ions. The iuhor

Cllt drawback of ceramic ferrites is that r.hey are not oasilv machinablo to obtain

complex shapes. Plastic or elastomcric magnets on t.h« other hand have several

ndv<llltagcs since t.hev FIre Iir-xible. easily machinable ;)]]<1 mouldable having light

\vc'ight as well. Flexible microwave absorbers arc thought to he ingenious new

gt-nr-rnrion materials having potential applications. So appropriate amount of

nuuosized fcrrites when incorporated ill flexible mat ricr-s like rubber give rise to

rubber Icrrit« composites (RFCs). These RrCs can be moulded into any shapes

<:HHl thus gLu:;kcts or shields can be fabricated.

Natund rubber is a 10\v co:-:.t material abundantly available in the state of

l\.lTi-!la and it.s processing technique is a well developed and matured technology.

Nickel fcn'it(, as Iillcr lit.x i1l10 the require-me-nt of having t hc appropriate jH'nIW

ahi.itv. luw loss and low de conductivity. High resisit.ivitv (rvl0
1.J t irncs that of

un-t ul] ou-nucs low cdrlv current loss in the high frequency regime. Further; the

Curie tomporature of nickel ferrite is rv858 I\. which makes them ideal for high

h'Jl1l)('}';1111J'(' npplicnt ions. Low cocrcivit y and high saturation mnunotiznt.ion of

nickrl [orritc- are also sigllificnnt for obrnining good absorption properties.
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:)...fetals arc good reflectors and they are g;ood conductors as well. But t.hcr«

IS Cl need to minimize the rdiection and reduce the «ddv current loss. This

could be achieved bv reducing the size of the particles well below their respective

skin depth. Once t.he grains of mugnct.ic metals arc below the si:«: of their skin

depth. they can be used as microwave absorbing material since t.hoy possess higher

Snoek's limit. Thus flexible compo-it c sheets with n.uiosized fcrroma.glJeJs (Fe:

Co. Ni) as fillers call be good rnicrownve absorbers. l\.feasur~meTlt of complex

dielectric pcnnit.tivity and magnetic lwnlH.:ability in various frequency bands are

important ill dctennining the microwave absorbing proport.ics. Evaluation of

atr.cnuat.ion constant and H,Hection loss ill the S and X-band is ncccssarv for

modelling the (lhsol'hillg propcrr.ics i:\.lld detennining the o pt imum thickness for

niaxirnuu: absorption. These material paramou-rs were measured and rcfiortion

loss YVi:1S Cv;dllilted ))Y cmploving cavitv perturbation tcchlliqllf' llsing ,1 vr-r-tor

network i.lIl(tl.y~('r. For t his a full-fledged experimental sct~l1P for c:h'll'act.crizillg

the microwave properties was made operational.

For a.nv investigutiou ill materia, science, svut hesi-, and opt unizut.iou of t.l rc

process parameters ilrc VCl',V uuport.ant . Their characterization using various an

alytical tcclmiques is al-.o import.nut.

Thus main objcctivce- of r.ho work can be listed as follows

• SyntlH'sizl\ l1l,lgllCl ic uiotnl uanopart icles of iron, cobult aud nickel bv PIll

ploviug both bottom up and top down approach

• Passivil!T ;)d-tnmsit inn iuugncr i« metal nanoparr iclos with organic c()atillg

and study t ht- evolution or magnetic metal carbon hybrid nauost rucrurc-:

• St \l(ly t ln- l1lilgll(~tic aud optical limiting properties of passivat od magnetic

mct al IlilllOpi:lrt iclcs

• Syllll1l'.-.;i/('. c:llilrach'ri/.\' au.l evaluate the maguet ic as well as dielectric prop

crti('s (Jf Illil,!2,ll(\tic un-tul uxidc' n.nu.p.utick», obtained b,v cnrplovinu ])01.11

hotto»r Ill' il:-i \V(,ll ilS t up dowu appnlilch
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• Incorporate magnetic metal oxide u.urop.utirles in Cl natural rubber matrix

to obtain flexible RFCs and study their cure; physir-omerl.anical, dielectric

and magnetic properties

• Incorporate magnetic niet.al nanopart.icles obtained VHI high energy ball

milling in a natural rubber niat rix to obtain flexible magnetic material and

hence compare their propcrt.ic-,

• Fabricate an experimental set up for measuring complex dielectric permit

tivity and complex magnetic permeability at microwave frequencies

• Invest.igat« the microwave properties of the metal carbou hybrid structures

and rnagnetic rubber composites thereby tunc their nucrowave absorbing

properties

• Employ the surface impedance equation to simulntc the optimum composite

couiposit.ion for minimum thickness and rd:lcctioJJ loss

• Correlate the results

The thesis consists of Hi ne chapters. The division of chapters with Cl brief

outline of the contents is ;-)s follows

Chapter 1 gives an introduction to nanoscieuce and technology. A brief

outlook On magnet.bIn awl Ilwgnl'l ic materials and carbon nanosrructures is pre

sented. A note OIl polymer and polvrucr nanocompositc- with emphasis on nat

ural rubber is also provided. The significance of passivat.iug highly reactive mag

net-ic metals and the importance of composites are also discussecl. Finally the

motivation and objectives of the work arc outlined.

Chapter 2 describes r.he experimental techniques and ana.lytical tools em

ployed in the synthesis and cha,racterizatioIl of nanostruct urcd magnetic materi

als. The rubber process mct.hodologv for developing the magnetic rubber com

posite sheets <:\.1'8 also disCll:-iSed in detail.

Chapter 3 discusses the synthesis techniques for producing passivar.od iron

uanopart.icles. The st rucr urnl. lIlilgnctic and microwave ahsorbing properties of

thc-«: hybrid nauostruct.ures arc analysed and correlated.
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Chapter 4 includes the details of synthesis awl charact.erizatiou of carbon

encapsulated with cobalt uanopart.icle-; The evolution of carbon nano onions

over the magnetic metal particles are presented with supporting evidences. The

potential of these structures a,s optical limiters is also identified through open

aperture zscan experiments.

In Chapter 5~ the results on the investignt.iou-, carried out OIl passivatcd

nickel uauopart icles are highlightcd. The structure, morphology and rnagnctic

properties are studied in detail. The evolution of nickel carbon hybrid structures

,JlId their microwave absorbing properties a,re also cloalt in detail.

Nanosizcd nickel fcrrit c partules are prepared via both bottom-up and top

down approaches awl arc~ discussed in Chapter 6. The structural c1wnges oc

currinj; with high energy ball milling is evaluated. T11e effect, of high energy

ball milling on the maguet ic and dielectric properties of ultrafino nickel ferrite

particles are also depicted.

Chapter 7 essentially .liscussc-, the C11n~ and physicomer.hanic»! properties

of nickel ferrite nanopartirlcs incorporated in natural rubber matrix. Structural.

phvsiconnchanica.. dielectric and magnetic propert i.-s of these flexibh' IlJagnetit"

C()lllpo~ite~ are investigated. Hy t.uning t ho complex dicl.xui« pcnuit.tivitv and

complex IWlgnct.ic pormeahilitv of tho compositr, tllC' microwave absorbing prop

crr ics art- varied. The miniunun reflcct.ion loss rorrcspondiug to opt.inuun thic-k

1I(':-;:-; of t h.- composite sillIlple is simulated b.ll employing the single l.ivcr metal

I);wked ;\lJ:-;ol'her mode].

Chapter 8 lIlainly focuses on the properties of .naguenc metal nanoparticJc

(Fe. Co. Ni) incorporated in a natural rubber matrix. The cure. mechanical.

dielectric .m.l lllngllt'tic properties of these flexible lllagnC'tic mct al-rubher corn

posit.e sllcds are analyzocl. The microwave properties of samples \VCIT examined

ill j II<' S dud X-I),UHl au.! the reflect ion loss wcro sinl1llatcd for opt imiziru; tIlt'

Illic].;:lH-'S:-; awl baudwid th.

Chapter H givcs the sunnnary of findings of iuvcstigut ions carried out 011

llltlglldic mt-ral-; iuctul oxid(;s and their composites awl discllsses OH' scope for

l"11t11]"1' W()]'].;: ('1I1illl,ltillg Iioru tho p]"(':'1(,l1t study.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The growth of material science during the last few decades is always SYllOllYIllOUS

with the developments in nanoscience and nanotcchnology. Such are the advances

made in nauoscience and nanotechnology during the last two decades that the

immediate fruits of this new branch of science is being made avail» hie to mankind

on a day to day basis. Not a single day breaks in without the news of any one

new device based on nanoscience and nanotechnology or a discovery of ;l novel

technique or Cl new phenomenon' The vast and fast. developments made in areas

like spint.ronirs. mult iforroir. materials, met anraterials, nauo drug delivery system,

biornimctic materials. magnetocaloric materials, to name a few, are i\ 'living'

t est.imonv to the above statement.

Ea 1'1 icr. scient ist s thought, t.hat propcrt ies could be tailored and modified by

playing with the composition of the materials. The amount of irupurit ics in a

chemical compound decided the electrical, magnetic or optical properties of t ho

material. The historic statement made by Richard FCYllIlW.11 t.hat "There's Plenty

of Room at the Bottom", has been proven beyond doubt that size and slwpe

matters a lot in deciding many useful properties of Cl material. Quantum me

chauirally speaking, the properties of a particular material is largely dct crrnincd

by the length scale 10 which charged particles are confined.

Physicists say that. with H'SI)(~ct to confincmcnt, we C,lll Chlssify st.rur-t ure

as 3D, 2D. JD or OD or the corresponding structures as bulk. quantum w('I1:-;,

quantum win's or quantum dots. In classical svstcius, t.h« 11,,\v of l'kc1l'lIIlS <It'('
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impeded by dislocations, defects and grain boundaries. This ill turn is decided

by the mean free path of electrons.

However, if one can fabricate nanostruct.uros confining to 2D, ID or OD awl

when the mean free path of electrons arc greater than the confined length scales,

new phenomenon like quantum mechanical tunnelling, band gap engineering.

Coulomb blockade, or surface plasmon resonance occurs and new transport mcch

anisrns decide the overall properties. If the length scales can be tai lorcd hy fab

ricating new nanostruct.urcs, materials with novel properties can be prepared.

Such materials can be hybrid structures or heterost.ructures wit h mult ifuncrionnl

properties. The direct incorporation of these OD and ID IWUO archit cct nros in

existing materials to improve properties is often referred to ClS incremental nan

otechnology. The self assembly of these nanostructured building blocks into 2D

and 3D architr-ctures mny yield entirely !If'W devices anrl funct.ionalit ir-s l'efernyl

to as evolutionary nanotechnology.

In material science, synthesis ,1IId properties of thermally and chemically sta

ble materials assumes signi fican cc. The cost effectiveness or I he synthesis route

is another deciding factor which determines scaling and rnnss production. Thus,

hybrid structures ill the form of core-shell configuration aJ)(1 hctorost.ruct urcs

capable of imparting multifuuctional properties ,,11'(' of interest liot.h from an ap

plication point of view as well as from a fundamental perspective. If t.lu: hvhrid

structures are magnetic. there are nWHV parameters which rlctcumiuc t.11(' over

all magnetic properties. For example, i III cract iug and non-interact i 1Ii!, part iclcs

differ substantially in a magncr i« unuost rucr ure and t lu-v ill rurn de!('rlnim' t l«:

anisotropy, magnetic rnoment etc.

Metal nanopart iclcs are revisited because they an' ideal t('lIlpliltCS for inves

tigating magnetism at the nauorcgimc. However, unuo fUl'lllS of niutab- must

be embedded ill inert matrices 10 provide passivnt.ion and cnsun: thenual ilwl

chemical stability. However, pnssivatioll of metal WIlIOp,l)"1 i("lcs with iuouoluvcr

atomic coating OIl magnet ic iuctal p" rt ides also gives rise t{) now pIWIIOllH'1l011

like surface spin, freezing of spins. spill clllsl ('I'S and snp( 'rpiInllllilgll('l ism. Fruru

it fundamental point of view, I h('s!' arc factors that <!ccid(' I II£' over.ill prope-r

ties of nano magndi(' eut.it ir-s. Froiu nn applied IH'lsjwdiv(' ult rafin« p.ut irk-s.

especially, mot.al jlilrtidcs ('lll!wd(h'd in ("ilr1>oll sI rnct n]"(',.; ;II'!' id(';t\ urat c-riul for
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sensing, tribological applications, nonlincar optical applications and a,s microwave

absorbers. So synthesis and evaluation of properties of such licterostructurcs em

ploying low tcch techniques are of utmost. importance for any investigation in

material science.

Nanocouiposites which are flexible arc alternative materials for muny useful

applications such as microwave absorbing layers and gaskets. However. flexible

matrices like natural rubber are necessary and appropriate recipe for mixing mag

netic nanoparticles in natural rubber is to be worked out. This requires elaborate

trial runs and optirnization. This investigation is an attempt to delve into the

fundamental aspects of different mechanisms that dl~cide the various propcrt.ics or
materials at t.hc nanolevel and also to synthesize and characterization of nanopar

t.iclcs of magnetic materials and their composites. III this context, it is customarv

to give Cl gcneral outline on the different aspects of magnetism and il brief noro

on their theoretical aspects.

1.1 Magnetic materials and magnetism

Magnets have become an integral part in almost all human endeavours. Oxidos

and semiconductors containing transition met al elements and some rare earths ;1:-.

dopants or constituents show magnetic behavior if the spill of the inagncr.ic ions

arc aligned. High resistivity (low loss) fcnimagnets find il plethora of npplir-at.ions

in passive microwave components such as isolators. circulators. phase sh i ft el's

a]J(1 miniature antennas operating at wide range of frequencies and <IS llla""IJ(~ti('

recording media using their novel physical properties.

Magnetic materials [1---4] are objects that attract or ropol oach ot her depend

ing on their rclari ve orientations, The development of magnet ism has hcxu ,I

fascinating ono, which dates back to tens of centuries. The earliest obsorvar ions

of magnetism can be traced back to the Creek philosopher Thales ill 13.e. GOIl.

But only (luring WOO, the undcrstandiug of magnetism l>egau which pawl! Ill('

way for t he modern treatment of magnet ism. Williaiu Cilbcrt , ILlllS Christ i,II1

Ocstcd, Mic-hael FaradaJ'. \VilJiam Sturgeon. Emil C \Vmlmrg. Pil'ITI' ('mic, PHltl

Langevin, Louis Eng<'lle Felix Neol and Picrre-Eruest \V<'iss \\'l'J'(' Illik:-.I (11)(' COll

tributors in the S'.lga of modern magnet iSlII.
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The first recognized magnet was lodestoue (magnetite or F(;:304). This was

followed hy magnetic carbon steel and alnico magnets in 1930s. Boosted by tile

2n d world war, hard magnets (BaH~1'201q or SrFel:201'J) experienced considerable

developments. 1960s and the era that followed witnessed substantial develop

ments in magnetic materials containing samarium COb<lH. and ytt.irium cobalt.

Moreover, neodymium-iron-boron, developed ill the 1980s, spot it good combina-

tion of high satnration magnetizat ion and good resistance 1.0 demagnct ization,

but had relatively low Curie temperature (;)8f) K) and high cost. Metallic soft

magnetic materials which could not be used at high frequencies due to eddy

current loss, were soon replaced b.v a variety of soft fcrritos. The present. era

is witnessing drastic developments of nuuochcmistrv t.har is well equipped with

the capability of producing variety of magnetic nanostrncturcs. Supramolccular

assemblies, uiult.ifnuctional supraruolcculcs, lll<lgIH'ti(· iuctul uauostructurcs, spin

glass structures, magnetic quant.urn clots. fern l!1Jag,lll 'ticlauriferromugnctic C( 1\1

pled systems and magnetic scmiconrluct ing hybrid st rurrures [5. G] HH~ a Icw to

list-These are proposed as potential huildillg hlocks of storage as read devices.

Magnetic metal particles are particularly int cn-st.ing nanoscale systems because

of the ea.se with which tlle.y can be sYntIH'siz('d aurl modified chemically.

There arc several important pnr.uuoters u-latcd tu magnetic materials. for

example, magnetic Hux d('IlSity or lllagndic iud urt.ion 'D'; is the net magnet ic

response of a medium to nu applied held 'H l It is measured ill Tesl» (T) in

SI units and Causs (G) in cg::; units. TIll' rolatiunship IS gln~u by the following

equation: In cgs units D ::: H + 4"JI and in SI units

D co: 1/,,( H - .H) (1.1 )

where 'H' is lHilgnctic field SI r<'llgth gCll<'l;lt{'d by currents and magnetic poles

(Aim in SI units and Oersteds ill cp;s units). '\[1 is IlHlglletiz,\.tiou and 110 is

t.hc permeability of free space (-1 x 10 -;- Hilll), I\Llgll<'tiziltioJl is defined as the

lllngnetic moment 'm' por unit voluuu- 'V'. tint;'; :\J --" lII/V. It is measured as

Aim in SI units and cmlljcllJ:l in I"gs 11 ni ts. III g('}wraJ. IllngudizatiolJ ':'VI' of it

1lI<IICTi,l! is dq)('lH!c'nt 011 t l«- lIl;lglwt;l'!iI'ld '11' ,Ipp!i('d ou it. Thr-rrfore. nlDglwt.ic

su-coptibilitv \. it mag]]('f ic p,llillJ1l't<'1 givilll-!, .in jndici'! ion of t.hc response of it



material to an applied magnetic field, has been used. Magnetic susceptibility is

defillcd a~ t.hu ratio of maglld.i;t,at.ioll fM' to the applied field 'H',

M
x=

H

Here X can be expressed in terms of B as follows:

B = JI,,(l + \)11

One can define magnetic pcrrucahili t.y JI = 1 + \ and thus

B = Ilo/l.1l

(1.2)

(1,:3)

(1.1)

Magnetic Moments: A magnet in a field has a potential cnCJ'll;Y. 'E/, rein tivo

to the parallel position given by EI'=-lnH. The origin of atomic Ilw.gndic: 1110

mcnts is the incomplete cancellation of electronic Illagllct.ic momcutx. Elect ron

spill and orbital motion bot.h have ma~llf,t.ic 1I101l1€nts associatl'd wit.h t 111'111. nllt

in most atoms the electronic moments are so oriented that tlu-y ('iUllT] givillg

no net. atomic magnetic moment, leading t.o diamagnetism. If I h(~ ulll(clln.li(Jll

of electronic moments is incomplete' then the atom has i\ net magnct.ic uiouu-ut .

These 'magnetic atoms' eau display para-. 1'el'l'o-. unt.ifcrro- or fcrrimagncr ic order

ing depending upon tile strength and type of magnet it interact inns (1Jl( 1 cxtcrnul

parameters such as temperature. 'The lllaglldic lJl()IlH~lltS of nt.oms. iuolcculc- or

formula units (Ire often quoted in t crrus of t Itr' noltr 1l1aglw( OIJ 11/3, whirh is e<jllid

to the magnetic moment due t.o dCCt.IOIl spill

ch
JIB = ='c !J.27 x 10 .'11.1/1'

47TJn

Here 'e' and 'm' denotes the dW.l'gr' and lIlHSS of an olect ron. 'II' t lu: Plauks

constant.

1.2 Classification of magriot ic rnatcrials

The orbital and spin motions of elcct.rolls .uul their iut C!HctiollS dl'('ide 1111' over.ill

magnetism of a substance. Although ilS sllrprisill).!, ilS it iunv Slilllld. a ll lllill I ('l'

is magnetic to varying degrees [1. 1, ,1 J. '1'1)(' Illagll('tic l)('h""jo! Ullllilll'1iills (',Ill



be classified according to the values of magnetic susceptibility, X and magnetic

perrneahility, p as: vacuum (X = D, It = I), diamagnetic (X = small and negative,

It :SI), paramagnetic (X = small and positive, It 2': 1), antiferromagnetic (X =

small and positive, IJ ?- 1), fcrrornagnctic (X = large and posit ivc.jz » 1) and

ferrimagnct ic (x = large and positive, /1 ?> 1).

Diamagnetism is a funrlanicntul property of all matter. The atoms (with no

unpaired electrons) have no 11<'\ magnet ic moment when there is no applied field.

Under t he in Iluencc of an applied field 'H', the spinning electrons process and

this motion, which is a l.yp<' of electric current. produces a magnot.izat.ion '.VI' in

all opposite direction to that of 'H'- TI}(' diillllagw'l.je drt-l't is ofj<'lI 11lilSlwc! by

larger par.unagnctic or Ierromuguctic t CI'lIl, Here the suscopti hi lity is independent

of temperature. Ran) ga,s<,s (He, N(J, Ar]. most of the polyatornic gases (H2,

N2) , elements like C (rliauroud ), Si, Cl'. CaAs, CaN and most of the organic

compounds are a few examples to list.

Electronic panunagnet.isin arises froru atoms, molecules and lattice clclocts.

possessing an odd number of ('\c(:t1'OI1S (uupairccl ) causing Cl IlOnz<-,1'O total Spill.

There are several theories of paraniagncrisru. which are valid for specific t.ypes of

materials. The Langcvin model. which is true for materials with non-interacting

localized electrons, states that each at Oltl has a maguctic moment, which is ran

domly oriented as a result of t hcrrnal agi t at.ion. The application of a magnct.ic

Iidd <:]"(~al(~s a sliglJ1 ,dli!.!,lllll('ll1 (If l.l1('s(' 1l10llH'IltS illld hCll("C it. low llI;lglldi"n.t.ioll

in the same direction (IS t ho applied fiold. As the lemperatlll'l> increases. thermal

agitation will increase and il will bCCOIIIl' harder t.o align the atomic lllilgnetic

moments aud hence t ho sllsCl'ptibilit:y dp(TI'Clses. This behaviour is known as

the Curie's law and is given Iry X = 7-. where (' is a rnat.eriul constant called

the Curie's constant. \lat.cri,tls which ol)('y this law me materials in which the

magnet le moments an' localized at till' atomic or ionic sites ami there is no in

t cract ion I»-twoou ncighl JOll ii il,!.!, ll1,lgl ll'\ it momr-ut.s. Ilydrated salts of t.ra.nsition

nret.nl» [Ii l«: CuSO. 'flIT!O), ,\n' (~Xillllj>ll'~ or t hi:, type of behaviour as the tr.uisi

tion inotal ions. which lurvo (I llla)..';lH'tif' III01IH'1It. ,Ire surrounded by a number of

lll)n-l11il/!,lIl'tic ions/atoll1s. wh irlr ptovc-nt intc-r.ut ion hf'tWCCTI ucighboruing mag

netic 11I0111t'111:-;. Snlts alld ttxillcs or rilll' l~artlls. rare earth -cleinents (althouuh



many of them become ferromagnetic at low temperatures) and metals like Cu are

also strongly paramagnetic.

In fact the Curie's law is a special case of the more general Curie- \Veiss law,

X = T~(J' which includes a temperature constant (e) and derived from \Veiss

theory, proposed for forromagnetic materials, that. incorporates the interaction

between magnetic moments. In this equation, H eau cit her Iw posi tive, negative

or zero, Clearly when () -'-' 0, Curie- Wciss law is Curie's law. \V1Wll () I- 0 : there

exist an interaction between neighbouring nlilgnctic moments illH I t lro material is

paramagnetic only above a certain transition tcmpcr.u.ure. If' () > (l. the material

is ferroma.p;nctic below t.he transition tcmpornturc. 1Iere is referred to as Curie

temperature, Tc. If () < 0, t.hcu the m.u.erial is aut.ifcrrornaguet.i« below the

transition temperature (NpcI temperature, T·N ) . however the value of f) does not

relate to T;v), It is important to note that t.his equation is oulv valid when the

material is in Cl, paramagnetic state. It is Ilbo not valid for ru.ruv metals as tile

electrons contribut.ing to tile rnugnct.ic iuoruuut me not loc,llil.l'(1. However. the

law does apply t.o some metals, c.g. the run-cart hs. wllt'n' 11)(' ilf electrons, that

create the magnetic moment, are closely bound.

The Pauli model of paramagnetism [4) is t rile for mutcri.il« W!tI'I'l' t lll' electrons

arc free and interact to [orru a conduct.ion linnd. This is va lit l for most of t.he

paramagnetic met-ab. In this 111od cl , t.hr- ('our! uclion c!ect ron-. <Ire considered

essentially to be free, aud 1111<1('1' ,111 applied fj('ld a n imb,IL1I1«' ])('1 wceu r-loct rous

with opposite spin is set. up leading to Cl low 11I'lgndii.'il ion ill (he snlllC dircct.ior:

as the applied field.

Ferromagnetism is only possible when nllllllS ;lit' arulllgc<! III <I l.u.t ice awl the

atomic magnetic moments call iut.cruct to i'J1igll t h.-ru parallel t II ('adl other. This

effect is explained in classical theory hy the !>n'sl'I}(C Ill' it molcrnlar lidd wit liin

the ferromagnct.ic material, which was 111':-;1 pll''''llll'llI'd bv \'.'('iss ill I~)()7. This held

is sufricicnt to !ll<l,glldizl' t.l«: uuu.c-ri.il 10 Slltllr<ll i..n. 111 qu.uu mu lIW<!ln.llics, t.lu

Heiscnberg model of Icrromaguct iSIJl deSClilws (Ill' pnwlll'\ aliglullc'llt uf 11lilg]l<'t.ic

rnomeuts ill terms of 1111 exdllulg(' illterne! ilJlI 1)('1\\'('I']J 11,'iglilllJIIJ'illg 1110lII('llls,

Wciss postulated the preSClll'C of llli'lglll'! i.· dUlll,lillS wit hiu till' ur.rt r-riu}. which

are r('~iolls where the atomic m.umot ic 11I1JIIII'111;-, ,Ill' ,di.U,lll'r!. '1'1[(' 1l10H'1I1Cll! of

these dom.rius <!cterlllilll's how t.lu- lllatcrj;lI l'('SjltJllds hI ,I Illil,t.:;III'1 i.: lic-kl .md ilS a



consequence, the susceptibility is a function of applied magnetic field. Therefore,

ferromagnetic materials are usually compared in terms of saturation magnetiza

tion (magnetization when all domains are aligned) rather than suscept.ihility.

In the periodic table of elements, only Fe, Co and Ni arc fcrroinagnetic at and

above room temperature. As ferrornaguetic material is heated, the thermal agita

tion causes the degree of alignuieut of the atomic magnetic moments t.o decrease,

reducing their sutnrution rnugnctizutiou. Eventually the thermal agit.atiou be

comes so great that the material becomes par.unaguct.ir.; the temperature of this

transition is the Curie temperature, 'TC
l Above T c', the susceptihility varies

according tu the Curie- \Veiss law.

lllnn
A,.l\li(tlloll\;,gnct

+++ ttt
"'++ ttt
"''''''' t-H

"cJ ..ima.,~n('(

Figure 1.1: (a) Typical hysteresis curve and (h) Arrangement of atomic spins dictut.es

magnetic properties

n']')'OIlI;lgll('t swill tend to stay magnetized to some extent after Iwi llg su h

joctcd 10 an cxt.ornnl Illilglll'tic field. This IClldcllc.y to 'remember their magnetic

history' is called hvxt.crcsis. The fraction of the sal urat.iou magnetiza tiou which

is rcr aincd when t.lu- dl'i ving hp-Id is removed is called t 11(' rcmnncncc or romancnt

llIagllC't izut.ion '\1,.' of the iuatcrial, and is an important factor ill permancut ilia/-,:

net s. Typical curve 011\1 vs 11 called lIlagnetization curve or hysteresis curve arc

charuct cnzcd by phCIIOIIH'lIil like saturation magnetization and hysteresis (Figure

1.1;1). :\1 hig!I<'r Villiit'." of H. the magnct.ization M becomes constant at its sat

ur»t ion value of I},t'. Alter sn.! urat iou , a decrease ill 11 to zero dol'S not reduce

l\11n Z('ll) which is t<'l'llwd il:-' hvsl crosis. The reverse field applied to cause :V1 to

zero. is ,II(' ((H']'cin' fi('ld or ('IH~r(:ivity of the material 'Hr'.
[11 t hi' poriocli« tal ilc. I lie on lv cleiueut oxhibit ina HTltifcnyumgllutisl1I at. ruorn



temperature is chromium. Antiferromagnetic materials, are very similar to fer

romagnetic materials but the exchange interaction between neighbouring atoms

leads to the anti-parallel alignment of the atomic magnetic moments. There

fore, the magIlCt.ic field cancels out awl the material ap]>Cilrs t.o behave in the

same way as a paramagnetic material. Like fcrrouraguetic materials, these rna

terials become paramagnetic above a transition tellljwraf.ure. known as the Nccl

temperature, ITN' (Cl': TN =;310 K).

Forrimagnetism is only observed ill «ouipounrls, which have more complex

crystal structures than pure elements. Within t hese tuat.erials, t.he cxclr.uigc in

teractions lead to parallel uliguuicut of at.oins in sonic of the crystal sites and

anti-parallel alignment of others. TIll, Illidcrial hrcaks down into magnetic do

mains, just like a fcrroinuguct.ic mutcriul and thc Illagnctic behaviour is also vcrv

similar, although lcrrimugnct.i« ll}(ll.('l'ials usually hav« lower saturation rnugnc

tization. 3d-transition inct.al oxides and t.hcir «ompouud» with spinol, magnc

toplumhite and gnrnd. structure, id] full ill t.li« ch.'-;s of fClTilllngnl'tic mutcriuls.

Figure 1.1 b shows 1.11C '\.IT;lIlgcllll'lIls of a!olllj(' SpillS ill dirrc1'('!ll 1ll,lglldi(' 111;1Icri

als. In all of the above mcnt.iouorl IlInglH'I ir: IlI<lll'l'ials. difl't..-reut types of 1ll,\glldic

interactions take place which me discussed lwl()w.

1.3 Magnetic interactions

Each Illaglletic moment of t hr. slIllS1;IIIC'(' is slllJ.it'C'l.(,·d to a IIlnl,!;l1d.ic clipolur ill

teraction wit.I: each other :r. Two llIiII,!;IH:1iC' dipo!ps '1111 1 .uul '111/ S(:p'l.latcd lly

a distance 'I" have cUI cuergv equal to

(I.G)

which therefore depends 011 their <!cgn'c of 1111lt ual aliginneut. The d ipolar

iuteracr.iou is IIlIH'h weaker t hau t.ht: ('xcltnllg(' i ut or.u-t iou alllullg near neighbour

moments, and lJCCOJI1C' dominant (lIdy <11 larg(' disIUllCt's. The iuugnctic dipolar

interactions arr: fOI1lHI to bo too wc-n k (1) il('('Olllll for tilt' ol<!('rillg of most 1lI;lglI<'lic

materials wit 11 IIi!2;hcl' ordering t ClIljJ('l',llllH':-'.

,I. Frenkel uinde t.lu: ussumpt ion 111;1! t h-- Ol'jgill ofstrullg Icrromaguct ic iut.or

act ions is clue to wh.u are (·,lI]t'd <IS ('Xdl,llIgl' jlllt'l'<lctiollS. I1 is a dl,\I'<ldnistic



quantum effect having no parallel in classical physics. Various types of exchange

interactions are present in solids [1]. Direct exchange interaction is operative be

tween the adjacent atoma/Ious without the need of any intermediary and leads to

a strong magnetic coupling while indirect exchange or supcrexchange interactions

take place between non neighbouring magnetic ions mediated by a nonmagnetic

ion which is placed in between the magnetic ions in the case of ionic solids. SlI

pcrcxchauge interact.ion involves the oxygen orbit als as well as metal atom (in

ferri tcs) and it is a second order process deri Vf~d from second order perturbation

theory. Supercxcliaugc interactions could occur in fcrromagner.i« materials but

less coirunon than the usual antiferrouragnctic: or ferrilll<lglwtic supercxchangc.

The ferromaguet.ism of Fe, Co and Ni can be at tribut.c.l to direct exchange. In

metals, the exclrangc interactions between niaguct.ic ions can be mediated by the

concl lid ion ('kct rons. A loca lized spill nl,\gnetic moment polarizes the cour llid ion

t~I('drolls and this polarization in turn couples to H neighbouring localized iuag

not.ic moment at et distance '1" away. The intcruction is called IU\:I\:Y iutoraction

or itinerant exchange after t.he discoverers of this dt(~cr: BU<!('rTlL,llL Kittcl, Kn

suyu and Yosirla, The interaction is long range and has all oscillatory dependence

OIl the scparution between the magnetic moments. The resulting interaction can

be either ferro or antiferromagnctic depending on t.llC' separation between the

JOBS. In some oxides, it is possible to have a ferromuguctic exchange interaction

whicl: occurs between the magnetic iOlJS showing n mixed valency. The ["('11"0

lllilglletic alignment is clue to the don hip pXc!lilnge mechanism. ZPllcr proposed

t.his exchange mechanism 1,0 (-1C"('011l1t. for the interact.ion hdwcen adjacent ions of

parallel spins. Zcncrs mechanism of double exchange forms Cl positive interac

t ion which is Cl contributing factor to t he observed Icrromugnot.ic interaction III

materials like porovskitc mixed mauganates like Li.tCa:'-'1nO;i, LHSrl'vln(h etc. It

has 1)('en found that spin orbit. iuteract.ion results in exchange interactions in n.

similar IIIHIlllCl' to that of the oxygen atom in snperexchangc. There is an ex

dj<lllge interact ion between the cxr.it.ed sta1e of OBe' ion and t.ho ground sLI1l' of

thc other ion. The excited statp. is produccd b.y tho spin-orbit iut.eruct.ion ill ono

of 1..111' Illagllct je ious. This is known as anisotropic exchange int oracl.ion or also

;\s the Dzvuloshiuskv- Muriya inr oruct.ion. The form of int oract ion is such t.h.ir it

I ries 10 ["()}"('c the spins to be at right angles ill <.I plane' so .that orientation will



ensure that the energy is negative. Its effect is therefore to cant the spins by a

small angle. The effect is known as weak ferromagnetism. It is found in n-Fe2():3,

MnC02, COCO;l etc.

1.4 Magnetic anisotropy

One factor which InClY ;,;tnlllgl.y alkct the shape of the hysteresis loop is 1I1ilgndic

anisotropy. This term simply means that t.he magnetic propcrt.ics depend on The

direction ill which they arc measured. TIH:rc are several kinds of anisotropios like

crystalline or rnagnctocrvstalliuo anisotropy, shape anisot.ropy, stress anisot ropy,

exchange anisotropy and anisotropy induced by IIlHgllctic .uincaling, plastic d(~

formation anrl irrildiiltjoll.

Magnetocryst.alline an iso t.ropy: In a cryxt.alliuo 1I1aglldic lllal crial the

magnetic properties will Vii)')' depending on the crystallographic direction ill which

the magnet ic dipolcs me aligned. A cryst.a! call IlI;lglJt~tiZC' more (~asily ill n>rtaill

direction called easy axes I hall t.he others which arc called hard i'1.:\(-'S. Figur« 1.2

demonstrates lllis l'fr(~ct !(H a sillgle crystal of (it) Illa.gndite and (Il) cobalt

From the lnagllet izat ion cnrvt-s for single crystal of lllaglldite. it can Iw seen

that, along t IIC -: I J 1 > directioll, <1 very slIl,!lllllilgllit ud« of the llIilglldil' lit·ld is

required to produce ;1 lnrg;t' lll;lglll'1 izutiou: ill other words it is 'easy' to 11l<\/!;llct izl'

magnetite crystal aJollg < III > dircct.iou, while it is 'hard' to do so along the

other direct ions. The hcxngoual crvst.al structure of Co call be magnot.izcd easil.\,

in tlle < OIlOI > direction (i.('. alollg t lic c-nxis), but IlilS h.ur] direct ions of

magnetization ill 11[(' < J(110 .: type directions. which lie in the basal plane

(D(Y' from thp ('asy direction). A 1l[(';\SIlIT of the mngnet.ocrvst.alliuc unisotropy

ill the ('ilSy r lirr-rr iuu or lllilt~l1l'f iz.it.iou is t.l«: illlisol ropy tit,ld H II , wlrirh is t ho

held nquircd to rt)lillt' ;ill tlle 11l0l11PIITs lrv tJO n ns out: uni! ill i\ snturatod single

crystal. The allisot IOpV is CilIIS(,d l iv t 11/' coupling of the t'1t'ctroll orbitals to t.h«

lat.t ir-o. alld in t.lu- t'il~Y din'cl iuu Id 11 lill-':lIdizntion , this cO\lpling is such tllal tlu-«:

orbitals arc ill t lu- lowest I~LlCj"gv si at I'.



Al'l'li~(1 l'idd. If

Figure 1.2: Magncocrystalliuc auisotropy ill (a) cubic-Iil«: spincl structure (lIlagllctit.e·

Ft':3(}d and (b) hexagonal structure such ,IS ill l'o!Jnlt with 11" lwing rh« anisor.ropy field

TIle easy direction of mugnetizution for a permanent magnet, based on ferrite

or tlw rure cart h alloys. must h~' uniaxiul. IIOWPWT. it is also possible to have

materials with multiple easy axes or where I he easy direction can lie anywhere

on a certain plane or 011 t.he surface of a COlIC. The fact that u permanent magnet

has uuiaxial anisotropy means t.liat, it. is difficult, to demagnetize as it is resistant

to rotation of the direction of inuguetization.

Shape anisotropy: Consider a polvcrystallino specimen having no preferred

orientation of its grains and therefore no <:ryst al anisotropy. If spherical in shape,

t ho samo applied field will H1ilgll('{ izc it I () I,JI(' same ex-lent ill .uiy dinTI ion. If non

spherical it will be easier to magllctil''(' al<lIJg a long axil; than short axis, This

phenomenon is known as shape anisor.ropy, This is So because the demagnctiziug

Iicld (t,]w internal field which tends t.o dClllHglJetizc the niaguct) is less along it

short direction, because the induced poles <It the surface are farther apart. For

iI spherical sample then' is Ill> spherical anisotropy, The magnctostat.ic energy

dcnsity for an elliospidally shaped sample inaguctized along one of its principal

(\Xl'S is gi veri by

1 ')
F .c: -/'0 N,I ,~I- \/

2
(1.7)

w JIt'rc 'N,/ is t.ho tensor and rcprescut.s the dClllaglldized factor (which is

c,)ku];)tl'~d froru the ratio of Ill(' axis) while 'V' is t.ho volume of the sample and

'\1' is the sal. urat.ion magnot.izatiou of Ilw sample.



Induced anisotropy: Induced anisotropy is not intrinsic to the material

but produced by a treatment which has directional characteristics. Both the

magnitude awl easy axis can be altered by appropriate treatment. The degree and

direction of possible orientation is possible via casting, rolling and wire drawing

in polycrystalliue alloys.

Surface anisotropy: In small magnetic nauopurticles, (\ major source uf

anisotropv results from surface effects. The surface anisot.ropy is caused by the

breaking of t.hc synuuctry and their reduction of t.h« nearest noighbonr coordi

nation. The protective shell or ligand molecules which cover t ll<' small particles

play a.ll important role as well leading to a change of IIJ(' clectrouic environment

on the particle surface

1.5 Magnetic properties of small particles

1.5.1 Single and multi-domain particles

A permanent magnet «routes a magnetic field ill space, which c.uries ellerg,y. This

energy can be niiniruizcd by creating oppositely facing domains in tile rnat.erinl.

so t.lrnt. t.11<' oxt.crual licld is dccrca.<.;cd. T'ho houud.uv IJ('i.wC('lJ domains UUTics

energy, but this i~ less than th« energy benefit obtained. When t h« dimensions of

Cl maguctic particle geL close to the domain wall size, it uiay lw more ("l1l.Tgetically

Iavoura blc for t.l rc particle to form a si nglo domai 11.

The crit ir:al siz(' lwlwecll ;\ single- or mult.i-doruaiu p.utir.lo call be estimated

b.y COllSidel'illg the two situations depict.cd in Fignre !.;3a. b. T11C energy of i)

siugle-domaiu p.uticlc (E"d

. 1 ,1,,1 :1
B'i! = -11·o1'v M s,,/ - n H.. 2 ';1 (1.8)

just has (!H.' magnotostatic energy of a spherical particle with radius 'H',

Sal1ll'ilt ion 1IIdgl\('tis;1l ion IVl."tt und dl'lIHlgllct.isiltioll factor 'N'. TIll' elH..'l'gy of t1

two domain p.ut iclo (El/lid iucludcs t.h« domain Wed] ('lwrgy as well.

(1.0)

wit h '~/ t 11(' .lonnuu wal] energy per surface area.



T he exact rn agnetost a t lc energy o f a two-dom ain par ticle is no t eas ily deriv

a ble, t herefore it is written as n fraction (t of the single-domain cnse. Since t he

two-domain partk- lc has a lower stray tit-M , t ill' mng netostatic t wo-dom ai n ('11

crgy is l C"S...:; than t he einglc-do mai u energy and n < 1. It is ob vious th at n > 0

(l Jlprnpr i a tt ~ n .... 4).
The r-ritu- nl domain dbuuet er D.w is found when th e energies o f the single-

(1.10)

Thus , :<p lwrit"lll plll'l ir-l('S wit h a dia ruen-r bt>luw DJ" (·lllls ist uf II s i tl~ l.. IlIHJ?;

lIl't.ic dcuuuin. 1 lU'~( ' 1' par ti dr.. <1.Jllsh, t ur tlllll tipll-' dnmain-. Below a cri t ica l s ize ,

a particle co nt a ins only 0 11(' domai n . The wid th uf ll. domain depen ds 011 the

bnluucr: bctw o -n I he exchange energy (prefers \.... idc wall ) und ruaguct ocrystulliuc

l.U1i~tJt. 1"UPY ( p rd l 'r s narrow wall ) .

c.) Cb)

@)~~
(c) (d) (c)

Fig u re 1.3: :'IhlJ.\lI l'ti.mt iull of ( iI ) U ,.; i ll~k douuuu jlurtidc , nnd (b ) t he simplest multi

111)111;1111 partirlc. ~ [ agllt'ti7.atil ll . 1111 1' 1,,<; of a !ii l lg ll' rlcnmiu: [e] IllllIIOl-;t:III '()lI.-; rorution.

(cl) huckling Hilt! (t' ) c-tu-liug. T ht' c-eut.r .. of t.ln- cm liHg rued.. is po illt.lllg out of {ur int.o )

d u' plauf'

1.5 .2 C oercl v lty of s ing le domain par t ides

F ig ure 1.3 (c-p) shows t.he most. ba.... ir- modes . A typiml siUKI(· domain pnrl iel l-' will

hu vc- all it;., sp in-, jlOi ll t i ll~ i ll thc »ame din-etion . b OlllOp,Cll( 'tlIlS rot at ion (Fip,u n '

l .:k). " 'hell a ll externa l ma;;nd il· field is a pplied . tlu-sc sp ins rota te ill unison

to !1I 'tHIlIt- )l ;lralld tH tln- (it'ld a llcllll illilll izl ' tl u- Zt ... -ma u C·W·IXV. This h..hu....iou r

i ~ ,.lso h: l lllc,tl ("oll~rt'llt or h UllIO):;t 'IIl ... lus rot uuou . T here Illay 1)(', h l)",{·n 'r . an

auisorropy barrier t~ , be- overcome. 'I' hc- ('xk n ta l li..ld Ilt'i·t!t:tl. 11, ,,,, to ro t;,t ...: tlu'



magnetisation of a spherical particle from opposite to parallel to the field, can be

estimated using Stoner-Wohlfarth[4] theory given by

2KH.,w = ( 1.11)
/1'oAlsa l,

Magnetization reversal by fanning mechanism is relevant in chains of particles

or highly elongated particles. In a chain, t.ho ,M" vector of each particle interacts

with its neighbours via the magnetic dipolar int.eraction.Thus the dipoles line

up, north to south, and like t.o remain in aliglllllCllL llCllCC causing nil unisotropy

even if no others exist. This has been called all inl crnrt.iou unisotropy, An applied

field ill the opposite dirrr.r.ion tends t.o reorient t.l[('st· d ipoles. hut t.he rooricut.atiou

may occur either coherently or inr-ohereut.lv. The incoherent alignment. is called

fanning. With buckling or fanning (Figure 1,:1(1), magncr iznt iou is homogeneously

varying alollg OIl(' dircl'l ion. Iu 1][(' figllJ'f', il is vilryilli', upwards. nlld lluc-tnations

to the left and right c.anr.el each ot.her. thereby dt~n{'Hsillg the toLI1 stray field.

Duckling often occurs ill thin rods.

Curling or vortex (Figmc 1.:31:) is an intcrcstiug modo, where the stray field is

red need to a minimum by circular svunuot l'y. lt. has also small CXdlilllgC ellCl'gy,

but for the centre; their opposed spins arc just next to each ot hp]', forcillg; the

magnetization to rotate out of plane. This mod« is found primarily in thin

disks. with possible applica.tioux ill data st.orage; th is vortex stall' llHs a centre

uiagnct.ivatiou oit.licr into the paper or out of it.

1.5.3 Superparamagnctic limit

When thc size of et particle is very small, t.hcv will be single domain and thermal

l'1H'l'gy kHT may be enough to overcome Ule auisot.ropv harriur KV, HcJ'(.~ k n is the

Boltzrnann's coustant., 'K' is the anisotropy constant awl 'T' t.lu: t.cmporaturc.

This results in the maguetizatiou being rotated spont.aueonsly every our:e in a

while. Wit.h no external field, this yields an avcnlgc magllPt ivat.iou l)f :r.l~ro, with

t hc averagillf.!; douo either over t.ime or ove-r multiple particles. When ;111 external

fidd is present. the part iclo does have all aVI'l'<Igl'd magnet i:r.ill ion parallol tlJ

the field. This phenomenon is called supcrparruuagnetism. 'D,,,' is the di.unct.er.

lu-low which this occurs, the supcrparamagnet.i« liruitvThc apprOiH'!1 of t.lrcrmullv

;\1'1 ivntr-c] switching of a singl{'-dolll,'lin part ick: is called tIle :'Ji'p!-nr{)WII iuodol.



The average time Tm» it takes for the thermal energy to flip the magnetization

can be expressed using the Arrhenius-Neol law given by

J(V

Tm = ToC k B T (1.12)

with TO the resonance rolaxation time of the spin system, which is generall.y

around (he order of 10- 10s. The fluctuations therefore slow down (Tm iucrcases) as

the s.un ple is cooled and t.lio system appears static when T m becomes much longer

than t.hr: measuring time 't' of the particular laboratory experiment techniqu«

which Otle is using. This equation can also be understood directly by recognizing

t he Boil zuuuru-factor.

H,·

t-----singlc dOllwins-----+-

I
(i",-I',,''',

I

I

Deh

(l.l:n

Figure 1.1: A Sc!H'lWltic gPlpll of the «oorcivitv field as ;, funrt.iou of di.unrt.er. 'I'IJ('

diftorout sjZ(~ regime call hr: recognized

For a gi veil time span T,n, the critical diameter is

D ( GkJ]T 1 T m
- th. = --- n

7TK TO

Of ~l particle of this diameter has u stable magnetization for time span of just

'11I.- The value Im is, of (:011r5e, applicut.iou dependent III supcrpar.unuguct ic

beads for biomedical applications, a second is appropriate while for harr] disc, T,"

uf t.ho order ut Icw lellS of years is desirable.

So far we have seen r.luec regimes, multidomain (bulk: n > Dd" ). siug"~

domain (DII, < D < Dd,,) and superparamaguet.ic (D < 1)1/,). 'Dd,,' is 111(' rrit icnl

domain diamcl.er, below which the encrgy of it domaiu wall Is tuo lart!.(' to rcdlW('



the stray field. But there are other options for reduction, besides creating multiple

domains. This is what. happens ill the curling and buckling magnetization modes:

the magnctivation varies continuously over the gcomct rv, The exchange' energy

resulting from slightly uouparallcl spins is kept. small, while spins are canceling

each other's field over a larger area.

Mult.idomaiu particlcs de<:!rasc tile field by forming domains, while singl«

domain particles have a high field. origillilting from rnagnct.ocryst allin« and shape

anisotropy. I3elow the supcrparamaguctic limit Du" t.hc coercive field decreases

because thermal energy is cllouglJ I U overcome the ba.nier.

1.6 Magnetic rnetal and rnetal oxide nanoparticles

Magnetic ruu.tcriuls arc always it fascilliltioll to rcsoarclrer-, uWillg to their potell

tial use ill comruunicution. data s!.oragc), biomedicine aucl defeucc applications

[2,7,8]. Over the hiS!' fow years the lllai2,IWtic properties of fenijfcno magnetic

nanostruct.ures (uanopart.iclcs, nanowi res, nauorods or self assembled nauost.ruc

turcs) have been widely studied, as t.hcy present all interest bor.h for fundamen

tal physics and for applications [ei, 9]. The general requirements would oft.en

be of magnetic particles clisplaying il large magnetic susceptibility, while keep

ing inter particle interactions low so t.hu.t they do not agglotllcratc. Metals like

irou, cobalt HIHI nickel arc fCl'l'olJli1guctic at room t.empernt.urc. However, their

magnetic propert.ios will vary Iroiu the hulk metal is lirokon into finer and filler

pieces. The magnetic properties of nanornct.als can be verv dillcront., manifest.ing

softer rnagllctism or single domain maguct.isru with it much greater cocrcivir.v. If

small enough, t.hey can illso test the supcrparumagnet.ic limit of matter. Sev

eral approaches have been applied to synthesize maguet.ic metal nanoparticles.

including thermal and souochcrnical decomposition of organornctallic precursors,

high-temperature reduction of iucr al salts, or reduction with reverse micelles [10

1:~]. however. control of sha pc j~ very i uiport.ant.. 01ilv few anisot ropi« lnagnctic

uanopart.iclcs huvc hoeu d('vcl()pc~d so far [1,)- Hi]. Some research groll ps ll<lve

employed laser a.hlat ion met.hod» [17, ]~j and prepared magnet.i« uauopurticlcs

(Co, 0Ji, Fe) of 40-5()() atoms. However, these nanopurt.iclos were not stu hie ill air



due to oxidation and aggregation because their surfaces were not passivated by

other organic or inorganic molecules (bare nanoparticles).

Last decade scientists explored the structure and transport properties of fer

rite materials. Now the properties of these are investigated in the nanorcgimc.

Appropriate processing techniques and controlled microstructures play a. siguifi

cant role in formulating ferrite devices. The other important factor is character

istic modilicat.ion by means of substitution or doping. NIdal oxide nanornut.orials

are prepared in a great number using novel routes like co-precipit.ation, SOIlO

cheruicul, microwave plasma, ball milling, sol-gel, polyol process, reverse micelle

and hydrothermal methods [6, a-13, ID, 20). These methods produce nanomot cr

ralIg(~ particles when compared to the ceramic methods lending to drastic ch,\Ilg('s

ill t.hoir prope-rties. Magnetic mct.al oxides UUl 1)(' broadly classifiod ;IS spiiu-l. ,(!,ar

not or ruaguetoplumbitc. Details of ferrite- with spine! structure an' discuss.xl ill

Chapter G.

1.7 Carbon nanostrnctures-an overview

Carbon is undoubtedly one of the most important. elements known to nuur. It is

the 4/h most abundant clement ill the solar SySt.CIIl, G' h 1II0S1, n.1H1lld"llt ch'llwld

in the universe and the 19/.h most abundant element in the eart It 's crust. '1'IH'I'I'

are more compounds of carbon, about Hi minion, than of any other elellH~llts

except hydrogen. Electronic structure of carbon at.oiu is h'!2.<;22p2 ill it.s ~\()lllld

state with t.WO unpaired 2p electrons auc] the 2s and 2p wave Iuurt ion 1l(111);l1ly

hybridized to form 4 degenerate sp::S orbitals. Carbon has 1\\'0 unt.urallv OCC1IITi lIg

stable allotropes: 12C (9~.8a%) and ne (1.11%). Tlw radioactive isolopl" 11('.

arc formed by thermal neutron irradiation of Li 01' AI nitride [21. 22] .

Modern 'riunotechnology revolution' was undoubtedly catalyzrx] by the rui.l

1980s sercndipitous discovery of carbon nnnoclustors known as fulk-rcncs or ('!in

(caged molecules uniquely formed from carbon) for wlricl: the l!J!Jb )!olwl Prize' ill

Chemistry was awarded to Richard Smallcy. Robert ('1111. and Sir IInrold l~wl ()

[2:3]. Later ill 1989, first. large-scale svnt Iu-sis of Iullcrouo- W,IS wisely dis(()\'

«red by H \df'lll,lll and KriihchllWl' [2T, w ltidl provided ;l Illi.l(TO,.;cupic qu.uu i I \

of C()() conlirmiug t.lie proposed icosohccl rnl structure. This WilS followed !J\" iI



stream of discoveries and inventions related to carbon nanostructures. Versatile

methods for the preparation of carbon nauostructures wit.h different morphol

ogy (nanoparticies, nanorods or nanot.ubes] have been developed as they call act

as rnultifunctional device component. They arc capable of creating a variety of

nanoscale structures such as spheres, tubules, onions, ribbons, rods ct.c [20 ;1:}].

Out of these, carbon nanotubcs have received and continue to receive :-;il!;nificCll\l,

attention due to their potential applications. but t he field of mult.ilaycr fullcrcucs

or carbon IHUIO onions (CNO) still remains in its infancy. The main reason for

this it' the expensive and impractical prepruat.ion processes involved toget.her with

low yields and uucontrollublc size.

Carbon uauot.ulx.. t.l«: ltLost, widely st.ndi.«! ID uunouiat.ctial, was first. discov

ered by Iijiruu in HJ91 pG], consist, of n graphitic sheets of sp2 hybridized carbon

atoms [21, 22; rolled ill to it tubular urrav. The diameter» of CNTs rHuge horri

1 11111 to > :30 n rn, with aspect ratios (lcngtll:width) ranging from lOO to greater

than 1 x 10(;. Their tensile strength is ea. 20 times greater than stool - a prop

erty attributed to extremely strong sp2 bonding between ncighboring hexagonal

units. Based on empirical data and theoretical predictions [G, 22]' t.hr: cn.talyt.ic

ability of the metal/alloys for SW0IT growth follows the order: Ni/I'vlo > Ni/Cr

> Ni/Co> Ni/Pt. > Ni/Rh> Ni/Fe> Ni > Fe/\'Io > Fe/Cl' > Fl:/CO > j.\'/Pt

> Fc/Ith » Fe > Ni/Mo .» Fc/Mo > Coj.Vlo > Co > Pt > Cu,

Soon after this in 1002, D Urgatc [251 discovered carbon onions (conccn

tric spherical graplJitic shells) during his experiments with the irrnrliat.ion of

nanopart.ic.lcs filled with gold and lanthanide oxides. Subsequent, works rc\O(';I!(·d

that carbon onions Can be prepared frorn a. diversity of carbon rich iuaturials

[6, 21, 37-(10). Carbon nemo onions (CNOs) are made of conrr-nt.ri« Iullcrouc

like shells and range from douhle-. triple- or multilayered structures. A number

of methods to produce CNO have been demonstrated, including arc discharge.

high-energy electron beam irradiation, high-temperature uanodi.uuou.l .uuu-al

ing. plasnia-ouluuiccd chemical vapor rleposition all<.! implantation of carbon ions

onto meted purt.iclos [2[l,11 -14]. Mnlt iwallcd CI\O~ arc usuallv t li« l>yprndll<'ls

of nmltiwallod C~Ts. Tlwy have empty cavity in the middle, offerillg 1][(' po

tent.ial to be filled wit h other nnnop.ut.ic-k-s forming corp shell st 1\]('11111]'('", with

interest.ing propcrt.ies,
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1.8 Core shell nanoparticlcs

Some of the exciting breakthroughs in uanoscience awl nanotcchuology arc the

development of flexible batteries, uanotweezers, nano brushes, hydrogen storage

devices, catalysts [4:)-18] etc. By particle engineering, well defined morphologics

or hybrid systems with required properties (metallic. semicouducting, magnetic

awl dielectric) could be achieved with nanomcter core within the shell material

[22. 3D. ell), ,19 55]. Shell protection is absolutely necessary for nauomatcrials

especially metal nanoparticles cl uc to the following important reasons: (n) the

shell call alter the surface charge. reactivity and functionality of the metal core

thereby enhancing the stabi lity and dispcrsibi Ii ty of the colloidal materials: (b) by

choosing a suitable shell-forming material. one can incorporate magnetic, optical

and cat.alvt ic properties int.o the composite material: (c) encasing t.hc core part.i

c1e (especially metal] in it shell invariably protects it from physical and chemical

dWlIgcs; and (d) core-shells exhibit improved physical and chemical character

isr ics as «om pared to their single component counterparts. The different t.ypes

of core shell systems include metal/metal oxide core/shell structure, bimetallic

eo rc/shell svstorn. semiconductor core/shdl system and polymer coated core/shell

system />(). [)7j.

Since' t lu- first. report of grnphitic encapsulation of materials by Ruff et al. [28]

111 1(J()3, it ofl'('rs the possibility to investigate the properties of low dimensional

mntorial in it closed environment. This would great lv change tile chemical and

physical properties of t.hc materials providing interesting applications. Magnetic

metal nanoparticlcs as core with carbon layers as shell can prevent the rapid ox

idation of hare metal nanoparticlcs. Various techniques have been developed for

svut hesizill;.!; iuct.al- filled carbon uanoclustcrs, such as varbon arc technique, wet

chemical nicr.hocls [6, 22, 24 -:31]. Catalytic pyrolysis method is of great promise

dill' to low rost s. ready availability or raw materials awl simple processing tcch

11 iq11(':-; (!X]. Although several groups have successfully 0 btaiued met a]-filled car

bou W1HO(11\)CS 01' nanopart icles hy catalytic method and several reaction models

IJ<lve l)l'<'ll proposed. the catalytic mechanism and the nature of the cncapsu

l.11 cd nl;1 tCl' ia Is Me Hot st i11 clear: The shell protection imparts ccrt a i Il f11nctional

pn 'Iler! j<·s lot1)(' nauoiuntcrial IH'lJCC providing tremendous applications for these
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materials in nanoscalc optics, nanoclectronics. as well c1S in magnetic, catalytic

chemical and biological fields [S9, GO]. Graphenc nanoconipositcs are being used

for clectrochcmical cell electrodes. for lithium ion batteries, the binder or matrix

material is preferably amorphous polymeric carbon. Metal carbon hybrid nanos

tructures can also be thought of as electrode for supcrcapacir.or applications.

The studies show that carbon nanostructured materials can be used in energy

generation ,1.'; well as in energy storage applications. CNOs or hyperfullcrcnes

arc also being investigated theoretically as well as experimentally for utilizing

the fantastic properties exhibited by these nanostructures. Ingenious fabrication

techniques can make use of these nanostructurcs for creating new materials for

nanoclcctronics, diagnostics or sensing devices. Tribology [:37, 38] is another area

wherein these nanost.ructurcs can be exploited. Moreover, multifunctionul nia

tcrials eau 1.H.~ Iabricatcd by engineering nuuccouipositc propert ics using thc'St~

uanostructi nes.

1.9 Natural rubber based magnetic nanocornposites

Nil! mal rubber (:"if{) or ('IS 1/1 polyisopron«, has becll ident ificd ill nb()llt 2()()()

plant species, but only the species IIevcIJ brasiliensis is of commercial signifirancc.

From the tree, rubber is collected in the form of latex by tupping rubber is sep

arated Irom the latex by coagulation usually by aridificat.iou. The resultant co

ngullllll is then processed into different marketable forms of )iH. Their moksular

weight ranges from 200,000 t.o 600,000 with a relatively broad weight distribution

161]. Rubber separated from latex contains more than 00% of hydrocarhon: cis

10'1 polyisoprcno in admixture with uat.urally occurring resins. proteins. sugars

etc. NB is characterized with low hysteresis, high resilience and low wnt or ab

sorption. High tensile strength and elongation at break i.lre tlic major attractive

features of NR over synthetic rubbers [G2]. Poor resist.urc« to sunlight. 1!.\ygCll

and ozone arc the drawbacks over synthct ic ruhbcrs. but it is iucxpcnsivr-..\JH is

a versatile and adaptable material which find applicat ion in t rilllsport anr] C'lIgi

[leering applications such as automobile tyres. axro tyre. ()ff shore- and CHT( hPil('('

industries. civil engineering, rnilways. vibration l'llgilH'('lillg utr.



Discovery of reinforcement of NR by particulate fillers is almost a century

old. Although NR exhibits very good strength even without reinforcement, it

was reinforced with unique composition of Jordanian silica sand with different

particle size. Recently work are 011 modify the structure and properties of NR

reinforced with nanofillcrs [G:3-Gf)].

Polymers arc inherently uomuagnet.ic materials. As early as ill 19.55, it has

1)('('11 S('(~Il that their propert.ics ('unId lw urodilicd by iucorpor.u.iou of lIlilgndic

fillers in plastic or rubber [(;()], though their magnetic properties arc gcnerally

considered to be inferior to cast or siutcred magnets. This is principally related

to the relatively low permeability values associated with such composites itS op

posed to magnetic permeability of cast or sintcred materials. However, polymer

composites possess uurucrous advantages. The polymeric binder coats t.he mag

npt ic particles and acts as au illSldator slIppn'ssing eddy current losses. Polymer

based Illaf!;nds can IH.' muuufact urod hv couvcnt.ional polymer processing tcch

niques [G2, 67, G8j, allowing them to ]w moulded into complex :-i!mpcs and sizes,

with higher production rat cs. lower cost and hetter uniformity and rcproducibil

ity.

Incorporation of uiagnct.i« materials ill ,I polymeric matrix offers wide pos

sibilities for the nanostructurcs ill applicnt.ions where mechanical, dielectric and

magnetic properties MC ('(jllUlly import ant. Since NTI is easily available ami

an inexpensive material. (,o!llpositt·s b<lsed OJl inaguct.ic: materials (both knit e::;

;l\HI f(~rrOlllit!.!;llds) ar« exkll:-iivl'!\' :-illlClil'd. 'I'll<' incorporut.ion of' li lk-r pilrti('!cs

modifies t.heir dielet-t.rir as well <IS Illilgllet.ic propcrt.ies of t.he «oinposit.es. 'I'lius

by appropriate manipulat ion of Ihe filler .unount ill the composite, the phyis

courechanical. dielcct.rx ,IS wul I il.-; Jllilgll(~tic properties can be tailored [Ci7, (SK:.

These lllagclIt.odielc>ct rie ('Olllposit C;-i also hlld applications ill areas where Hcxiblo

llmgn<'tic: llw.terials <lI(' j'('qllircd. OIH' ()f 11H' ()t.IH~r sigllificallt aspects is their

microwave absorbing 1)}UI)(Tty.

1.10 Electromagnetic wave absorbers

TIll' sdI' propng<lting C'i('I·tr('1l1il.!~I]('lic (1':\1) \l"i1\"('S possess electric and m.ignct ic

couiponcnt s that. o:·;ciILd\· ilt rigllt allg,j('c, tu ('iICh other and to tile direction of



propagation and are in phase with each other, In 1985, Federal Communication

Commission in US defined the ISM (Industrial, Scientific and Medical) frequency

bands with specific bandwidth (13\,\11 allowing unlicensed spread spec.truin com

munication. Three of the ISM bawls are at frequency 500 Mliz (13\V '" 2.6

MHz), 2.44 GHI\ (BW",83.5 MHz) and 5 GHz (13\V<300 MHz). 2.4 GHy, hand

is available worldwide having more bandwidth. supporting higher data rate and

multiple adjacent channels in the baud, thus offering good balance of equipment

performance and cost. 2.4 GHz is ideal for WLAI\, high speed uuliccuscd data

link. 1£££80200111>, Bluetooth and home H.F operate ill this band. It is less

crowded, has global allocation nud assoc.int.ocl technique is cost offcctivc. Hence

studies on tile wave absorbing proper! it's ill the S-IJntHl (2-1 CHz) become more

significau t.

The characteristics of Illatl~riills that iIlJilll'IH'I' till' E.\I Wi\VI~ arc their COll1

plex perrnitt.ivity, complex punncabllir.y. dielectric l(js~ t'lllgCUt, lIIilgllut..ic loss

tangent nnd wave impedance. The hnsic rcquircmeuts of a 111 icrowavo absorb

ing; mat.ori»] ill'<' high aUCUlliltiolL ,'illlilil I'xl «rual sl1rL!('c n:ikdioll, low weight.,

stability of xt.ruct.uro alld properti('s. lvl icrowav« iliJsorbiug llJa.1(:I'ials find ap

plications in antenna techniques rInd production, [or protection of humans ,111<'\

other biological objects form harmful .ut.iou of E[\1 w.rvcx, in milit.arv applications

for anti-radar ('aw(ildlag(:. for illlprlJvillg t11<' 1-:;\J ('olllpalibility lx.twccu diJfcn:nt

electromagnet ic dcvic.os [(iD (;)]. Tlu: basic princ-iple of microwave absorbinu mu

tcrial (!<-VI']OpUll'u1. illdlldes sdl'll i011 or suit ilhl<' mat rix Iill(·rs.I'h(' dr('cl.ivcllcss

of alisoI'[lt ion (·Olll[losit.c st.ru«: IIH' is oJ)l' wh ic.l: [l"SSI'SS('s low rdkctioll, 1lIilliinun 1

transmission and muxirmun absorption al till' SiUlIC' t.iruc.

All clcctrrunagnct.ic wave UHt\' 1)(' ilt h)UllillE'd ill throc WHyS: i) hy absorption

due to the t.hickuoss of the shield. ii ) hy rl'flcdjoll ,11 I Ill' surfaces, and iii) by

multiple internal rdicdions [7et, 7;)], ]{('flediolJ. re-quires t hc- existence of lllO

bile charge carriers (electrons or h"II'o.) wliicl: iut cr.ut wit h t 11(' electromagnetic

radiatiou. ThIIS. t.he shield tt'udo. tll 1w (,I('<'lric,tlh ronrluct iug; t!lc)\]gh (l high

conductivity is Hot required for o.llil'lclillg. For ('.\:'llllpll'. ,I volume resistivity of'

t.ln- order of 1 Ollllll'lll is tvpiCillh·~lltlicil'lll. 'lh« r('lkcl ion juss is a function

of the ratio ('ll-'f'tricnl coudu«t ivitv r(,I,lt iv(' 10 ('(IPlwr illlol r('hl ivc mrtglll't ic ]11'['

mcahilitv. The I'l'1k("tioll loss 011'1 ]'(',IS('S wir h ill(J'(·ilo.illg h('lll1l'lHy Absorpt iou.
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requires electric and/or magnetic dipoles which interact with the electromagnetic

fields. The elect ric dipoles may he provided by materials having high dielectric

permittivity or magnetic permeability. The absorption loss is a function of the

product of electrical conductivity relative to copper and relative magnetic per

rncabilit.y. Unlike reflection where the loss decreases with increasing frequency.

the absorption loss increases with increasing frequency. The absorption loss is

proportional to the thickness of the shield. Silver, copper, gold and aluminum an'

excellent. for reflection, due to their high conductivity. Supcrmalloy are excellent

for absorption, due to their high magnetic permeability [74]. The third mecha

nism of at.teuuatiou is multiple reflections (at various surfaces or interfaces in the

shield). This mechanism requires the presence of Cl large surface area or interface

area in the shield. For instance, a porous or foam material has a large surface

area. and composite m.rteria] containing fillers hnvp a large interface area in the

shield. The loss due to multiple reflections can lw neglected when the distance

between the reflect.iug surfaces or interfaces is large when compared to t.lie skin

depth which is the distance (hat electromagnetic radiation can be penetrate at

certain high frequency.

The relk-r.t.iou loss of an absorber material with a metal backing can be eval

uated from t heir dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability values of the

absorber layer medium for a known thickness in a specific frequency band. It is

expressed ill decibels (dD). AIl ideal absorbor material should have i:l rcllcctior:

loss over -20 dB. In other words. about. 99.9% of the incident energy b lost when

passing through the absorber material.

Nauocompositcs based on ferro/ferri magnetic materials are light-weight and

inexpensive materials that can prevent medical, military, and aircraft systems

from El'vI interference (EMJ) \V hich call result in damages ranging from data jam

ming to burn out of sensiti vc equipment. Flexible composites can be developed

by incorporating these magneto-dielectric fillers ill appropriate ratio into natural

rubber matrix.
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1.11 N onlinear optical properties of materials

Nonlinear optics deals wit h various new optical effects a nr] novel phenomena

arising from interactions of intense coherent optical radiat.ions with matter. In

the pre-Iaser era nonlincar opt ieal cffoer.s could not \w experimentally observed

since t.hc lir-ld :-it.rcII!!,t h of conventional sourros \V;IS too SIll all to pert 11rh tile

atomic and int.cratomic fields. The assumpt ions of lillcarity of an optical medium

where, t.he optical properties such as refract ivc index and a bsorption coefficients

are independent of light intensity, 1he frequency of light. cannot be altered by its

passage through the medium. awl light cannot interact wit.l: light. Irradiation

of a. medium with high intensity laser radiation is in principle equivalent to the

application of lar!!,e electric fi(·ld t.o the iuatorial. '1'1)(' noulinoar bchavior exhibited

by media ;11'P (a) rhangp in rofr.ut.ive indpx ;md CO]ls('C!llPntly c!Jnng<' in the sjwpd

of light as it propagates through (l nonlincar medium, (b) light can alter its

frequency as it passes through 11 uonlinear optical medium, and (c) light can

control light: photon can be made to interact. A brief introduction on the general

theory of nonliuear opt ical property is provided below for the sake of continuity.

\Vhell a molecule is subjected to strong laser radiation, the molecule's polar

ization is being driven beyond t he linear regime. The modified nonlinear polar

ization Pm (\VIIich is a function of ;\ppl iorl fidd and leads t.o nonl inuar (,ffecTs) is

expressed as Pm = n'E + /-]1 E'2 + ~r'E:\ + ... where n' is t.hc 1incar polariza t.ion

of the molecule or <It.OHL /1' is the first uiolocular hvpcrpclarisatbilitv (second

order nonlincar term), ~t' is the third order uonlincar term and E the electric held

acting on the molecule. Usually, 0" > >/1' or ~( With increasing field strength.

nonlinear effects become observable due to the presence of higher powers of E anr]

the equation get.s generalized to Rn = (o[\' (I) F; + \(2) E 2 + ,(:3) E:3 + ... ], where

X(l) is the lirst order susccpt.ibiln.v and .\ (n) is the nl h order nonlincar optical

susceptibility.

Thus, the optical characteristics of il medium such as dielectric pcrmittivitv

or refractive index, which depend on susceptibility, also become a function of

the electric field strength E. The optical nonliuc.uit.v is thus the property of the·

medium through which light travels. rather than a property or light itself. If t II('



incident light has the form E = Eocos(wt), then we have

(1.14)

Using the trigonometric relations: cos2(wl) = [1 + cos(2wl)Jl2 and cos:l(wt)

[cos(:3wt) + :3cus(wt)J/4, the above relation becomes

Fm ~ (1/2)foX(2)E !, + t:,,[XCI) + (:3/4)x(3)E:~]E()cos(wt)+

('1/ ')) X(2)E2 (' , ,2 (') t)' + (1/4)' \ (:1)Ea (' "(""""") +-lOO. --',,'OS_w, '(0' ',,:lSdc.u ... (1.15)

The first term is a constant term which gives rise t.o a nc field across the

medium: the E-'ff(~ct of which is of c-ouiparnt.ively lit tic importance. The second

term follows the external polarization and is called first or Iuudament.al harmonic

of polarizat ion. The third oscillates at (\ fr('<[ni'llcy 2;:;;::1 and is called the second

harmonic of polarization, the fourth is called 1he t.hirrl harmonic of polarization

and so on. These higher harmonics of dielectric polarization results from the

nonlincarity of the medium leading tu various optical nonlinear phenomena.

In general, depending on the order of t.h« uouliucarity, efl'(~cts like second

harmonic generation (X(2) process whereby two photons of the frequency interact

together to form a single photon of frequency 2w), Pockcl's effect (X('2) process

where the refractive index of n material varies linearly with all applied DC electric

field), optical Kerr cllect ()..(:3) process whereby the rcfract.ive index of a medium

varie-s linearly with the intensity of all applied clcct.roiuaguctic radiation Iicld ):

de can take place. However, due to phase matching restrictions, all allowed

nonlinear phenomena will not occur snnult.ancously ill a given nonlinear medium.

For Cl third order nonlincar medium (like isotropic solutions}, the real awl

i inaginary components of X(:l) arc related to the nouliuear refraction and nonlinear

absorpt.ion respectively through the expressions: RcX(;l) zz: 1O-(;rn;'lI.2/(48lhr'2)

,lIld [111..\(:3) = 1O-7c~n~6)/(9G71'2w). when". r: (CIll/S) is t.hE-' velocity of light, '/10

is tlH~ rcfructivo index. w(Hz) is t1w 1<ISC1' rru liatiou frequency, /1(cllI/\V) is the

uoulincar absorption codIicicnt awl /12 ((,1I1~ /\V) is t.he uonlinoar refractive index.

The refractive index and ubsorpt ion coefficjent of t.hc mcdimu arc giv(m by



0; = a o + /31 (1.16)

where'!' is the laser intensity, (to is the linear absorption coefficient, and (j is

the nonlinear absorption coefficient. The propagation cquation for light travelling

in the z direction through a third order nonlincar medium can then he written as

<if ( ')- --' - (\'0 + iJI 1
(Le

(1.17)

Depending 011 the sign of n'2 and 3, the rnod ific.a.tiou III the refractive index

will give rise to self focusing or dclocusiug effeds while that ill the absorption

coefficient will lead to induced transmission or al.sorpr iou.

Various organic .uid hybrid nauost.ruct.u r~:s an' identified for nonl inp;lr lJplieal

applications [76], Nunostructurcd material» MC found to lw inl.crcs! i11/2; ell Iuli

dates, since their opt.ical properties are highly dependent on the size of those

structure. Noble metals like ClI, Ag and A \1 ns well as magnet.ic Illeutls like Fe,

Co, Ni and I heir IWIlOSt ruct.urcs ilW IH~illg illvestigal('(l rccom.ly. Carboll nanos

tructures arc well studied for their optical limiting proper! ics, especially carbon

black, carbon nunot ubc, fullercuc ,HId nanowire ,,17 KIj,

Optical Limiting: Controlling till' intcusity of light in a predetermined and

prcdictubh: rnunner is a fundamental and important requirement with applicu

tions ranging from optical conununicat ion to opt ical computing. This can hc

used to switch. limit. amplify or ruurlulate t he amplitude of an optical signal via

dynamic or passi vc met.hods.

Over t.he last few decades, uuurv scientist.s 11,lVI' sought tho so-called optical

limiting materials tlla1. exhibit 'nonlincar extinction', i.c. strongly attenuate in

tense, potentially dangerous laser beams, while readily transmitting low-iut.ensity

ambient light. Up to 1I0W, a number of org,\llic and inurganic Illalcri,i1s, including

phthalocyauiucs. porphyrins, fullorcnos, carhon nanot.uhcs, inorganic nanopart.i

ell'S, metal complexes and clusters [79 84, 1I,1\'e fO\.l1J(1 to si IOW a strong nonliucar

l·'xt.ill('( ion effect. for prart iral opt icul Iiinit crs. There alT Cl variety of non liue.n' op

tical phcnoun-na t.liat CUll be used to const ruc.t all optical limit er These include

two photonZinult i photon. excited state 0111(1 free «atrior absorption. nonlinoar re

Iract.ivo PI'OCf'SS(~s such us self focusing and photo refraction and optica lly induced

scal t I .ri Ilg.



Two photon absorption (TPA) is an instantaneous non-linearity that involves

the absorption of a photon from an electromagnetic field to promote an eloct.rou

from its initial state to a virtual intermediate state, followed by the absorption

of Cl second photon that takes the elcctron to its final real state. Since the

intermediate state for such transition are virtual, energy need not be conserved in

the intermediate state hut only ill the linal state. For TPA, t hc nliitcrial response

is of the order of an optical cycle and is therefore independent of the optical pulse

length for a fixed intensity. The device will respond virtually inst nutancouslv to

the pulse. On the other hand, her.ausc- of the low value of '1'PA ro-efficicnt ,J

(where /3 = C\~vfor2n~)IrI/.('«;3)) with ;:;:;.=circulm frequency of the optical field.

uo-tlw lineal' index of refraction and c=t.he speed of light ill vacuum]. in usunl

rnutcrials, high intensities are required to realize' significant. 'IPA in them, ~ince

the intensity is essentially the energy density divided by t lu: pills!' clurnt ion, slJmt

pulses are required to achieve limitiug with TPi\ for energy rlcusit ie; that niav be

onough to damage an optical sensor. T11\1s, TPA acting alone is not ;, pr.ut inl!

approach to device protection ((H' nano second .mrl lougcr llm);t! pulses.

Reverse saturable absorption (HSi\) or excited state ubsorpt ion gellcrally

arises ill a system when an excited state absorbs stronger than t.ln: gruund st atc,

The process can be understood by considering <I system that, is modelled usiul,!,

three vibronically broadened clectrunic cllergy levels. Let t lu- ('l'OSS sedio)l for

absorption Irorn the ground state 1 is a I aut! al is t.hr: cross scCtiull for absorp

tion from the excited state 2 to t.hc s('('olld cxcit.el :-;lnt.c:\. The lifotiruc of till'

hl'st (~x('itcd si at!' is rT2 (sccoll(Is). As ligltt is ;t1Jsor!wd by \ 11<' muu-rinl, the Iirs:

excited state begins to become popul.u.cd <111<1 coutributcs to t.lu: toted absorp

t.ion cross section. If (7'2 is s111<111el' t luin al. t lic ruaterial bcC'onl('s trausp.ucnt

and bleaches. Such materials are knowu as snt.urnbk: uhsorb«r. If a2 is l,lrgl'l'

than 1T1, then the tot al absorption inrreasos and (11l' 111<\toii ill is known a:-;; rev: 'I'Sl'

saturable absorber. Reverse saturable ,tl)sorlH'rs dl'I' good opt iral liuritcrs.

Once charge carriers arc optically g('lwr,tted ill a scmirouduct or. whethe-r )1\"

siup;k photon or two-photon absorpt iou, tll('sC l'!l'ctWlls (1J<,ks) ('illl lw PI'OllJ<I!(',[

to states lliglwl' (lower) ill t he couduction (V;d('II('(') lJ(\JI(l 11\' ,l!ISlJl'!>iILg addit iou

pIlot ous. This process is tJl'1l'lI plllJtlJll ;lssis\l'd, ,tlrllllllgll d(,]H'lldillg lill t lu: c!dilib

of t.hc band st ructure and t he ('['('qU('lw,' ol' t lu- IlpliCitl exrit n.tiou it inav alslJ 1)('



direct. The photon-assisted phenomenon is referred to as free carrier absorption

and it is analogous to the excited state absorption in Cl molecular system. It is

clearly an accumulative nonlincarity, since it depends upon t.he buildup of carrier

population in the band as the incident optical pulse energy is absorbed.

Optical limitcrs based on self-focusing and dofocusing form another class of

promising device. The mechanism for these devices luny ariso from the real part of

X(3) or from noulincar refraction associated with carrier generation by either linear

or two photon absorption ill it semiconductor. Both self focusing and defocnsiuu

limiters operate by refracting light away from the sensor as opposed to simply

absorbing the incident. radiation. Compared to strictly absorbing devices, t1Lesc

lirniters can therefore potentially yield a. larger dynamic: rallge before dalllUgc to

the limitcr itself' happens.

Scattering is caused by light, internctiug with small ccuu:rx tluu 1';111 be plrvs

ical particles or simply the interfaces between the groups of non-excited and t'X

cited molecules. Scattcring can be highly directional or fairlv uniform depending

on the size of the scattering ccntcrs. It is observed t.hat if all optical si~l\id iu.h«:.-s

scattering ccntcrs in a medium, the transmission of the moliuui mcaxurtxl ill ;1

given solid angle will decrease. Ileuce. optical sc;lt.tCl"illg can lw used in optical

limiters for sensor application. Scattering are of two types. When p.uticlos arc

much smaller that the wavelength of light or where the particles arc nonabsorb

ing, Rayleigh scattering occurs. For particles where the size is eit lier ("olllpanill!t'

or larger than the wavolcngt.h of light, Mie scut.t.eriug ocxurs. TII(' csselli ial poiru

is that ,IS the size of t.hc scattering particle ilH'l't~nses.. ,I larger pelTclLt,lgc of tlrc

scattered radiation is forward scattered. Hence, limiting based Oil Mic scaUcri lIg

will be less effecti V(' 1han Rayleigh scattering Wi. Mh].

1.12 Motivation of the present work

Having discussed some 01" the issues pertaining 10 bot.l: [uud.uncut nl nwl applied

aspects in till" int roduction, it is necessary t.luu thc:-;e nanost ruct urr:s ,11(' pn']!;I1't'd

in laborutory itself. Simple and cost dfcdivc mct.lio. Is ill t' nl'("CSS;lIY for rho

preparation of such nanost.rur.t.nrcs. ]'v[o}'('OVI.'I. hist.orv of jilt' S;lIllllk plt']!iln'l ion

i.c; highly cssout.ial for the proper and error fLI'(' int.crprt-tut iou of H'c-llltC'. So



emphasis was laid in synthesizing magnetic metal-carbon nanostructures. In

order to look at the size effects on different. properties, both top-down "s well

as bottom-up approaches were adopted.

Magnetic metal nanoparticles are candidate materials for studying various

phenomena like surface Spill, spin dusters or superpar.unagnetisrn. Because of

their large surface to volume ratio, majority of the atoms will IJC on the surface

and this determines the overall proport.ies of materials in the uanorcgime. So one

of the mot.iva (ions of t.he present investigation is to synthesize pure met.al nnuopar

tides employing both top-down as well as self assembly techniques. Metallic par

t.iclcs in the nanorcgirnc arc to be passivatcd to prevent oxidat ion. Carbou is all

ideal candidate for achieving this objective. Coating of «arbou on metal particles

could be utt.cmpt.cd by t.he pyrolysis of organic coat.iug over metal nnnopart.iclos.

Since 3d-trallsiti()]j metals namely Fe, Co and Ni arc known for t.heir fcrroinag

net.ism, iron-carbon, «obalt-carbou and nickel-carbon hybrid nanostruct.ures are

to \)(' fuhricntcd. This is yet .morher objective of this study.

:VIap;lIetir met.al particles with reduced size and when cmbcdclcd ill carlHJll

inutrices an: believer] to be I!,ood microwave absorbers. This is hocnusc of size

dcpondcut Sllock's limit. higher skin depths awl higher magnetic pcrrueabilir'.Y val

ues. So the evaluation of their dielectric permittivity and llWgllctic pcrmcahility

is neccssarv ill various Ircqucucv bands. After evaluation of the reil! and iruagi

nary part of complex clicloct ric ponuit.t.ivity and complex maguct ic permeability

of the ruatcrinl. th(~y arc to I)l' modelled bused (JII surface impedance l'qll<ltion

awl the iuiuinuun thickncss arc 1.0 Iw found out for inuxiunuu nbsorpt.ion. Hence,

evaluation of microwave absorbing propert.ies of these u.uiost.ructurcs is another

motivation uf (Ili' prcsr-ut study,

Difi'cl'('ll1 Iorms of ulr!loll ,11'1-' known for their non-Iinear opt ical propcrt.ies

and also for their optical limit ing properties. Metal nauopart.iclcs are also being

invcstigat e<l to great detai I ill this regard. However a coinbiuat ion of cobalt

cmlloll 11,1110 onion i:-; Ill'VIT illv(~stil!,'lted for their optical limiting propert ics. Tt

wax tlwlll!,ll1 th.rt such a -tud v would lH~ novel and probably would throw li/!;ht

OH variuu-, 111(~C'!I"lIisJllS ICilllilli2, to noulincar properties vis-a-vis saturablo ubsorp

tiou. t w« pllt,(olJ ilhsurpl inn. I !l1l'c' p!Iotoll iihsorptiuu. :-'('ilttCl'illP; etc. T'h is forms

;1110( her ol ij.x.t iv« (If t his work.



Flexible magnetic nanocompositcs are in great demand since they can be

moulded into complex shape and can be made into gaskets. Nauo nickel forrit.os

or magnetic metals, if inipregnutcd in rnat.rices like na.tural rubber will result

in magnetic rubber nanocompositcs and will be good microwave absorbers Iw

cause rubber can impart the required diclectric properties while ferrite imparl s

magnetic permeability t.o the composite.

The main objectives can thus be suuuuarizcd in a nutshell as follow»,

• Synthesize iuagnct.ic metal nanoparticlcs of iron, cobalt awl nickel bv ('111

ploying both bottom IIp aur] top down approuch

• Passivatc :id-t.ransit.ioll magnet.ic 11ll:Ld nanopurt.iclcs wit h (Jrgillljc looatillg

and study tl n: evolut ion ur iuagucti« uu.t.»l cilrlllJlI 1lo\lJlid nauost ruct.uro-,

• Study the magnetic ;\[1(] optical limiting properties of jlilssivatcd uuignct.ic

metal nanoparticlcs

• Synthesize, characterize and evaluate the lIlaglldic as well as diclcxt ri« prop

crtics of rnaguot.ic metal oxide uanopurt.icIcs obt.ainr«] bv l'lllplDVillg but-It

bottom up as well as top down approach

• Incorporate tllagndic 111('1.;11 oxide nauopartich-s ill a unt [trill rubber m.u.ri x

to obtain Hcxil)]c nFCs and st udv tlu-ir ClIIT. phvsiromoch.inical. diF!I'lt ri«

and magucr ic properties

• I ncorporato magnetic nict.al nnnop.irt iclcs ohrn iIll,d via high ('llerg,y ball

milling in natural rubber to ohuiiu lk-xiblc Illilg,lwtil o mut.crial illl<1 111'11(1'

corn pare thui r properties

• Fabricate all cxperimeutal set lip Ior Illeasllrillg ("olllpl,'x cliolcrt rir jll'l'llIit

tivity and complex muguot ic !H'rlllt'ahility at IllilTIJ\\";\\'I' !"t1'l!lll'IlCics

• Investigate t ho miC](JW,\Vl' projll'rtil's ot' the 1I1l'1;d to;ll'holl hvlnirl <t rurt u n-s

and magnetic rubber coiuposit o-, tlll'll,I)\' t ruu- t I[t'il IIlilT(I\\O;I\OI' ;d':-,orIJilli!,

properties



• Employ the surface impedance equation to simulate the optimum composite

composition for minimum thickness and reflection loss

• Correlate the results



Chapter 2

Experimental Techniques

The swift deve-lopments ill material sciencc demands ingenious synthesis method

ologies along with the simult.aneous ch.uucterizution of internuxliat« stage::; cm

playing sophist icatcd dlarilctcrizat.ion/analytical tools :,;\)('einc for low dilIWII

sions. The Iirxt part of this cll,lptl'r dl'scril)('s the synthesis mct.hodologios iH!opted

in the present stud,Y. Cc.nvout.iouul. modified as w(~11 <lS novel techniques were

employed fur t.lu: prcpa rut ion of lWlglletic iucl.al and mctul oxide n.uiost.n tc.t.urcs.

Rubber process met hodolo!-!,y for developing the magnetic rubber composite is

also discussed ill d(OlaiL These niugnct ic nauostructuros wore charncrcrizcrl 1IS

ing sophisticat ccl analyt ical tools 1I,111Wly X-rilY diffraction. SCilllllillg 1-»ITlroll mi

croscopy, transniixsion 1'11'1:1 rou ruicroscopv, cncrgy dispersive X-ray spectroscopv.

Fourier t.ransfor: tl ill ha n'd spect.l'osC'opy, in.l urt.i vcly CUll pll'd plasma ill Ialvsis, ft.l

rnun S\H'Ct!U:';copy. {!V--Vis-:'JIH slwc(l'()scop:v and thcnual i!,raviltlctry. Details of

rnagllctic charnctcriz;t1 iUII tools lil«: vilnatiug sample maguctomct er. supcrcou

ductiug quantum illt('rkn'IlI'(~c!('"ic(' 1IIi\li,lwto]}lder and Zl'ro field cool-field cooled

measurements arc ,!Iso mcnt.iomxl. Expl'rilllCII(..nl setup for t.h« detl~nllillali()1I of

diclocr.rir-. iuicrownvc "lid uonlinrvu opr.ical properties of materials arc explained

in the latter sef'lioll of t lii.... chap!«r.

2.1 Synthesis of met.al.' mctal oxide nanopart icles

RI'('cIII Iv mag,II(,tic lI<llllJp;lll ilk... .ur: I'Xll'llSivl'1v being; ill\/I'St ig,ilted dll(' 1() t heir

widl' <I))(] import ;1nl ilpplicil1 il)IIS '111 nu-diciu--. c\cdnlllic illd\lst IV and muny ut her



fields. The main difficulty encountered is the synthesis of monodispersed nanopar

tides. Nanoparticle synthesis methodology can be broadly classified into two,

namely. physical and chemical [6,87]. Physical methods include inert gas evapo

ration technique, sputtering, sonication, laser pyrolysis, high energy ball milling

(17, 18, 87 Dlj. Meanwhile chemical methods often used are sol-gel process, UV

irradiation, thermal decomposition of metal carbonyls, inverse micelle technique,

electrode deposition. reduction of metal salts by borohydrick- derivatives [92101]

etc. In the present work the nanopart.icles WCI'l~ prepared by JJOt.h top-down as

well as hO!tOIlI-Up approaches and the details of which arc described below.

2.1.1 I3orohydridc reduction of metal salts

A wcl 1- known and successful moans to produce stable metal nanopurticlcs with

11<llTOW sil:t~ dist ributions is reduction of their corresponding uict al salts. Reducing

'1J!.{'llh such as NaDEt:IH. Li13Et:IH and NaDH j have been (,ollllllonly used to yield

nn no powders [92 95;. It is found that the structure of t lie products st rougly

dcpcllds Oil the reaction conrli tions like types of solvents, presence of oxygen

.urr] w.u.or. plI, concentration etc. In aqueous solutiou in the presence of siuall

.uuouutx of oxvgcu, the following react.ion rucchanisiu is proposed:

(2.1 )

where .\1 dellotes metal (Fe, Co, Ni dC). All excess of oxygen can oxidize t.he

l111't id to its oxide derivatives. III uonaqueous solutions. t.lu: nouaqueons solvent

bellilvl'S us a ligalld (I.) and the reaction is as shown.

/\(2: t- 'lNo.Bll ; < n.L --, (L)"iH(BH1)J + 2j\/a'l

(2.2)

Tl«- part jell' size (',111 IH' t1.111ec! by vurving t he {"(lIlCentnll ion of the solution,

\\·11 id I prorui-« 'S wide variat ion of size of the uauop.uticlcs.:



2.1.2 Sol-gel method

Sol-gel process [99 101] is widely used for the synthesis of metal oxide nanopar

tides. In this process, inorganic metal salts like nitrates, chlorides or sulphates

are dissolved in an organic solvent to form the sol which is allowed to undergo

gelation forming high ly porous gel. Chemical reaction in the first stage of the

process leads to the formation of a network of metal hydroxides. eclat iou takes

place when all the hydroxide species are linked in a siugk: network like structure.

This gel is a thick and porous solid structure surrounding the iutcrconncctiug

pon~s and is a polymer of hydroxides, formed ill three diuiensions. By lreat.iug,

the SOIV('IlI call j,l~ rCIII()VI,d Clllllpll't,I']Y and highly pO ruus ,II1d ult.r.rliu« IIwlnl

hydroxide powder call be obtained. Metal oxides arc formed from this ult rafinc

metal hydroxide powder by ]H'at. t.rcat.rucut [102-104].

III l'erL,ill Cilses ht'illillg 11w gp] ill ,111 open «ont aiuor I'XpOSI'r! III ,lIl11llsplwric

air to a terupcruturc of around :)7:3 h. can result. the combustion O!' t.he gel nssisted

by the orgallic rual.oriul rcruuining ill the gel. Metal oxide powder of nanoinctcr

size is readily formed ill slIch reactions. Such it. process is g(~lJ('l'idly cnlkd iJ. sol

gel combustion process. A variety of organic comblist inn agent s il re llsed for the

automatic couibust ion of t llC gel. Urcu., ci tric acid: ethylene glycol or diethy

lene glyco1 are SOl I ll:' of t.I1I' counnonly used cornbustion ag(~llle;. n III normal ly,

metal oxides <ne svuthcsizod by calcinating the gel in tr-mperat.uro cout.rolls«] 1'111'

naccs for s]ll'cifi{!d t iuu- dur.u.ious ;11 tcmpcrat.urcs rallgillg from ;I/:J to 12/:1 I\:

depending Oil the 11<111111' of lllt~tal oxide to be form(~d.

2.1.3 Ceramic method

Ferri tcs ;lI'l~ widely sy llt.hesized via the «ouventional clou bl« si II t.cri Ilg (T1<1111it: tcch

niqu(J [105 L07] which involves high lem perat.ure siut.eri ng. Iui tiallv ferric oxide is

prepared by decomposing Iroshly precipitated ferrous oxalate dyhichat.e (FOD).

FOD ill t.uru is pn'pill"cr] by «o-procipitution of ferrous sulphat e with oxalic acid.

Appropri.u.: .uuouut 1)1' nu-t al precursors, neccssarv for the synthesis of (he iuixe.l

ferri t.r's <11"1' \\'('ig]1('<I ;!cn Ij"( li II,~ to ruolccular weight cousidcrat.ious. TlIes(> llld.al

ox i. k~s or (';lr\)oll,ltt's t o,L~,l'llll'r wit h t.hc required amount or !'crrir' ox id« ilH' lllix('d

tlllJr!mghly ill .in ,\~;t1 I' mortnr to prot!Ill't' il !JOlllOgCIlCOllS m ix t 111"(' of filll' p.u

tick-s. TIll' ])Io('('c>c> Ill' IlIixill.!2, is ru.nicd ou: ill un acetone uu-cliuru to cusurc:



uniformity. This homogeneous mixture is pre-fired at around 773 K for 5 h in

a furnace at ambient conditions. The pre-sintered sample is then crushed into

powder form and finally sintered at around 1273 K for 12 h. They were then

allowed to cool to room temperature.

2.1.4 High energy ball milling

Mechanical attrition is a simple and relatively inexpensive technique, widely used

for alloying, mixing and reduction of grain size of powder samples [88, 89J. Fritsch

planetary micro mill - 'Pulverisette 7' high energy ball milling (HEBM) unit

(Figure 2.1) employed in this study consists of two grinding vials symmetrically

held on a rotating base. These vials arc filled with equal number of halls, both

made of tungsten carbide. Equal amounts of samples were added into each of the

via-b. Atmospheric contarniuut.iou is miuiinized by lil'aliul!. t.lu- vial wit h Ik-xibh:

'0' ring after the powder has been loaded. Usually all organic fluid is used to

avoid contamination from the milling tools and also to minimize the wear. The

grinding vials are made to rotate on their own axis while simultaneously rotating

through an arc around the central axis. The grinding balls and the material in

the grinding vial are thus acted upon by the centrifugal forces, which constantly

change in direction and intensity, resulting in efficient. fast grinding process.

The grinding vials and the supporting disc rotate in opposite directions, so that

the centrifugal forces alternatively act in the same and opposite directions. This

results in a frictional effect. The grinding halls running aloug the inner wall of t h«

grinding bowl cause impact effect. The halls impacting against t lu- opposite wall

of the grinding bowl gives energy which is many times higher t han for traditional

mills. This results in excellent grinding performance wit lriu it short duration of

time.

Parameters that determine the quality of powders are type uf mill. milling at

mosphere, milling media, intensity of milling, ball to powder weight ratio. milling

time and milling temperature. all affects the particle size of the resulting sample

[108J. In this study, tungsten carbide balls and vials \VI'n' IIsl·d ma iut aiuiug the

balls to powder ratio at 10:1 with n rotation speed uf ;-1;-)0 rpm in tolu--uc medium.

Care was taken to cool the system by giving a 1)1'('I1k of :.m min uftvr cvcrv half
on \,,,.... "l' ••• :11:.".
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (11.) Fritsch Planetary mjcromill - ' Pulvensette r , end (b) Rotati on of the

bowl and balls around the central axis

2.2 Synthesis of magnetic rubber nanocomposites

Synthesis of magnetic rubber DADOCOIDposites involves careful selection of com

pounding recipe and a step by step procedure of mixing, aging , moulding and

cur ing the compounds . Specific test procedures [109-111J, are used to measure

almost all of the physical properties of t he rubber composites.

2.2.1 Com pou nd in g

Compounding involves incorporation of fillers into the rubber matrix according

to & specific recipe (details in Cb&pter 7). Mixing was carried out in a Brebender

Plestlcorder (model: PL 3S) torque rheometer 1112- 1151. The heart of the torque

rheometer is a jacketed mixing chamber of volume _ 40 cm3 (Figure 2.2) with

horizontal rotors connected to a shaft .

A de t hyris ter controlled drive is used to control the speed of rotation of t he

rotors. The temperature of the mixing chamber can be varied lip to 573 K which

can be controlled and measured with the aid of a tempera ture cont roller and a

recorder. After selecting the temperature an d rotor speed. t he ru bber is charged

into the mixing chamber. W hen the nerve of t he rubber d isappears. compound ing

ingredients are added as per the seq uence given in AST~l D 3 11:12 (19M2). "fixing

was carried out at 343 K at 50 rpm speed . This is follo.....ed by t he homogenization



of the compoun d in 8. laboratory two roll mi ll ( l 5rm x 3.1 cm ) show n in Figure

2.2b at a friction rat io 1: 1.25. The temperature of the roll was maintained at

3.13 K a nd the compoun d was homogenized b)' passing the compound six times

t hroug h the tight nip and finally made into a sheet at a nip gap of 3 mm.

Figure 2.2: (a) Brabe nder Plast tcorder and (b) T wo roll micromill

2.2 .2 Cure characteristics

After aging the co mposite for 24 h, cure characte ris t ics of the mixed compo unds

were d etermined using a rubber processing a nalyser (RPA 2000-Alpha technol

ogy ) shown in Figure 2.38,. It is an advanced dynamic mechanical and rbeological

test instrument des igned to measure the properties of polymers and rub ber com

pound.. to invest igate the physicomechanicel prop erties of polymers before, after

or during the proc-ess of curing.

RPA measures the visccelastlc proper t ies of rubber compounds providing

comprehensi ve data on key parameters suc h as processa bility and cure char

ec tenst ics . It is a microproces sor cont rolled rotorless cure- meter wit h a Quick

temperat ure cont rol mechanism and well d efined homogeneous temperature dis

t ribution in t he test chamber. It uses tw o di rectl v heated low mar...... hinmical d ies .

T IU' required start ing temperature for the test is se t and controlled by heating



and/or forced air cooling. The temperature can be varied during the test or

maintained at a constant value within ± 0.5 K.

RPA is equipped with a direct drive servo motor system that can vary the

oscillation angle and frequency. A circular shaped test specimen is kept in the

lower half of the cavity, which is oscillated through a small deformation angle. The

frequency of oscillation is maintained at 50 cycles/min. The torque is transmitted

through the sample from the oscillating lower die to a highly sensitive torque

transducer positioned in the upper die. The measurements made by the torque

transducer are fed into the system computer. The selected sample properties

are calculated and the results are displayed and the data is available for further

analysis. Figure 2.3c shows the sample obtained after test from RPA.

In the present study, cure characteristics of the rubber composites were deter

mined at a temperature of 423 K by measuring modulus and torque against time

at a pre-programmed strain. Different cure parameters obtained are as follows

[62,116].

• Minimum torque, (Dm in ) : Torque obtained by the mix after homogenizing at the
test temperature and before the onset of cure.

• Maximum torque (Dm ax ) : Maximum torque recorded at the completion of cure.

• Optimum cure time (too): This is the time taken for obtaining 90% of the maximum
torque

• Scorch time (tlO): It is the time taken for two unit rise above minimum torque
(i.e.; about 10% vulcanisation)

• Cure rate index (CRI): Cure rate index is calculated using the relation CRI = lOO

I (too-t w )

2.2.3 Moulding

The test specimens for determining the physical properties were prepared in a

standard mould by compression moulding on an electrically heated hydraulic

press (Figure 2.3b) having 45 cm x 45 cm platens at a pressure of 140 kg/cm2 to

their respective cure times (too). After completing the cure, pressure was released

and the sheet was stripped out from the mould and suddenly cooled by immersing



in cold water. Samples were matUl'f'd for 24 h prior to testing . The photograph

of moulded rubber compos ite is shown in Figure 2.3d .

(c) (d)

Figure 2.3: (a) Rubber process enalyzer. (b) hydraulic press, and (c, d ) moulded rubber
nenocom posites

2.3 Mechanical properties of rubber composites

2.3.1 Stress-strain properties

Tensile strength, modulus and elongat ion at break are some of t he most important

indicat ions of th e strength of a composite material. These are determi ned using

a universal t est ing machine (UT M ) model : Shimadzu-SPL 10 kN &"1 shown in

Figure 2.4.

It has a stationary part carrying one gri p and a movable part carrying the

second gr ip . Stress-strain measurements were carried out as per ASTM 0 412·

98a(2002) a t 296± I K and 65±5 % relat ive humidity. Dumb bell shaped test

specimens (Figure 2.4c) were punched out from t he compression moulded sheets

along t he mill grain direction usin g ft standard dif' [Type D). T he sa mple j.<.;

held between the two grips on the UT M and a uniform rete of gr ip separation of

500±50 mm / min was applied. The tensile st rengt h. elongation a t break end mod 

ulus at different elongatious were recorded and evaluated after eech measurement



by the microprocessor .

(c)

. ' igure 2.4: (1\. b) Universa l te>st ing machine. (c') ten~ilf' test specimen, and (d) tear test

specimen

2.3 .2 Tear st reng t h

Tf'M of 11 rubber is a mechanical rup ture process init iated and propagated at a

site of high st ress concent rat ion caused by a r ut , defect or localized deformation .

In Il tear test , the force is not applied evenly, but cc neent reted o nto a del ibera te

Hew or sharp discontinuity and the force to cont inuously create a new surface is

measured . Tear st rengt h of the samples were measured as per Asr,.f 062-1 (2000)

using standard test specimens (Figure 2.4d ) with 00" angle on one side and tab

ends (Type-C die), wh ich were punched out from the moulded sheets a long the

mill grain direction. The test wa.s carried out in a UT ,.t.

2.3 .3 Hard ness

Hardness can generally be defined as t he rf>Sista m'e' of 8. material to deform . This

gives a measure of elastic mod ulus at low stra in of the sa mple a nd rail be mea

sured by de termining its resistance to ind entation hy a rigid indenter . Duromctcr

hard ness tester is used for measuring the rela t ive hard ness of soft mater ia ls . It

consists of a pressure foot . an indenter and a dial ga ngf'. The indenter i... spring

loaded and tbe point of the indent er pro t rudes through t he opening ill th e hi\.'if'.

Severa l instruments are used to meesure the hardness of mat f'riaL.. ra llgiug from

soft sponge to ebonite type materials. The most commonly used d urometers Itn '

Type A and Type D. The besic d ifference between tht-'Sf' twu is the sha pt. a llcl



dimension of the indenter. The hardness numbers derived from either scale are

just numbers without any units ranging from 0 to 100. Type A Durometer is used

for measuring the hardness of relatively soft. materials and Type D Durometer

is used for measuring the hardness of harder materials. The hardness measured

using Type A Durometer is expressed in Shore A unit. The hardness of the me

chanically unstretched samples was tested by using Zwick 3114 hardness tester

in accordance with ASTM D 2240(2003).

2.3.4 Rebound resilience

Rebound resilience is a very basic form of dynamic test in which the test piece

is subjected to one half cycle of deformation only. The strain is applied by

impacting the test piece with an indenter which is free to rebound after the

impact. Rebound resilience is defined as the ratio of the energy of the indenter

after impact to its energy before impact expressed as percentage. Resilience of

the samples was measured according to the ASTM D 2632(2001) with vertical

rebound resiliometer.

2.4 Powder X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of samples were recorded using an X-ray diffrac

tometer (Rigaku Dmax-C) with CuKa radiation (A=1.541SA). From the diffrac

tion patterns, parameters like relative intensity (I~) of the crystallographic

planes, their interatomic spacing ,d' and average crystallite size 'IY' are deter

mined. Assuming cubic symmetry lattice parameter 'a' is evaluated using the

relations [117, 118J

(2.3)

where 'h', 'k' and '1' are the A-filler indices.

The average crystallite size is evaluated from the measured width of their

diffraction curves by using Debye-Scherrer's formula.

D = O.9A
/3cosO

(2.4)



where ..\ is the wavelength of CuKa radiation, ;3 is the full width at half

maximum of the diffraction peak ami e is t.he glancing angle (or the complement

of the angle of incidence)

2.5 Electron microscopy

2.5.1 Scanning electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is one of the most widely used techniques

used for the characterisation of micro/nano structures. It provides information

about the morphology and microstructures of materials. The resolution of SE:\r

approaches a few nanometers and the instrument operates in the range uf 10-30

kV. SEM is carried out by scanning an electron beam over the sample's sur

face and detecting the yield of low energy electrons (secondary electrons) and

high energy electrons (backscattered) according to the position of the primary

beam. The secondary electrons which are responsible for the topological contrast

provide mainly information about the surface morphology. The backscat tenxl

electrons which are responsible for the atomic number contrast carry information

on the samples composition [119J. In new geueration SEl\'!, field emission gun

provides the electron beam and the resolution is as high (1$ 1 nm. FESEM .TS:'d

63a5 scanning electron microscope was employed to check the morphology of our

samples.

2.5.2 Transmission electron microscopy

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a straight forward technique to de

termine the size and shape of the nanostructured materials. In TE:M, electrons

accelerated to 100 keY or higher are projected onto a thin specimen by means of a

condenser lens system, and penetrated into the sample [120]. It uses transmit led

and diffracted electrons to generate a two dimensional projection of t.lu- sample.

The principal contrast in this projection or image is provirk«] by diffructed

electrons. In bright field image' t.ht, trausruittr-d l'il'drons g('lIl'rat(~ bright H'gi"!I:-'

while the diffracted electrons produce dark H'gilllJ:-' whereas in dark he·ld imai;o.

the diffracted electrons preferentially Iorm t 1)(' image. Om' ca11 swiTrlr 1)('1 we 'I 'Il

imaging the sample and viewing its rliffractiou pat tern by dwugillg till' :-,1 n'ngl It



of the intermediate lens. TEM offers high magnification ranging from 50 to 106

and provide both image and diffraction information from a single sample. The

magnification or resolution of TEM is given by

L = h (2 )j2mqV .5

where 'm' and 'q' are the electron mass and charge, 'h' the Planck's constant

and 'V' is the potential difference through which t.he electrons are accelerated.

The schematic of a transmission electron microscope is shown in Figure 2.5.
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S. Objrclln LOll.
6. IDluD>rdial. L...
7_ Ptoj~rlor LO.I
8. fllloroKtB' Srrtea

Figure 2.5: Schematic of transmission electron microscope

It consists of an emission source (tungst.en filament or a lanthanum hexaboride

source) coupled with three stages of lensing namely: condenser lenses, objective

lense-s and projector lenses. The condenser lenses are responsible for primary

beam formation, whilst the objective lenses focus the beam down onto the sample

itself. The projector lenses are used to expand the beam onto the phosphor screen

or other imaging device, such as film. The magnification of the TEM is due to the

ratio of the distances between the specimen and the objective lens's image plane.

Imaging systems in a TEM consist of a phosphor screen, which may be made of

Iiue (10-100 }/.III) particulate zinc sulphide, for direct observation by the operator.

Opt ioually, all ill1ag(-~ recording system such as film based or <1111)('<1 YAG screen

coupled CCD's is attached. High resolution transmission electron microscope



(HRTEM) [1211 can generate lattice images of the crystalline material allowing

the direct characterization of the samples atomic structure. The resolution of

the HRTEM is 1 run or smaller. However, the most difficult aspect of the TEM

technique is the preparation of samples. Jocl JEM-2200 FS TEM was used here

for carrying out the different electron microscopic studies.

2.6 Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) is an analytical technique which uti

lizes X-rays that are emitted from the specimen when bombarded by the electron

beam to identify the elemental composition of the specimen. To explain further,

when the sample is bombarded by the electron beam of the SEM/TElIvL electrons

are ejected from the atoms un the specimens surface. A resulting electron vacancy

is filled by an electron from a higher shell, and an X-ray is emitted to balance the

energy difference between the two electrons. The EDS X-ray detector measures

the number of emitted X-rays versus their energy. The energy of the X-ray is

characteristic of the element from which the X-ray was emitted. A spectrum of

the energy versus relative counts of the detected X-rays is obtained and evaluated

for qualitative and quantitative determinations of the elements present [122].

2.7 IeP-atomic electron spectroscopy

Elemental analysis of the samples (up to the parts per million levels) was carried

out with the help of inductively coupled plasma-atomic electron spectroscopy

(ICP-AES, model: Thermo Electron Corporation, IRIS INTREPID 11 XSP). In

this method, a plasma or gas consisting of ions. electrons and neutral particles are

formed from an Argon gas. The plasma is used to atomize and ionize the elements

in a sample. The resulting ions are then passed through a series of apertures

(cones) into the high vacuum mass analyzor. The elements art' idrut.ified by

their mass-to-charge ratio (rn/e) and the intensity of a specific pr-ak ill the lllilss

spectrum is proportional to the amount of that element ill IIH' urigillal sanrpl«

[123].
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2.8 Spectroscopic analysis

2.8.1 Fourier transform infrared spcctroscopy

Infrared spectroscopy is it useful technique for characterizing materials and ob

taining information 011 the molecular structure, dynamics and environment of a

compound. Vibrational rnot.ion of chemical bonds occurs in the infrared region of

the energy beam. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy exploits this

phenomenon.
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Figure 2.6: Schenuu.ic of FTIR spectrouieter

When a sample is exposed to IR radiation, this energy couples with the energy

of the sample and if the impinging IH energy is in resonance with the energy of

the chemical bond in the sample. the intensity of lire beam is measured before

and after it interacts with the sample [124]. III an FTIR spectrum, the absorption

or transmittance peaks correspond to the frequencies of vibrations between the

bonds of tile atoms rllaking up t he material. FTTH spectrophotometer (model:

Thcnno Nicolcte Avatar DTGS) was used in our study. FTIR spectrometry uses

the technique of Michclson interferometry, as illustrated ill Figure 2.6.

A beam or radiat ion from t lie source is focused 011 a beam spl ittor. where

hal I' of the beam is rl -fleetl'd t.o a fixed mirror and other half of the beam is



transmitt.t.'<i to a moving mirror which reflects the beam back to the beam splitter

from where it travels, recombines with the original half beam, to the detector. The

IR intensity variation with optical path difference (interferogram) is the Fourier

transform of the (broadband) incident radiation. The IR absorption spectrum

can be obtained by measuring an interferogram with and without Cl sample in the

beam and transforming the interferograms into spectra..

2.8.2 Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy, a technique which measures t he energies of vibrational tran

sitions in molecules, is a widely used tool to study and distinguish between dif

ferent types of carbon nanostructures [125]. Raman spectroscopy measures the

difference in energy between a source and the light scattered off from a sample.

This energy difference corresponds to vibrational transitions in the molecules,

specifically vibrations which change the polarizability of the molecules. When

radiation hits a molecule. depending on the molecule and wavelength, much of

the radiation may be absorbed and emitted in various ways. A small fraction

of the radiation is scattered. most of it at the same wavelength as the incoming

radiation (Rayleigh scattering). A very small fraction of the incoming radiation

is scattered at a different wavelength due to Raman scattering. The difference in

energy corresponds to vibrational transitions in the molecule. When Cl photon of

radiation impinges on a molecule, it is absorbed. bringing the molecule to a vir

tual state, which does not necessarily correspond to any particular electronic or

vibrational states. This is why Raman works with different source wavelengths.

The energy is almost immediately relea..sed as a new photon, usually at the same

wavelength as the incoming light. However, if the energy was absorbed from the

ground vibrational state, but leaves the particle in Cl higher vibrational state, the

scattered light will have a Stokes shift from the original light. Anti-Stokes shift

can occur if the molecule was in an excited vibrational state before absorbing the

energy, but these shifts are less likely because of t.lu- small probability of finding

a molecule in an excited vibrational state. The intensity of anti-Stokes lines 011 Cl

Raman spectrum goes up as the temperature is increa•sed because this increases

t.he number of molecules iu an excited vibrational state. Raman lines correspond



to vibrations which change the polarizability, unlike infrared absorption lines,

which are due to a change in dipole moment.

The basic components of a Raman spectrometer are a source, a sample, and

a detector. The source is often a near-infrared laser, such as a Diode laser or

Niobium YAG laser. Liquid samples may be dissolved in many solvents, including

water. Solid samples, such as polymers, can be used, and are often ground into

a powder before the spectrum is taken. Because the Raleigh scattering line is

much more intense than the Raman lines, a notrh filter, which filters a very

small range of wavelengths, is often used after the sample. The instrument might

have a grating to select a wavelength before the detector and then scan through

the wavelength range over time, or it may have a detector that collects many

frequencies at one time and decomposes them using a Fourier transform. Since

the signal is relatively small (about U.UUl % of the incoming radiation), the source

used must be powerful, and is often a laser. The wavelength of the source is not

the important parameter, as it is in infrared spectrometry. Instead, the change in

frequency of the scattered light, or the Raman shift, is the important information

[126J. This means that glass cuvettes can be used to hold the sample. Micro

Raman (model: S2000 Raman spectrometer) and FT Raman (model: BRUKER

RFSlOOjS, Germany )were used ill the present study.

2.8.3 UV-Vis-NIR spcctroscopy

uv-Vis-NIR spectroscopy uses light in the visible, near ultraviolet and infrared

region. In this region of electromagnetic spectrum, molecules undergo electronic

transitions. A UV- Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (Figure 2.7) measures the inten

sity of light passing through a sample 'I' ami compares it to the intensity of light

before it passes through the sample '10 ' . The rat io '1/10 ' is called the transmitta.nce

expressed in percentage (%T). The absorbance 'A' is based on the trasmitta.nce

given by [127] A = -log(%T). Over a short period of time, the spectrophotometer

scans all the component wavelengt hs. Tilt' absorption coefficient is calculated

from the spectrum by dividing the 'rid' (HIIl'III!') vahu- by t lu- thickness 'ri' of the

sample alii I it. is plotted against t he phol (Ill r-nergv. The intercept of the plot

gives the band gap of the material.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer

2.9 Thermal analysis using TG/DTA

In therrno gravimetric (TG) analysis, the mass of the sample is recorded contin

uously as a function of temperature as it is heated or cooled at a controlled rate

[42]. A plot of mass as a function of temperature (t.hermogram ) provides both

quantitative and qualit.at.ive information. Till' apparatus required for therrno

gravimetric analysis include a sensitive recording analytical balance, a furnace,

a furnace temperature controller and progr.nnuu-r ilnd a recorder that provides

a plot of sample mass as a function of temperature. Often an auxiliary equip

ment to provide an inert atmosphere for the sample is also needed. Changes in

the mass of the sample occur as Cl result of rapture and/or formation of various

physical and chemical bonds at elevated temperature that led to the evolution of

volatile products or formation of reaction products. Thus, the TG analysis curve

gives information regarding the thermodynamics (\11(1 kinetics of various chemical

reactions, reaction mechanisms. and intrnuediate HIltI final reaction products.

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) involves 11l,<,ting or cooling a test sample

and an inert. reference under identical conditions. whih: recording any temperature

difference between the reference and sample. This ditf"I'l'ntial tcmperat.uro is

then plotted against time, or against t euiperat.ure. ('llallgcs ill lilt, sample which
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leads to the absorption or evolution of heat can he detected relative to t.hc inert

refereuco. Differcnr ial t emporat ures call also ur isc between two ine-rt samples

when their response to the applied heat treatment it; not identical. DTA can

therefore be used t.o study therrnnl properties and phase changes which do not

lead to a change in cnthalpy. The baseline of the DTA curve should then exhibit

discont.inuitios <It the transition temperatures and the slope of the curve at any

point will depend on t he microstructural constitution at that tcmperat urc. Phase

transi t ions, dchvdrat ion, reduction and some decom position reactions prodnee

endot.hcnnic eH'ccls whereas cryst allizatiou, oxidat ion and some (!Pcol"nposit ions

reactions produce exot hermic effcrts. In the present study TC IDTA analysis 'NilS

carried in Pcrkiu Ehncr, Diamond TG/DTA operated from 1'00111 tcmperat.uro to

IOT~ K in r l«: nit rouen ntmosphere with a heat.ing ratl' of 10 l\/nlill.

2.10 Magnetic characterization

The principle aim of ruagnctometry is to measure the magnetization (either ill

trinsi« or induced hy all applied field) of a material. This call !w achieved ill

() number of ways utilizing various magnetic pIWllOlJ1CIl<I. Magucroiueters arc

ca tcgorized i lit () two. (n) \IcasuriJlg t.he force acr.iug on a sample ill ill) inhomo

gl'Il<'OUS 1ll'lgIH·t,ic fidd (magnetic balance or magnetic pcndnlum) (1)) \[l'as1lI'ing

t hc' 11l,lgJl(:~tic field pJ()dl.lccd 1>:1/ <I sample (vibrating sample nli·lgll(·tOlllet('\ or

supcrconcluct ing quantum interference device)

2.10.1 Vibrating sample magnetometer

A vihrat.ing s.unpk: nlHgIH'IOIlH'ter (VS!'v!) operates on Faraday's Law of incluc

tion (dmllgillg llIaglll't ir: Iickl produces all electric field). This elect ri« field can

1)(' nH'HSnH'd .uid provid\'s iuformat.iou about the changing inaguctu: field. Us

ing V S\J. t IH' hyst ('j"csis loop para meters like saturation magnet izut ion, cocrci ve

hdd. rf'Ill;I!Wll('(' and :;qll<lrcn('ss r.it io arc df'tl'rlllirH'<1. Photograph awl t ho (01'

r('spolldillg ~("li(~nl<lri(' of ,I VS.".] i~ shown ill Figure 2.8,
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Figure 2.8: Vibrating Sample Magnetometer: Model EG & G Par 4500

In a VSM, the sample to be studied is placed in a magnetic field which will

magnetize the sample by aligning the magnetic domains or the individual mag

netic spins with the field. Stronger the applied field, larger the magnetization.

The magnetic dipole moment of the sample will create a magnetic field around

the sample, sometimes called the magnetic stray field. As the sample is moved

up and down, this magnetic stray field change as a function of time and can be

sensed by a set of pick-up coils. A transducer converts a sinusoidal ac drive signal

provided by a circuit located in the console in to a sinusoidal vertical vibration

of the sample rod and the sample is thus made to undergo a sinusoidal motion in

a uniform magnetic field. Coils mounted on the pole pieces of the magnet, picks

up the signal resulting from the sample motion.

The alternating magnetic field will cause an electric field in the pick up coil as

according to Faraday's law of induction, the current will be proportional to the

magnetization of the sample. Greater the magnetization, greater is the induced

current. This induction current is amplified by a transimpedence amplifier and

a lock-in amplifier. Various components of VS~'1 are interfaced via a computer

using controlling and monitoring software. For a particular field strength, the



corresponding signal received from the probe is translated into a value of magnetic

moment of the sample, When the constant field varies over a given range, a plot

of magnetization versus magnetic field strength is generated. Initially the loops

ace calibrated using a standard material like nickel.

Let a dipole moment be induced in the sample when it is placed in a uniform

magnetic field 'M'. Then the amount of magnetic flux linked to the coil placed

in the vicinity of this magnetic field is given by 4;= l'onaM, where 1'0 is the

permeability of free space, 'n' the number of turns per unit length of the coil

and a represents the geometric moment decided by the position of moment with

respect to coil as well as the shape of the coil. Anharmonic oscillator of the type,

Z=Zo+Aeiwt , induces an emf in the stationacy detection coil. The induced emf

is given by
d4J Ba . t

V = -- = -jfIJ~nMA(-)e1w
dt az (2.6)

H amplitude of vibration'A', frequency tV and oajoz are constant over the

sample zone then induced voltage is proportional to the magnetic moment of

the sample. A cryogenic setup attached to the sample permits low temperature

measurements. This is the basic idea behind VSM [128-130].

2.10.2 SQUID magnetometer

Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer is a very

sensitive magnetometer capable of measuring extremely small magnetic fields

typically of the order of 10- 17 T [131]. They are based on superconducting loops

containing Josephson junctions. Noise levels in a SQUID are extremely low. A

Josephson junction is made up of two superconductors, separated by an insulating

layer so thin that electrons can pass through it. A SQUID consists of tiny loops

of superconductors employing Josepbson junctions to achieve superposition: each

electron moves simultaneously in both directions. Because the current is moving

in two opposite directions, the electrons have the ability to perform as qubits

(that theoretically could be used to enable quantum computing). The direct

current superconducting SQUID consists of two Josephson junctions connected

in parallel. When the SQUID is biased with a current greater than the critical

current, the voltage across the SQUID is modulated with the flux treading the

SQUID at a period of one flux quantum, 4Jo= h/2e. Therefore, the SQUID is a



flux-to-voltage transducer. This special flux-to-voltage characteristic has enabled

researchers to use the device to detect small magnetic field, current, voltage, in

ductance and magnetic susceptibility. Low- T c SQUID has been used in a wide

range of applications, including biomagnetism, susceptorneters, nondestructive

evaluation, geophysics scanning SQUID microscope, and nuclear magnetic reso

nance [132J,

2.10.3 Field cooled and zero field cooled measurements

Zero field cooled (ZFC) measurements provide a means of investigating various

magnetic interactions. Initially the sample is cooled to liquid helium tempera

tures under zero applied magnetic fields, Then small uniform external filed is

applied and the net magnetization is measured (using VSM or SQUID) while

heating the sample at a constant rate. For small magnetic particles, this curve

has Cl. characteristics shape. A':) the particle cools in a zero applied magnet.k field,

they will tend to magnetize along the preferred crystal directions in the lattice.

thus minimizing the magneto-crystalline energy. Since the orientation of each

crystallite varies, the net moment of the systems will be zero, EV€l1 when a small
,

external field is applied, t he moments will remain locked into the preferred crys-

tal directions, as seen in the low temperature portion of the ZFC curve. As the

temperature increases more thermal energy is available to disturb the system.

Thorefur« more 111111111'111.;; will align with the external field direction ill orrlor to

minimize the Zeeman energy term. In other words, thermal vibration is provid

ing the activation energy required for the Zeeman interaction. Eventually the

net moment of the system reaches a maximum where the greatest population

of moments has aligned with the external field. The peak temperature is called

blocking temperature (TB) which depends on particle volume. As temperature

rises above TB, thermal vibrations become strong enough to overcome the Zee

man interact ion and thus randomize the moments [132].

Field cooled (FC') 1I1ea.__ureiuents proceed in a similar manner to ZFC except

that the c-oust ant r-xtornal field is npplir-d while ('ooling and heating. The net

moment is usually nu-asure«] while heating. However, t 11(' Fe curve will diVl'rge

from the ZFC curve at a point near the blocking temperature. This divergence

occurs because the spins from each partidt~ will tend to align with till' easy



crystalline axis that is closest to the applied field direction and remam frozen

in that direction at low temperature. It is important to note that ZFC and

FC measurements are non equilibrium measurements [133, 134]. Care must be

taken to ensure same heating rate during the measurements in order to properly

compare the measurements. In the present investigation, FC-ZFC modes of the

VSM were employed for the measurements. In the ZFC mode, the sample was

cooled in the absence of a field and the magnetization was measured during

warming by applying a nominal field of 100 or 200 Oe. In the FC mode, the

sample was cooled in presence of a field and the magnetization was measured

during warming, under the field of 100 or 200 Oe.

2.11 Dielectric measurements in the radio frequency

range

The samples for dielectric measurement were pressed by applying Cl pressure of

5 tones to get compact cylindrica.l pellets with 12 mm diameter and", 2 mm

thickness. The capacitance, loss factor, dielectric constant and ac conductivity

were measured in the frequency range lOO kHz to 8 MH\f, at. different tcmperaturos

(:300 K to 390 K in steps of 10 K). The sample temperature is controlled by

a temperature controller and the temperature on the sample is sensed by an

Iron-Constantan (Fe-K) thermocouple on the sample. The schematic design of

the home made dielectric cell [135] employed for the electrical measurements is

shown in Figure 2.9. The cell is made up of mild steel with a cylindrical stem

having provisions for fixing various attachments such as electrical couuert ions and

vacuum gauges. It. is connected tu a rotary pump which rnaint.aiu-, il pressure of

10-2 ton inside the chamber. The inner diameter of the cell is about 18 cm. .uul

has a length of:30 cm. The sample holder is fixed at the hot.tom of H IlIW-t-'IHI

dosed metallic tube to be embedded tu the top flange.
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Figure 2.9: Cell for the dielectric and conductivity measurements

For carrying out the electrical conductivity and dielectric permittivity mea

surements, pellets are mounted on the sample holder consisting of two copper

disc electrodes in between which the pelletizerl sample is loaded. The sample

holder is then heated using a temperature-controlled heater. The dielectric con

stant measurements of the samples at different Irequeucios Were carried out using

a Hewlett Packard 4285A LeR meter which is automated and controlled by a

virtual instrumentation package LabVIEW (Version 8). The relative dielectric

permittivity of the sample (hereafter termed a:; the dielectric permit tivity () call

be calculated using the equation,

(2.7)

where 'd' is the thickness of the pellet. 'c' is I he t'<\ parit <Inee incusured by LCn
meter: I A' is the area of sandwiched st ructure alld ~:, i:-. t IH' all:-.oll1l<· Ilf'J'Il1ittivity

of free space. The theory involved for tll\' evalua I iUII Ill' ;It' {"Ollt! Ill"! ivitv from

dielectric constant values may be summarized 11:-; 11I1I0w:-.. Any ('Hprwilnr when

charged under an ae voltage will have a loss current clue to ohmic resist ance or



impedance by heat absorption. The ac conductivity is given by the relation [51]

J
aac = E (2.8)

Here'J' is the current density and 'E' is the field density. But we know that

the electric field vector

(2.9)

where '0' is the displacement vector of the dipole charges and f. is the complex

permittivity of the material. Also, the electric field intensity for a parallel plate

capacitor is the ratio of potential difference between the plates of the capacitor

and the inter plate distance.

E= V
d

(2.10)

Here 'V' is the potential difference between the plates of the capacitor, 'd' is the

inter plate distance. Since the current density J = !f!f and 'q' is given by ~ = YJ
, where 'Q' is the charge in Coulomb due to a potential difference of 'V' volts

between the two plates of the capacitor. Hence

J = dq = ~ [V f] = :.dV
dt lit cl d dt

f dV (
J == - - = - . V jc:

d dt. d

Substituting for 'E' and'J' from the above equations we get

J .
(1(/.C = E = (JW

(2.11 )

(2.12)

(2.13)

Considering e as a complex entity of the form c* ~ / - je" and neglecting the

imaginary term in the conductivity wc have

1/

(2.14)

But the loss factor or dissipation factor in any dielectric is given by the relation

. /(w)
t an o = / ( 'CV ) (2.15)



Hence from the dielectric loss and dielectric permittivity, ac conductivity can be

evaluated using the relation

(Jac = 2rrf tan &0/ (2.16)

where 'f' is the frequency of the applied field and tan is the loss factor [136]

2.12 Permittivity and permeability measurements at

microwave frequencies

Broadband measurements for complex permittivity ami permeability determina

tion are required for characterization of substances in civil engineering, electron

ics, agriculture, and wood industry. The well-known Nicolson-Ross- Weir method

is a transmission-retlection technique p:W-1:l[l], which uouiterativ-lv c1~~tpnl1i\1('s

f and J1- using measurements of complex scattering parametersror S-paramctcr).

This method has encountered some modifications over time bc'nl\ls(~ the derived

equations are algebraically unstable when the values of refiect.iou scattering pa

rameters (Sl1 and S22) approach zero and phase uncertainty of these parameters

greatly increases when the sample thickness is 1:1 111111tiple uf half-wavelengths.

Cavity perturbation technique is another method for tll(' determiuation of" and

IJ.. The earliest treatment of cavity-perturbation theory was given by Bethe and

Schwinger [140]. Following them. many researchers [141 144] have reviewed and

studied the cavity-perturbation technique. It is " simple technique that gives

accurate results with less amount of sample requirement.

2.12.1 Cavity perturbation technique

Cavity perturbation theory of resonant cavities was first proposed by Bcthe and

Schwinger [140] in 1943. It is based on the challg;e ill the resouaut frequency and

quality factor of the cavity with insertion of a sample into it at the position of

electric field maximum or magnetic field maxinunn. d('I}(,lldillg 1IJ11111 1111' uat urc

of the parameter to be studied.

Cavity is a cylindrical or rectangular box macl(' CIf iI uuu-uuunu-t i« nidal

with dimensions appropriately chosen tu have ITSOlHlI1CC' of l'h'('(rolllilglll't jc waves

in the frequency range of interest and connect ecl 1.11 a vector 111'1 work analyzer



through coa.xial cables. The length 'I', breadth 'a' and height 'b' of a cavity are

so chosen to have a pre-determined TE mode to sustain in the cavity. We have

used rectangular cavities of dimensions 34.5 cm x 7.2 cm x 3.4 cm and 14.1 cm

x 2.3 cm x 1.1 cm in the S and X-band respectively. Samples whose complex di

electric permittivity and magnetic permeability to be measured are usually made

in the form of thin rods of very small volume in comparison to the volume of the

cavity and inserted through a non-radiating hole (or slot) made on the cavity wall

generally along the broad side along the length. Cavity perturbation technique

is a relatively simple, non-destructive and contact-less method. Volume of the

sample inserted must be very small so as to produce a negligible effect on the field

configuration in the cavity. A schematic representation of the cavity is shown in

Figure 2.10.

z

I-Non radiating open slot
2-Coupliog hole
X

Figure 2.10: Schematic representation of a cavity resonator

Real and imaginary part of complex dielectric permittivity for the material

inserted in a rectangular cavity is given by [144--147],

f. = (2.17)

," = \,~~ l~ __1 ]
tills Q,. o. (2.18)

where V., and V,.•are the volume of the material and cavity, respect ively, 1"., and

fe are t.ln- resonance frequencies with and without the material while Q., and Q,

are the corresponding quality factors of the cavity, given by



Is )Qs= . (2.19
.le - Is

Q - le (2.20)
c - le - Is

The real and imaginary parts of the complex permeability can be obtained from

(2.22)

(2.21)

the relation [17J
J (A~ + 4a. 2

) (fe - f~) Ve

It = 1 + 8a.2 is Vs

" (A~ +4a.2
) 1 1 ~

11 = 2 (- - -)-
16a.' Q.~ o: v:

where Ag is the guided wavelength. For TEllI n mode.X, = ¥, where 'I' is the

length of the cavity and p = 1, 2, 3. 4... Also 'a' is the breadth of the cavity (a

= 3.4 cm for S-band and a = 1 cm for X-band). Measurements were carried out

using Ho vector network analyzer iu the S (Rohde & Schwarz-ZVB4) aud Xvbaud

(HP-851OC) .

Initially full two port calibration was performed via Through-Open-Short

Match (TOSM) method and experiments were carried out on standard samples.

Interlaboratory calibrations were also performed to ascertain the authenticity of

the measurement setup.

2.13 Measurement of nonlinear optical properties us

ing z-scan technique

The nonlinear properties of materials call be explored by employing the z-scan

technique which will throw light. to different. aspects of fundamental as well as

application physics. The third order nonlinear susceptibility ,,(:3), which hi re

sponsible for the third harmonic generation or optical phase conjugation, is of

great interest. In media with inversion symmetry (gases, liquids, non-crystalline

material), third order nonlinearity is the lowest order nonlinearity allowed under

the electric-dipole approximation. Third harmonic generation. phase conjuga

tion, sat nrntion, self-focusing, opt ical Kerr effect and two photon absorption are

all at.t.ributed to this optical nonlinearity [14.8 1GO].

The noulinear refractive index '112' and thf' two photon ahsorptiou Clwffil"ient

/1. are the parameters normally used to characterize these self action nun-linear



optical behaviour. Several experimental techniques have been developed to mea

sure the magnitude and dynamics of third order nonlinearities. Degenerate four

wave mixing (DFWM) and beam distortion measurements (z-scan) are some of

them. DFWM directly measures the third order non-linear susceptibility and

usually involves complicated set-up. The fact that the setup includes temporal

and spatial overlapping of three separate IWiUIlS, permits increased flexibility,

such as the possibility of measuring different tensor components of \(3), and a

straightforward study of temporal behaviour.

Initially z-scan was used to investigate nonlinear susceptibility of transparent

bulk materials, but now this technique has been extended to wide variety of sam

ples, particularly absorbing media, especially semiconductor or metal crystallites

of nanonieter size embedded in dielectric media. There are two types of z-scan

technique, namely the open aperture and the closed aperture z-scan,

z-scan setup is relatively simple and this technique utilizes the self-focusing

effects of the propagating bearu to measure t he nouliuear refractive index. To

extract {3, the nonlinear transmittance method is employed, which measures the

nonlinear transmittance of the laser medium as a. function of the lasers intensity.

Moreover, it is a highly sensitive single beam technique to determine the nonlinear

refractive index and nonlinear absorption coefficient. In this method the sample

is translated in the z-direct ion along the axis of a focused Gaussian beam. and

the far field intensity is measured as a function of sample position. Analysis of

the intensit.y versus sample position, z-scan (,1II"ve, gives the real and imaginary

parts of the third order susceptibility. In this techlliquc', the optical effects can

be measured by translating a sample in and out of tlH~ focal region of an incident.

laser beam. Consequent increase or decrease ill the maximum intensity incident

on the sample, produce wave front distort ions CTt'il Led by noulinear optical effects

in sample being observed. Dy varying the size of all aperture kept. iu front of the

detector, OUl' makes the Z-SC<lU transmit faun' more sensitive or less sensitive to

either the real or imngiuary parts (If the nunlinvar response of t.he material. i.e.;

'n2' or ri, respectively.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of Z-scan experiment

The schematic of the experimental setup is given in Figure 2.11. A lens

initially focuses the laser beam with a Gaussian profile. The sample, thickness

of which is kept less than the Rayleigh range, is then moved along the axial

direction of the focused beam, in 811Ch a way that it moves away from the lens,

passing through the focal point. At the focal point, the sample experiences the

maximum pump intensity, which will progressively decrease in either direction

of motion from the lens. A suitable light detector is placed in the far field and

the transmitted intensity is measured as a function of the position of the sample,

to obtain the open aperture z-scan curve. An aperture of suitable '5' value is

placed closely in front of the detector, and the experiment is repeated to obtain

the closed aperture z-scan. The absorptive nnnlinearity is first determined from

the open aperture data, and then the refractive nonlinearity is determined from

the closed apert ure data.



Chapter 3

On the synthesis and

microwave absorbing

properties of highly stable

iron-carbon nanostructures

Currently there is Cl great interest towards t IH' dt'\!t'lopll1t:'nt of uauoparticles wit h

multiple functions or properties not obtainable in individual particles. Elcmen

tal iron being highly magnetic and mer allir is i\ calldidate material for various

applications, This chapter c1il-icusses t1)(' svut hcsis of highly stable iron nanopar

tides embedded in a carbon matrix pJ'('!kll'l'd In' a modified synthesis technique,

The structure, morphology ami grain sizc' wc 'I'(' auulyscd using powder X-ray

diffraction, scanning, electron mien)s\'()I),}' allll t rnnsmissiou electron microscopy.

The elemental mapping and Raman S))('(·' 1'lI1II 1'(JI1nrJIled the passivation of iron

nanopart.iclos. Magnetic hehavior uf 1111' nn noc-ourposit c were also investigated

which showed that t he ir.m-rarbou Ililll" .... t rnrt un-:... 'I"SSI·S:-; i1 silt I nnt iOI1 niagur-t i

%at ion of 113 ('Jl1u/g. 1I1v,'stig;1! ion Id' t lu-ir ll,in"",;,v,' i11,SlIlllillg proprTtil'S in the

S and X-band:-; H've,dt,cl it rl'l\('l'I ion [O:-i:-i ru iu iuunu 01 -1;"" dB ill :Ll (~IIz :-ill;2:;2:l'stillg

their applicability as elcct.r. I1l1ngll('t ic \\';1\(' at l~urhl.'rs,



3.1 Introduction

Among all elements, iron has the highest room temperature magnet.ization (216

emu/g) and a Curie temperature of 1043 K [2], making it ideal for various appli

cations. Moreover, iron is a soft magnetic material with low magnetocrystalline

anisotropy. Hence, larger iron particles were superparamagnetic with a higher

magnetic moment when compared to other magnetic metals like cobalt. Recently,

functional nanoscale structures of iron are identified as promising candidates for

biological labelling, diagnosis, catalysis and sensors [146, 151-153]. They also

play a vital role in the production of clean fuels and carbon nanotubes.

Elemental iron at nanoscales is prone to oxidation and this is regarded as a

drawback as far as applications are concerned. One way to overcome this is by

passivating iron with inert materials like carbon, silica or gold. Passivated iron

nanoparticles have been synthesized by employing different chemical and physical

methods [88. 154, 155]. It is found that iron oxides were usually formed over iron

nanoparticles. Iron nanoparticles with fee or bee structure have been synthesized

depending 011 the techniques used. In 1991 Suslick et al. 1156] obtained amor

phous iron via sonochemical approach. Later, many studies on coating amorphous

iron by long chain carboxylic acids and alcohols were reported 1157, 158].

Furthermore, iron possesses higher Snoek's limit [159] when compared to

both hard and soft ferrites. But at high frequencies of the order of giga hertz

(GHz), permeability attenuates due to eddy current loss [160]. Passivation of

iron nanoparticles with carbon would be appropriate in this regard, since metal

in carbon matrix would modify the effective complex dielectric permittivity and

magnetic permeability which plays a significant role in determining the perfor

m8J1Ce characteristics of a microwave absorbing material. If particle size is less

than the skin depth [161], eddy current losses can be minimized thereby improv

ing the impedance matching condition.

Precipitation or growth of carbon layers/structures 011 metal surfaces usually

involves techniques like high pressure chemical vapor deposition [22. -l3, -l-l. 162J

or arc methods [24: 41, 42, 163 165] which require complicated oxperiuu-nt.al

setups. Junping Huo et at has reported the pyrolysis of hvdrocarbon k-ading

to the formation of carbon passivated Fe and Fe3C nanopart icles [166]. It is



found that most of the synthesis methods result in the formation of iron oxide or

iron carbide which eventually reduces the magnetic properties of the composite.

In this study, highly stable crystalline iron nanoparticles passivated in carbon

matrix were synthesized by a simple and economic method. They were thoroughly

characterized and microwave absorbing properties were investigated.

3.2 Experimental

3.2.1 Synthesis

Amorphous iron nanoparticles were prepared by employing a borohydride reduc

tion method [167J. 5 ml oleic acid (ClsH3402, AR grade, Merck Ltd, Mumbai)

was mixed with 0.1 M iron sulphate (FeS04.6H20, AR grade, Merck Ltd, MIIIIl

bai) in 500 ml distilled water and stirred at a constant rate for 30 min at a

temperature of 333 K. To this solution, 0.2 M sodium borohydride (NaBRj • AR

grade, purity >95%, Merck Ltd, Mumbai) in 50U ml of distilled water was adrled

dropwise, which reduced iron ions to iron particles. Oleic acid present in the

solution acts as the surfactant, coating over the surface of the iron nauoparticles

[168, 1691. The hydrophilic COO- group of oleic acid attaches to the elemental

iron particles precipitated in the solution, while the carbon tail remains pointed

outwards, thus preventing agglomeration of iron particles. The oily black pre

cipitate was magnetically separated and washed twice with hot distilled water

to remove the unreacted precursors, byprorlucts and excess of surfact ant. TII<'

mixture W8.<; centrifuged and the resulting slurry W<1:-; dried in hot air own for ;;

h at 333 K. The so obtained oleic acid coated iron nanoparticles were labelled <1:-;

FeA. FcA was subjected to thermal analysis and then heat treated under ditfervnt

conditions by varying the temperature and annealing atmosphere, The obtaiucd

samples were stored at normal laboratory conditions for further characterizat ion.

3.2.2 Characterization

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out ill a Perkin Elrncr Pvrr-x Di

amond 6 instrument in Cl. nitrogen atmosphere at a heating rate of 10 K/nlill ln nu

~l23 K to 1073 K. X-ray diffraction (XRD) of the samples was recorded ill ;] Hig;t!m

Dmax-2C X-ray diffractometer using ell Ko rndiat ion {-X=1.5418 A). St'll1l1lillg,



electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out in a JEOL Model JSM - 6390LV mi

croscope to obtain high resolution surface images of the powder samples. X-ray

line scans and mapping was performed with energy dispersive spectrum (JEOL

Model .lED - 2300) attached to the scanning electron microscope. A .lEOL .lEM

2200 FS transmission electron microscope (TEM) with an accelerating voltage of

200 kV was used to determine the morphology and particle size of the samples.

Fourier Transform (FT) Raman spect.rometer (BRUKER RFS100jS, Germany)

equipped with an Nd-Yttrium Aluminium Garnet (YAC) laser (excitation wave

length, 1064 nm) and a Germanium target was employed for clraracterizing the

formed iron-carbon nanostructures. The microwave absorbing properties of the

samples were determined by measuring the complex relative dielectric permittiv

ity (f = / - .1/') and relative magnetic permeability (Jt = It' - j Jt") via cavity

perturbation techniques [100] using a vector network analyzer in the S (2-4 CHz,

R.ohde and Schwarz-ZVB4) and X-hand (8-12 CHz, Agilent-851OC).

3.3 Thermal analysis

Elemental iron particles can exist in three different phases (bee, fee and hep)

depending on the temperature and synthesis parameters. It is known that the

arrangement of iron atoms in the preferred crystalline orientation depends on the

local carbon concentration [170, 171] as well.
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Figure 3.1: Thcrrnogravimetrlc analysis of FeA



In this study, iron nanoparticles were precipitated by the borohydride reduc

tion of iron sulphate following the well established chemical reaction [167] given

by

(3.1)

TGA curve of iron nanoparticles in situ coated with oleic acid (FeA) is shown

in Figure :~.1. With increase in temperature, the weight loss occurs at different

stages, Intense exothermic peaks are found in the differential thermal anlaysis

(DTA) curve. This indicates that multilayer of oleic acid molecules are coated

over the surface of iron particles. Initially the outer layer of oleic acid molecules

gets desorbed [atr- 550 K). They are bound to the primary or inner layers through

hydrophobic interactions with the alkyl chains of their COO- groups. At higher

temperatures (",,573-773 K), strongly bonded inner layers of oleic acid molecules

decompose [1721. Thus carboxylation followed by carbonization of carbon rich

oleic acid in FeA occurs.

3.4 Structure and morphology

The XRD pattern of FeA and FeA heat treated at different temperatures and

annealing atmospheres arc depicted in Figure 3.2. No distinguishable peaks of

either iron or iron oxide are observed in the XRD pattern of FeA (Figure 3.2a),

FeA annealed in vacuum (10- 5 mBar) at. 673 K (Fe400V) too did not result in the

formation of any crystalline phase of either iron or iron oxide (Figure 3.2b). This

suggests the requirement of higher annealing temperatures for the formation of

crystalline iron particles. Hence FeA was heated in air at 873 K for 1 h (F'eGOOA).

This resulted in the complete oxidation of iron forming FC:103 (ICDD tile no, 85

14.36) ami Fe;j04 (ICDD file no. X5-(J!IH7), indicatl'c1 by'S' and '*1 in Figur«

3.2c.
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Figure 3.2: X-ray diffraction pattern of (a) FeA, (b) Fe400V, (c) Fe600A, (d) FeoOON

and (e) Fe!:lOON

Furt.her annealing was carried out in nitrogen atmosphere (gas flow rate main-

tained at 5 I/h) at 873 K (Fe600N) and 1173 K (Fe900N). Crystalline phases of

neither iron nor iron oxide were observed in Fe600N (Figure 3.2d). Crystalline

peaks at 44.29°, 64.67° and 82.01° corresponding to (110), (200) and (211) planes

of phase pure body centercd cubic iron (rr-Fe) was observed in the XRD pattern

of Fe900N (F'igure 3.2e) which matched well with the standard card (ICDD file

no. 85-1410). Absence of oxide contamination in the XRD pattern suggests

the pffect iveness of the synthesis method employed to obtain polycryst.alline iron

nanopart.icles. The grain size was estimated to be 31 nrn using the Debye Scher

rer's formula [118] while the lattice constant was found to be 2.88 Aill agreement

with the reported value [17:3].

SElVI images and corresponding energy dispersive spectra (EDSl of FeA and

Fc9()()N are shown in Figure :t:J. Ther« is a dear indication of iucorporat.iou of

iron nanoparticles inside the oleic acid matrix in PeA (Figure 3.3a).
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Figure 3.3 : Scanning electron microscopy images of (a) FeA and (b) Fe900N. Energy

dispersive spect rum of (c) reA and (d) Fe900N

The COO- group of oleic acid gets at tached to t he surface of iron particle

as soon as t hey ere formed in the solution . T hus, the oleic acid coated iron

nanopart icles rema in as spherical clus te rs for ming chain like s t ructures, due to

strong intermolecular forces (like van der Weal's attraction or magnetic dipole

dipole inte ractions) . Since iron nanopart ides are in situ coated with oleic acid,

the particle growth is impeded . Upon heat t reat ment, FeA undergoes pyrolysis ;

8.'1 indicated in Figure 3.3b, Fe900N has an entirely different morphology. At

elevated temperatures, th e organ ic coat ing undergoes pyrolysis [l 66J. T here is an

increase in grai n size and formation of microporous st ructures in Fe!XlON. From

t he EDS (Figure 3.3c-d). the iron to carbon mass ratio was determined and found

to increase from 0.25 (FeA) to 0.74 (Fe900N) upon annealing. This increase in

iron content is due to crystallization of amorphous iron and removal of molecular

fragments or radicals of carbon. hydrogen or oxygen from the organic surfactant

11741 . Moreover . the carbon atoms precipitate over the surface of iron particles.

which serve as nucleation cent res or ca talys t for the formation of iron-carbon

nenoetructures [1661.

The T E M image and elemental mapping of Fe900~ art' dep icted in F igu r e 3.4.

T he average grain size of iron nenoperttcles embedded in carbon mat rix i~ 29 11111
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the range 250-400 cm-I and X metal-O bonds are inferred by peaks between 150

and 450- 1, as clearly seen in the Raman spectrum. of FeA [125]. These peaks

are absent in the Raman spectrum of Fe9OON, where prominent peaks at 1592

cm-I and 1292 cm-l characteristic of G (sp2 hybridized carbon of highly ordered

graphitic carbon) and D-bands (related to the disordered carbon structure) are

observed [175]. Also, a broad peak corresponding to the second overtone of G

band is observed at 3228 cm-I; this is indicative of the graphitization of carbon

forming around the iron nanoparticles. A shift from the typical Raman peaks of

highly ordered graphitic carbon is indicative of high defect densities present in the

iron-carbon nanostructures. These are significant for enhancing the permittiv

ity by creating polarization centers, thereby enhancing the microwave absorbing

properties [176].

3.5 Magnetic properties

Figure 3.6a depicts the room temperature magnetization curves of FeA and

Fe600N while Figure 3.6b shows the magnetization curves of Fe9OON. The sat

uration magnetization (Ms), coercivity (He) and remanence (Mr ) of passivated

iron nanoparticles were determined from the M-H curves. Reduced value of mag

netization of FeA (Ms=16 emu/g. He=215 Oe, Mr=3 emu/g) is a consequence of

finite size effects [2] of iron nanoparticles and due to the presence of nonmagnetic

oleic acid surfactant. Short range atomic ordering, disordered surface spins and

microstructural defects emanating from the grain boundaries account for the re

duction in magnetization of the amorphous iron particles. It is to be noted that

the samples annealed at 873 K in nitrogen did not show any noticeable change in

the magnetization parameters (M s=17.6 emu/g, 245 Oe, Mr=3 emu/g), consis

tent with the XRD results. Upon annealing at 1173 K, there is a marked change

in the same parameters (M s=113 ernu/g, He=94.6 Oe, Mr=4.6 emu/g). The

moments are found to almost saturate at 10 kOe with a maximum magnetization

of 113 emu/g.
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Figure 3.6: Room temperature M-H curves of (a) FeA and Fe600N (b) Fe900l'<

The saturation magnetization of pure iron in bulk form is 216 emu/g and that

of iron oxide is 93 emu/g [2, 177]. The effective magnetisation of iron nanopar

ticles in this composite is 151 emu/g. The enhanced value of magnetization

observed in nanocrystalline iron-carbon composite, which is '" 52% of the bulk

value, demonstrates the effectiveness of the synthesis method adopted. Coer

civity, which depends mainly on the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is found to

decrease due to the increase in grain size of iron particles in the system [2].

3.6 Microwave absorbing property

3.6.1 Complex dielectric permittivity and complex magnetic per

meability

The complex relative dielectric permittivity (e = €' - j€")and complex relative

magnetic permeability ("" = ",,' - j IL") of Fe900N were investigated in the S

and X-bands. According to transmission line theory, when an electromagnetic

wave is transmitted through a medium, the reflectivity depends on e, IL, and

thickness of the absorber material at a particular operating frequency. Hence,

determining these parameters is adequate for understanding the applicability of

iron-carbon nanostructures as microwave absorbers. The experimental details of

measurements are provided in Chapter 2. The variation of real and imaginary

component of f and IL values in the S and X-bands are depicted in Figure 3.7 and

3.8 respectively.



The real part of dielectric permittivity (c') is found to be "" 14 while the mag

netic permeability (pi) is rv 1.5. The higher value of / in iron embedded carbon

I1<Ulostructllres can be ascribed to the interfacial polarization of free charges [178]

of conductive iron particles dispersed in a nonconducting carbon matrix. High

electrica.l conductivities of metals increase the eddy current loss and ultimately

reduces their permeability at high frequencies .
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Figure 3.7: Frequency dependence of (a) complex dielectric permittivity and (h) com

plex magnetic permeability in the S-band
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Figure 3.8: Frequency dependence of (a) Complex dielectric permittivity and (h) Com

plex magnetic permeability in the X-band

Hence, reducing the size of metal part icles below f heir skill depth will SIlP

press the eddy current loss. I\.1 oreovor, metals like iron possess high sat.urut iou

l1Iagnetization that. leads to higher Snoeks limit. 11'011 particles in the iron-carbon



composite possess grain size far less than their skin depth ('" 1 Ilm)[161], which

reduce the eddy current effects. The permeability of a material is directly re

lated to square of saturation magnetization and inversely related to its coercivity

[179, 180J. Here, Fe900N possess high saturation magnetization and low coerciv

ity, and hence give good permeability values at high frequencies.

3.6.2 Reflection loss

The electromagnetic wave energy can be completely absorbed and dissipated in

the form of heat via the magnetic as well as dielectric losses. The effectiveness

of an absorber can be quantified from its attenuation constant awl reflection loss

(RL). For a good absorber, the wave entering the material should be completely

attenuated. The attenuation constant is evaluated from the measured value of

complex dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability given by

.j'i1f!
n=-

c
( " " I ') + J( "" , ')2 + ( , "+ " ')2I-L f -J1.( J1. e -I-U. fJ1. e J1. (3.2)

(3.3)

where 'r is the frequency and 'c' is the velocity of light.

RL is governed by the impedance matching criterion [181J. To obtain low

reflection, impedance matching has to be satisfied i.e: 1/// should be close to

unity. But for most of the magnetic materials, /-L' is less than / at high frequencies

constraining the choice of ideal absorber material for the frequency of interest.

Improving microwave permeability is difficult and hence lower values of /', higher

values of It and appropriate values of IL' and / are sort after to develop a

good microwave absorbing materia.l. The RL (in decibels) as a function of input

frequency and absorber thickness, can be evaluated from the measured material

parameters as

RL(dB) = 20 log I(Zin - 1) I
(Zin + 1)

For a single layer absorber backed with a metal, the normalized input impedance

is given by

where cl is the thickness of the absorber layer.
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The RL for Fe900N at different layer thicknesses (2~8 mm) was simulated

from the material parameters in the S-band (Figure 3.9a) . A minimum RL of

-18 dB at 3.2 GHz witb an absorber thickness of 4.8 mm is obtained. Similarly

the RL were evaluated in the X-band. Fe9<X>N gave a RL over -10 dB for an

absorber layer thickness of 1.5-2.25 mm (Figure 3.9b). Th ese resul ts are quite

encouraging since at higher frequencies the absorber thickness WIIS minimized

which is one of t he requirements of an ideal wave absorber. Moreover , it is to

he noted that with Increase in layer tbickness, t he minimum RL is found to shift

towards lower frequency. Th is is in accordance with t he quarter wave principle

[182, 1831. When the electromagnet ic wave is incident on an absorber backed by

metal plate, a part of it is ref lected for the air-absorber interface while some part

is reflected from the absorber-metal interface. These two reflected waves Me out

of phase by 1800 and cancel each other at t he air absorber interface when t he

quarter wave thickness criteria is satisfied 1183Jl.e.:

(3.5)

where tanD",. = ;;. the magnet ic loss. Since to~, above criterion is satisfied at.

increased sample thickness for lower frequencies.
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Figure 3.10: Variation of bandwidth with absorber thickness for Fe900N in the S-band

The dependence of bandwidth (in the S-band) for a reflection loss over -10 dB

(90% loss) with absorber thickness is plotted in Figure 3.10. From our studies

it can be proposed that the iron-carbon nanostructures possess a bandwidth of

450 MHz with an optimum thickness of 4.5-5.4 mm in the operating frequency

range 2.8-3.4 GHz. The thickness is much small ("'2 mm) in the X-band with a

higher bandwidth of 1.5 GHz. Further studies are underway to tailor the e and

J1. by varying the iron-carbon ratio in the composites. By doing so, we hope to

widen the bandwidth as well as enhance the microwave absorbing capability of

the composites.

3.7 Conclusion

Obtaining stable and crystalline iron particles in the nanoregime was considered

a difficult task. Here we have demonstrated the gynthesis of highly stable iron

nanoparticles passivated within carbon structures by optimizing the experimental

conditions. Raman spectroscopy together with elemental mapping revealed the

formation of defective carbon nanostructures. This reduced the saturation mag

netization in the iron-carbon nanostructure when compared to the bulk value of

bee Fe. The size of the metal particles in the composites could be restricted be

low their skin depth thereby reducing the eddy current effects. The applicability

of iron carbon nanostructures for high frequency devices were also looked into.

The permittivity as well as permeability were analysed to evaluate the reflection



loss of the material in the S and X-band. Reflection loss minimum over -10 dB

could be obtained in the entire frequency range measured with an absorber layer

thickness of 4.6-6 mm in the S-band while 1.5-2.25 mm in the X-band. Hence

maintaining the grain size of iron nanoparticles well below their skin depth and

passivating in a dielectric matrix of carbon would increase the applicability of

these iron-carbon nanostructures as microwave absorbing materials.



Chapter 4

Synthesis of carbon nano

onions by a novel and cost

effective method and

evaluation of its structural,

magnetic, microwave absorbing

and optical limiting properties

Mult ifuuct.ional properties can be imparted to magnetic metal nanopart icles by

forming hybrid nanostruct ures. This chapter discusses the major findings (1I1 tilt'

studies carried out on passivated cobalt nanostruct.ures synthesized by Cl modified

chemical processes. The properties of cobalt can be enhanced by embedding them

within graphit ic layers, This provides passivation as well Cl.'; possibilities for appli

cations. Unlike available literature reports, cobalt nanopart.icles within graphit i«

layers were prepared by a simple scalable two step process, Graphitic la.\·('rs were

found to evolve over the surface of cobalt. nauoparticles during thermal t.n-at nu-nt

by the dpUlIllposi t ion of organic molecules surrounding tin' nll'! a1 uau. Ipil rt il'k~s

which serve as a catalyst, Thesl' \ven' illlalyze«\ plllplllying I 1'('i111 iquos like 1)(1\\'«\I'r

X-ray difl'rncr ion , transmission electron I\l icroscopv, micro- H;1I11illl Spl'('{ r. IS(', .pv

and vibrating sample ruugnet.omet.ry, Tlu- ruicrowuvr- absl)rl)illg ))nl\lt'l'ti,':- ,IS \\'I'lI



as the nonlinear optical limiting properties of cobalt. carbon nanostructures were

also investigated.

4.1 Introduction

Though carbon nanostructures existed earlier, research in carbon nanomaterials

received a fillip immediately after the discovery of fullerene (C6o) molecule [23,

36]. In the early 1990s research on fullerenes (C6(») were accelerated by the

production of adequate amount of material using high pressure arc discharge

method, first demonstrated by Krastchmer et al [24]. Filling the cavities of carbon

nanostructures like carbon nanotuhes (CNTs), carbon nano fibres, carbon nano

onions (CNOs) with magnetic nano particles is exciting and expected to give rise

to interesting mntcrials with immense scope for applications [59]. They display

interesting and unique properties for applications in optical limiting, catalysis,

gas storage, additives for aerospace applications, magnetic metal based composite

coatings, solar cells, light-emitting devices, fuel-cell electrodes etc [60, 184, 185].

With nanorneter-scale quasi-spherical shape, perfectly arranged outer shell

and stability, CNOs are attractive materials for studies for tribological appli

cations [37]. Their advantage over graphite is that they have no edges where

chemical attack can occur while maintaining the thermal stability of graphite. If

magnetic properties can be incorporated to these structures, their applications

are imnn-use. TIll' r-mapsulated magnetic uanoruatcrials C,U! find applications ill

magnetic inks. magnetic recording media, toner for xerography and ferrofluids

for biomedical applications [59, 60]. The carbon coating protects the magnetic

nanoparticles against environmental degradation [186]. Moreover, carbon coat

ings can impart biocompatibility and stability in many organic and inorganic

media. Therefore, carbon-coated magnetic nanoparticles have been recognized

as interesting candidates for many bio-engineering applications including biosen

SOl'S, drug delivery and magnetic contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging

1152, 153. 187].

Ultrafine elemental cobalt, which is ferromagnetir, readily oxidize» IIPOIl I'X

posure to air, resul t ing in t. he format ion of ant iferromagnet if: cobalt oxide layer

[188]. Bulk cobalt possess Cl large room temperature saturation magnetization



of 162 emu/g. Major efforts are on in encasing these magnetic metal nanopar

tides in a chemically inert oxygen-impermeable layer/matrix like gold, silica or

carbon [49- -54]. In some cases organic compounds, surfactant and polymers are

also being tried. This approach also prevents unavoidable agglomerat.ion which

reduces their surface energy. Besides being a protective coating, they act as a

mean.', for attaching complex structures to biological systems like DNA, antibod

ies, proteins and cells in order to target them to specific sites. Cobalt carbon

nanoparticles are reported as materials of great potential for in vivo tumor ther

mal ablation, bacteria killing, and various other hiomedical applications [187].

Thus the other aspect. of this method is that it will facilitate the passivation

of otherwise highly reactive cobalt nanoparticles tuning the physical, mechanical

and optical properties. Controlling the size of the magnetic nanoparticles and the

thickness of the encapsulating graphitic layer is crucial for the design of devices.

A survey of literature points towards the fact that the organic capping material

and metal precursor governs the temperature of graphitization as well as size of

nanost ructures.

Since tlw discovery of carbon IHUIO st.rurt.urcs, lot of efforts has gone iuto

in reducing the synthesis temperature of ordered carbon nano structures. Typi

cal temperatures for graphitic carbon production by direct current arc discharge

method are>1200 K. To date, various techniques are in vogue for synthesizing

carbon-coated magnetic nanoparticles, such as conventional arc-discharge, mod

ified arc-discharge and ion-beam sputtering methods [24-311. Thermal t.rauslor

rnation of carbonaceous compounds under pressure leading to structural reorgani

zation of carbon residues formed is also reported [32, 33]. Pressure, temperature

or the duration of heat treatment are also significant parameters which modifies

the properties. Cobalt filled carbon nanoparticles or nanotubes are being studied

by several groups [189-191]. However, all the above studies were based on the

materials prepared by the conventional arc or modified an: method. In this work

we have tried to develop a modified approach for obtaining cobalt embedded In

CNOs employing simple and inexpensive techniques.

Metal carbon nanostructures are ideal optical limiting (OL) materials too.

Carbon black. fullerene , or CNT suspensions have been extensively invest.iguu-d

in this regard and are considered as benchmark OL materials [77 84]. Metal



nanowires (Co, Cu, Ni, Pd, Pt or Ag) have shown broadband optical limiting

properties comparable to materials like CNT which arc dominated by nonlin

ear scattering [34]. However, not much literature exists on the nonlinear optical

properties of magnetic metal nanoparticles probably because of their reactive na

ture ami high work functions. Passivation of metal nanoparticles with an inert

material like carbon can enhance their thermal stability and offers resistance to

laser damages. These nanostructures have an added advantage of being a poten

tial optical limiting candidate thereby enhancing the nonlinear optical properties.

These materials should possess sensitive broadband response to long and short

pulses, high linear transmission throughout the sensor bandwidth, resistance to

laser-induced damages and invariably have high stability, Moreover, these cobalt

carbon nanostructures can be candidates as microwave absorbers once the metal

core size is well below their skin depth [192]. Layered graphitic shells can tune the

dielectric properties thereby improving the impedance matching criteria [181].

4.2 Experimental

4.2.1 Synthesis

Cobalt nanoparticles were prepared by the borohydride reduction of cobalt salts

in the presence of stabilizing surfactant. which is a modified procedure of previ

ously reported method [6]. 0.2 M sodium horohydride (NaBHIl AR grade, purity

>95%, Merck Ltd, Mumbai) was added dropwise to a solution of 0.1 1\1 cobaltous

sulphate (CoS04.6H20 , AR grade, purity >98%, CDH (P) Ltd, New Delhi) con

tabling 5 rnl of oleic acid (C18H3402, Merck Ltd, Mumbai) at 353 K The mixture

was thoroughly stirred keeping the reaction temperature at 353 K for 1 h. A black

precipitate was obtained which was magner irally separated. washed with acetone

and dried in a hot air oven at 373 K for :3 h to obtain oleic acid coated cobalt

nanoparticles. The sample was labelled a."; Co-S. The same reaction procedure

was adopted with cobalt chloride as metul precursor. TIll' resulting product was

labelled as Co-Cl. These samples were thoroughly «haructoriz.«]. Co-S was heat

treated in air for 1211 at sn K (Co:3lJO). 87:\ K «'o(iOO) 1\11<1 1lI73 K (C'o801l) and

were further investigau-d using various »ualvtical tools.



4.2.2 Characterization

Transmission electron microscope (TEM) with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV

(JEOL JEM 2200 FS) was used to characterize the morphology and particle size

of the synthesized nanostructures. Micro-Raman spectroscopy, which is widely

used to probe the quality of carbon structures, was carried out using S2000 Ra

man spectroscopy equipped with an argon laser (..\.ex= 514.5 nm). The structural

analysis was carried out in a powder X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku Dmax-C) us

ing CuKo radiation (..\.=1.5406 A) [118] with a scrolling rate of 5°/min in the 28

range 20-80°. Room temperature magnetic measurements were carried out using

a vibrating sample magnetometer (EG&G PAR 4500). Complex dielectric per

mittivity and magnetic permeability were determined. with the help of a vector

network analyser in the S (2-4 GHz, Rohde & Schwarz-ZVB4) and X-band (8-12

GHz, Agilent-851OC) by employing the cavity perturbation technique. The non

linear optical applications were probed via an open aperture z-scan measurement

technique.

4.3 Morphology

The TEM images and histogram showing the size distribution of oleic acid coated

cobalt nanoparticles prepared. from sulphate and chloride precursors are depicted

in Figure 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. The dark regions indicate the formation of

cobalt nanoparticles with spherical morphology. The average grain size of Co in

Co-Cl is found to be ",26 nm, which is higher than the average grain size of Co-S

(12 nm). Oleic acid coating of ",2 nm thickness was found for Co-S, The length

of an oleic acid molecule is 2 nm and hence the observed thickness for oleic acid

in Co-S suggests that a monolayer of oleic acid is being coated over the metal

surface. However, this is not the case with Co-Cl samples. Here the particles

are nonuniformly coated with the surfactant. This result indicates that the size

of cobalt nanoparticle as well as the surfactant thickness varies significantly with

the type of metal precursor used, which is directly related to the rate of reaction

[1931·



F igure 4. 1: [a-c] Trensmlssion electron microscope image of C&S . (d ) lI istogram show

ing the particle stze d istribuncn of Co-S

. .--- (d)

F igure 4. 2: (a-c ) Trans mission electron mic roscope image of Co..CI. (cl) lI istogra m

sho ..... ill,l!; tilt' grain size di slrib uti on uf C"..('I



T he energy dispersive spect ra of Co-S and Co-CI (Figure 4.3) indicates the

fonna t ion of elemental cobalt . It is to be noted that t here are traces of chlorine

eontamination in Co-CI emanating from the trapped NaCl, a byproduct fanned

during the precipitation of cobalt nanoparticles, from t he cobal tous chloride p re

curso.-s. These could not be washed off thoroughly since this lead to the removal

of oleic acid coat ing. Such impurit ies were absent in the EDS spect rum of Co-S

estab lishing t he effect iveness of t he sulpha te precursor route.
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F igure 4 .3: Energy dispersive spectra of (a) Co-S and (b) Co-CI
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Further , investigat ions were carried ou t. on Co-S by heat treating at d iffer-

ent temperatures (573, 873 and 1073 K). T hey were extensively analysed using

transmission elect ron mlcroecopy, se lected images of which are depicted in Figure

4.4. The cobalt particles of average grain size of 13 nm, are found to be uni

formly coated with en organic layer leaving behind DO bare metal nenoperncles

•
preventing oxidation by exposure to environment&! oxygen. Moreover , it can else

be seen thet t here is no not iceable grai n growth taking plece by hrllting at 573

K. T he t hick ness.. of the coating was found to be _ 2.2-3.8 nm . which preven ts

agglomeration or coalescence of cobal t nenopertlcles.



Figure 4 .4 : TEM of ( a~(') co:mn. 1\lId (rl) histog ram sho....-ing t he grain size dist ribut ion

of CoJOO

. 'igure 4 .5: (a.,b) T EM ami [c, cJ ) HRTE~I uf CuliOO



TE), f and HRT EM images of CofiOO an' de-pu-ted ill Figure -I ,!). Aruu-ali ng at

a temperat ure of 873 K caused till' neighbouring cobalt grains to roah-scc form ing

larger gra ins , '1'E:-.1 imagt> r-lenrfv showed latt ice fr illglos of Co core corresponding

to the (lI I) plant- of Io- cobalt (marked ill Fi gure -I.5b). T ill>average grain Si b >

is found to increase to ......HI nm (F igure 4.!Jd ). Thus. annealing enha nced till:'

crys tallinity of cobalt nunopart iules along with an incr ea se ill their gra in size.

High resolut ion TE~l Imago f()( ' ILWd 011 tln- outer surface of li lt' part ides [F igure

.t.Sc.d} es ta blishes the format ion of grap h itt - layers (wit h iut erhwer spaci ng of

",0. 3-1 mu ) surrou nd ing t he cobalt grain . Au east .....4;1 a tomic layers IU'{' visible

over co balt nauoparti cles .

-~-

"
•t-
i:

" " "--- (d)

Fig ure 4.6 : (a) Hright fi e ld image. ( 1)) c-a rbon mapping, Id ('ohall ma.ppiug, and (d l

histugrarn showing the pa rt iell' slze distribution of r oha lt in ( 'o()OO

It may h e notr-d here t hat the format ion of concent ric y,.n t phit ir layt-rs of

ca rbon or ('XO:- at rclarivclv low tr-mpernturo-, bv f'ltlplo,\"in~ cost t'fft-'c ,t ivl' a nd

scalahlt' expr-riuu-utal trx-lmiques is repur te-d for t ill' first ti me lUll ], It was frllllld

that ti ll' ('oat ing thirk nes s as well as tilt' uunrb-r of g ra p h it il' \;I.\'1'l' tW"r l'Ohit lt

partir-h-s. a ll 111'1" 'lIIls 110t onlv on t he init ial t hicktn-s s 'I f Ilrgal lic la:-'!'!' c'f111t iTlJ!.

out al so on t he gcomot rv of the pattir-les !!l:,!. Sillc'!' till' init ial ('o llitl1 r-un-



possesses spherical morphology, concent ric graphitic shells are formed. Formation

of graphitic shells instead of carbon nano tubes are observed earlier during carbon

deficient conditions in CVD 143, 441 .

The sample was further subjected to elemental mapping. The bright field im

age and elemental mapping correspond ing to carbon and cobalt further' confirms

the formation of carbon coated cobalt nanostructures and are shown in Figure

4.6a--c.

.~c-:-:-~l :' .
(d)

Figure 4.7: a) Low resolution TEM image, (b, c) HIITEM, and (d) EDS pattern or

Co8OO

Further, t hese hybrid nanostructures were beeted to 1073 K and characterized

using TEM (Figure 4.7). It was interesting to note the dominaece of the evolved

graphitic structures over cobalt particles . The presence of cobeh wa.<; further

verified from the energy dispersive spectra of Co8OO (Figure 4.7d).

4.4 Micro-Raman spectroscopy analysis

Micro-Raman spectra of Co-S, Co3OO, Co6OO and Co8OO are depicted in Figure

4.8&. It clearly ind icates the evolut ion of carboneceous structure Conned upon



ht'At trea tment . T he peak ne-ar l GOO cm- I known us t ill' graphitic or G -IJHncl ,

the characterist ic E'l9 mode, is rela ted to the stretching vibra tion of sp2 carbon

ca.rboll bond within th e ordered graphitic layers uf CNO. The disorder ind uced

Raman breathing mode, D-band at ...... 1300 cm - I, assigned to disordered carbon

species , are associ ated with th e vibrations of carbon atoms wit h dangling bonds

at the curvat ures or defect s. Thus , the D-band is also used a.... i\ proof of disruption

of the aromatic system of a -elect rons ill t he nnno-onious framework due to the

spJ states of car bon. One cen observe the signat ures of mulrilayer st ruct ure

of graphit ic carbon with fingerpri nt peaks at .... 1290 an d 1595 CIII - 1 i ll ('0300,

C0600 and Co800, while th ey are absen t in Co-S as expected . T his obse rva t ion

has ad ditio nal support from TEM results . It, is clear that t he curbou layers

are being evolved over coba lt particles by the pyrolysis of carbon rich oleic aci d

COAting. The met al part icles art MS catalyst. for t llf' pn'f-i)lil at iun of carbon IHyPrs

1162, 166, I96J.
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T he ratio of the intensity of the D-hantl (1 0 ) tn lliat of the ( :-ha lltl (l r;) for

the samples annealed at different n -nux -ratun-s an' :-IIOW II ill Figure 4$1," lo / Ie;

decreased from 1.01 t l) n.91 ~U~Rcsti l l~ all iIICrC'iIM' ill t ill' Io!; ra p hiti zilt illl l of carbon

layers formed in the composite . T hat is . t he Raman illlt'llsily uf 1111' :-p :t 1·<tr!IlI!1

related IIl(KI(, ha... s ul"lla....·;t·d ti ll' :.p:' 111' 14 11 ' . Thi-, poi ut t.,wa n \" tln- ri~ ' ill l ilt'

abundance of graphit jc carbon w ilh illlTI'iIS. ' ill 1I 111WalillJ!, 1C'lll lwwt lln ,:,,> . TIll'

absence uf a.IlY shoulder !)('ll k Ior till' C:. ha ucll "u lIh n u" 11>1 bUil-t' .li"l"rl illlt i ll l ilt'



carbon layers formed [1971.

Mechanism of growth: The mechanism leading to the growth of carbon

nano onions assume importance because of their multifaceted properties and evo

lution of various carbon nano structures during the process. The mechanism

can be properly elucidated by carefully analyzing the structure of cobalt-carbon

nanostructures. It is well known that the explosion of carbon rich materials

leads to carbon nanostructures [21, 22. 172, 191, 198--200]. Usually this proces..s

occurs at high temperature and under adequate pressure. Various transition met

als accelerate graphitization of carbon by the solution precipitation mechanism

[200, 201]. This results in the rupture of C-C bond by the catalytic transition

metal particles. The carbon atom dissolves in the metal particle, diffuse and

precipitates as graphite at the particle surface [202].

Formation uf onion like structure requires a high degree of graphite like ur

der. In the present system carbon rich organic surfactant (oleic acid) undergoes

pyrolysis. They decompose precipitating carbon nanostructures. At high tern

peratures, thermal energy is absorbed leading to the breakage of some of the

C-C bonds with high defect density and high energy and eventually the structure

collapses. To reduce the surface energy, the broken domains tends to close from

inside to outside resulting in the formation of carbon nano onions. Due to the

lower radius and lower energy level contained at the outer layers, these broken

C domains cannot be converted into an associated crystal form leaving a carbon

nano sheath by amorphous carbou. Addition of layers results from a precipitation

of C previously dissolved by the metal. If the solubility of C is low, it prevents

this possibility. Annealing provides additional thermal energy that makes the

structural rearrangement possible long after the initial deposition process. There

are reports of energy transfer from the electron beam and catalytic effects from

metal in the carbon onion formation around Pd clusters [55]. The driving force

for graphitization would he the free energy difference between the initial and final

form of carbon.

Here, cobalt particles act as a nucleation cent.er for the growth of carbon

nanostructures. The decornposit ion of organic compound into molecular frag

UICUt:-. and their trausfonuat.ion or precipitut ion forming carbon uanomatcrial is

promoted by the tran..sit.ion metal catalysts, cobalt. Hence a metal mediated



graphitization occurs. It is observed that the amorphous carbon in contact with

Co fully crystallize between 773-873 K [21, 221. Carbon atoms dissolve onto the

metal and upon supersaturation, graphite precipitates outwardly at the inter

faces. Metallic cobalt simply acts as a template for carbon nano onion formation.

4.5 Structural analysis using X-ray diffraction

The structure of cobalt nanoparticles thus formed is further investigated by an

alyzing the XRD pattern of C<>-S, C0300, C0600 and CoBOO and are depicted

Figure 4.9.

Cd)

Cc)

Cb)

ca)

Figure 4.9: XRD patterns of C~S at different annealing (in air) temperatures (a) C<>-S,

(b) Co3OO, (c) Co6OO, and (d) CoBOO

C<>-S show an amorphous nature, but when heat treated at 573, 873 and

1073 K broad peaks at 28 = 44.20 corresponding to (111) plane of fee cobalt

emerges (ICDD file no. 15-0806). It is to be noted that other planes of Co are

not prominent in the XRD pattern, and the elemental cobalt is confirmed from

EDS analysis. Signatures of cobalt oxide (COO or C0304) are absent in the XRD

pattern which confirms the effectiveness of the passivation of cobalt core within

the graphitic carbon shells or CNOs. The lattice constant is found to be 3.57 A

which is in line with the ICnD values.



4.6 Magnetic properties

The determination of tbe saturation magnetization (~f..) of the fine particles is

one way of securing information about their magnetic characteris t ics . The room

temperature hysteres is loops of amorphous cobalt (Co-S and Co-CI) are depicted

in Figure 4.1Oa.. A saturation magnetization of 5.4 emu/ g and 4.4 cmujg with

B remenance of 0.94 emuJg and 0.64 emu/g are obtained for Co-CI and Co-S

respectively. Slightly higher M, for Co-CI when compared to that of Co-S may

be due to the larger grain size of Co-CI (25 nm) when compared t o Co-S (12 nm},

88 observed from the TEM images.
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Figure 4.10: (8.) M-H curves orCo-C t and Co-S (b) M-H curves of COOOO, Co6OO, Co8OO

(Inset : enlarged view showing coercivity)

The saturation magnetization fOI" bulk cobal t is - 162 emu/g [2, 41. Although

oleic acid coa ting protects the core. it affects the magnetic properties of the

ueaocrystelllne cobalt through the contribution of surface anisotropy and inter

particle interaction. In the naaoregime, as the surface to volume ra tio Increases,

the saturation magnetization is found to decrease. Several £actors determine the

magnetic properties of ueeocompceite. Disordered surface spins, non-magnetic

surface coating and amorphous nature of cobal t particles in the system are the

main factors for reduced magnetization .

Cobal t has an inherently high maguetocrystalline anisotropy resu lt ing in high

coerc lvity 12J. T hiss also !f"MS to a lower value or superparam egueuc size lim

it s. The megnettaerion saturates at 15 kOe for both the samples. Upon heer



treatment, cobalt particles undergo crystallization and the magnetic properties

undergoes drastic changes [203]. When Co-S is heated at 573 K(Co300), the coer

civity is found to increase from 43 Oe to 717 Oe whereas there is only a marginal

increase in Ms. For C0600, M, drastically increases to 78 emu/g from ,~5 emu/g

with a coercivity 0[62 Oe. These observations show that there is a strong rela-

tion between the magnetic properties and heat treatment on the nanomaterials.

Generally. it is known that the coercivity increases as the single domain grain

size increases, When the size of the grain attains a value at. which it becomes

multidomain, the coercivity starts decreasing [2]. Moreover the enhancement of

coercivity may be attributed to the variation of both particle size and ordering of

the particles with annealing [31]. On heat treatment, the crystallinity increases as

evident from XRn and HRTEM. The particle size also increases which accounts

for the decrease of He.
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Figure 4.11: ZFC-FC curve for ('0600

Further, vibrating sample magnetometer was employed to study the variation

of magnetization with temperature in ('0600. The ZFC'-FC curves depicted ill

Figure 4.11 shows the absenr:« of any superparumagnet ic blocking in t1H~ temper-

ature range measured (4-3411 K).



4.7 Optical limiting property using z-scan technique

The optical limiting properties of cobalt-carbon nanostructures were evaluated

using the traditional open aperture z-scan measurements. A frequency doubled

Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Minilite, Continuum) having a nominal pulse width

of 5 us at 532 nm wavelength was used for the measurements. The sample was

dispersed in ethanol by sonicating for 10 rnin and was taken in a 1 mm glass

cuvette mounted on a stepper motor controlled linear translation stage. The

laser beam was focused using a plane-convex lens and the focal spot radius Wo

was around 17 Jlm. The laser propagation direction was taken as the z-axis. The

sample was translated in the z-direction in small steps, and the transmitted energy

was measured at each z position, using a pyroelectric laser energy detector (Laser

Probe Inc.). The experiment was completely automated in a linux platform.

The C0300 and C0600 samples were dispersed in ethanol with concentrations

such that their linear transmission was 50% at the laser wavelength, when taken

in the 1 Hun glass cuvette. The samples show a decrease in the transmittance

at higher input intensities. The obtained z-scan curves fit well to a two-photon

process, in which the net transmission 'T', of the sample is given by

T ( (1 - R)2ex p( -O'oL) ) J+oc I [v' (2)Jd= r::;; 11 1 + qoexp - t t
v 1rqO -00

(4.1 )

where 'u and 'R' are the sample length and surface reflectivity respectively,

and On is the linear absorption coefficient. Here 'qO' is given by {J(1 - R)IzLeff'

where {~ is the two-photon absorption coefficient. and '1/ is the intensity of the

laser beam at position z. 'Le!t' is the effective sample thickness given by [1 

e.lp( -O'oL)Jlo:o. The obtained z-scan curves alongwith the theoretical fit to the

experimental data are presented ill Figure 4.12.

Both samples exhibit good optical limiting properties. The two photon ab

sorption ("ol'fficients (Bd were evaluated to be I.8xlO- 1O m/Vi and 1.2xlO-101II / \V

for Co:300 and Co600 samnles resoectivelv,
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Figure 4.12: Optical limiting property of (a) Co300 and (b) Co600

The origin of this nonlinearity can be explained from the absorption spectra

of the samples. The optical absorption spectrum of cobalt-carbon nanostruct urcs

(C0300 and Co600) dispersed in ethanol recorded in the range 200-1000 nm is de

picted in Figure 4.13. The spectrum shows broad absorption peak at around 300

nm and is characteristic of rr - Jr' electron transition in the polyaromatic system

of curved graphitic layers [39]. Weak optical absorption of these nanostructures

is due to the higher value of work function and first ionization potential of cobalt.

The broad absorption band in the range 240-330 run (band gap ,,-,4eV) is PlJIa-

nating from the carbonaceous structures formed around the cobalt nanoparticles.

Reports reveal the variation of band gap of carbon nanostructures is in the range

of 0.25 eV to 5..5 «v [21, 22, 40].

From the optical absorption spectrum, it can be seen that the samples have

a strong absorption at 266 mu, which is the two-photon absorption level corre

sponding to the excitation wavelength of 532 nrn. Considering the fact that there

is Cl small residual ahsorptiou at 532 Illll and that the samples are prepared in

a concentmt ion such that. 50%, of the incident photons are absorbed. the opt.i-

cal noulinearity ("011111 Iw predominant.ly Iroin a two-step excited state absorption

rather than a pure two-photon a hsorpt iou. The two-photon absorption coefficient

evaluated thus can be t errned as an df'el"tive two photon absorption ('oeHicif'nt.
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Figure 4.13: UV-vis NIR spectrum of (a) C0300 and (h) Co600

Noulinear scattering, free carrier absorption, two/multi-photon absorption

and reverse saturable absorption are the main mechanisms attributed to the op

t.ival limiting effects in nanomaterials [79-84J. It is a cumulative dl'('ct, rather

than a contribution from one mechanism alone. The particle size, morphology,

aggregation state, the local environment or the host matrix, all contribute to the

limiting phenomenon. Pan et al. [34] has studied the optical limiting properties

of nickel and cobalt [204J and found that nonlinear scattering, resulting from a

photoionisation of metal atoms and subsequent expansion of the rnicroplasmas ill

the suspension produces the optical limiting effects. Moreover, the laser param

eters like wavelength, pulse duration or repetition rate uf the laser source, plays

a crucial role in the process.

From initial studies, it can be inferred that cobalt carbon nanostructures are

good optical limiters. Further studies on their nonlinear refractive index and

fabrication of devices based on these nanostructures can be carried out.

4.8 Microwave absorbing property

Extensive use of electronic gadgets in communication devices for domestic. mili

tary as well as industrial purposes using microwave frequencies ha~ CH1ISj·d (~nvi

ronmcntal pollution that causes health hazards and interference problems. o III ,



way of sorting out this issue is to develop a microwave absorbing material in a

sca lBble end cost effect ive manner. The cobal t carbon nanostructures are one

such candidate that would tune the dielectric and magnetic properties thereby

manipulate the microwave absorbing properties.

Cobalt nenoparticles embedded within carbon nano onions (Co6OJ) were in-

vcstigated for their microwave absorbing properties in the S and X-bands by mea-

surtng their complex dielectric permittivity and complex magnetic permeability

using cavity perturbation technique. The details of measurements are explained

in Chapter 2. Cobalt carbon neuostructures (Co6(X) was pressed into rectangu-

lac rod like pellets of dimension I mm x 2 mm x 4 cm with 1% poly vinyl alcohol

added as binder. This was dried and subjected to microwave measurements.

Figure 4.14 and 4.15 depicts the variation of complex dielectric pennittivity

and magnetic permeability of Co6OO in t he S and X-band respect ively. f ' is

found to be more or less -20 whi le t " is found to increase from 0.25 to 1.15 in

the S-band with frequency. where as these parameters are almost constant in the

X-band (,' - 18,/ - 1.5).
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Figure 4.14: Varia.tion of (a) eomplpx dielect rk- permittivity Hol1d (b) corn pk-x maguetic

pe rmeability for Co6OO in the S-band
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Figure 4. 15: Variation of (a) complex dielectric permittivity and (b) complex magnetic

permeability fo r Co6OO in the X-band

The layered carbon structures formed over the cobalt particles causes a ca

pacitive effect that increases the dielect ric pennittivity of t he composite. With

Increase in frequency, the capacitive effect gradually vanishes. The nanocrys

taJline cobalt particles on the other hand improve the penneability values of

Co6OO. Permeability values are found to reduce witb increase in frequency. It is

found that p' is ..... 1.5 while ,.t L'\ ..... 0 .3 in the S-band whereas in the X-band

p.' "-' 1.25 and It ..... 0.25. Thus from the measured values of permittivity and

permeability, t he reflection loss of Co6OO was simulated using the single layer

absorber model 11811 using Equation 3.3.
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Figure 4.18: Relkction loss simulated for di fferent absorber layer thidrness or ('0600

in the (a) S-band and (b) X-band

From t hese st ud ies it can be seen t hat t he reBect ion loss dec reeses with in-



creasing frequency (Figure 4.16) in accordance with the conventional theories

[75, 1811· Also for increased thicknesses, the reflection loss minimum shifted to

lower frequencies. A minimum reflection loss over -10 dB was obtained for a thick

ness of 4.2-4.6 mm in the S-band while this thickness is lowered to 1.5-2.25 mm in

the X-band. This suggests the effectiveness of the cobalt-carbon nanostructures

for the development of microwave absorbing materials.

4.9 Conclusion

Production of metal nanoparticles by bottom-up solution phase approach of

fers several advantages including easiness of surface modification, control of size,

functionalization, prevention from agglomeration and oxidation. St.able cobalt

nanostructures passivated by oleic acid was initially prepared by a controlled

borohydride reduction technique. Effect of particle size and surfactant thickness

with change in cobalt metal precursor were also looked into. Cobalt particles

were formed ill metallic form with no traces of cobalt compounds. Oxygen im

permeable stealth, which is a prerequisite for use of these metal nanoparticles

for several applications, was fabricated successfully. This was done by the heat

treatment of oleic acid coated cobalt particles which lead to the evolution of

carbon nano onions. The structure and morphology of the composites were ex

tensively investigated using TEM, Raman spectroscopy and XRD studies. Room

temperature magnetic properties of these nanoparticles determined using vibrat

ing sample magnetomctry revealed the effectiveness of the method developed for

obtaining stable magnetic cobalt carbon nanostructures. These cobalt-carbon

nanostructures were oxidatively stable and chemically resistant having desirable

optical limiting and microwave absorbing properties.



Chapter 5

Preparation and

characterization of highly

stable nickel/carbon core/shell

nanostructures

Magnetic inetal nanoparticles attracted the a ttcntion of material scientists and

arc considered as ideal templates for the fabrication of novel magnetic uanostruc

tUrE'S. Nickel/carbon core/shell nanostructure is one such candidate that imparts

mult.ifunct.ional properties to the system. A simple and cost effective technique

for obtai nillg highly stable carbon coated nickel nanostructures it t rolat.i vclv low

reaction temperatures is worked out. Therrnogravimotric analysis of the precur

sors were carried out to optirnizc the annealing temperatures. Powder X-ray

dilfnlCl ion, t.ransin ission electron mic!"os('opy .uul Hnruan spedroscopy \IT( ~1"l' IlS( ,11

to characterize the metal nanostructures. The magnetic properties were ext.en

sivelv investigated using DC as well as SQUID maguetomctry. The complex

dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability uf nickel carbou llilllost rue

t tin's a t di Iloront microwave frequencies (2-4 and ~-12 GHI.) were IIWi\S11n,d using

cavity perturbation technique. Their reflection losses wen' cvalllilt.f'd for diffpr

eut t hickuesscs usiug metal hacked single layer ilbsorber model. 'I'IH' synt lH'sis,

charact orizut ion and their various properties me preseut ed ill this chapr er.

101
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5.1 Introduction

:-'1 ultifunctional magnetic nanostruct urcs are increasingly being investigated be

cause oftheir immense application potential in magnetic recording media, medical

cliagllost ics, solid fuels, spintronics and telecommunication [L G, 152, 162, 20fJ].

The catalytic activity of metal nanoparticles is also exploited in the synthesis of

carbon materials. Though magnetism of 3d-transition metals like iron, cobalt and

nickel is well understood at the bulk level, their nanocounterparts arc interesting

lxxaus«, at the nanolcvol. t.hey exhibit alt.ogetllCr dilluront physical. mcchauical.

optical. chemical and electrical properties [88, 2()(j 208]. Such studies assume

importance a:> they are ideal templates for exploring 1ll,lgllctislll at the nanolevcl.

Stable nickel nanoparticles arc promising caudiclal C:-i as they find applications

III lllagnctic recording, catalysis. solid lubricants, rouducr.ing and magnetic ma

terials, and also ill pressure cells and hydrogen storage devices [37, GO, 184, 18[)].

Nnnostructurcrl nickel fabricated in the form of t ubcs or wires possesses multi

functional properties and were found useful for diverse applications [209].

The proliferation of electronic devices using electromagnetic (E\I) waves m

the giga hertz (GHz) regime is a source of EM interference <HId is a subject of

concern to environmental protection agencies [210· 212]. 'Microwave absorbers

awl st.calt.h IIwLerials are being engineered keeping in view of their microwave

absorption. weight., thickness, mcchanicui st rcugth, environrneutal rcsistauco and

cost {If production [1001. Metallic magnetic materials have large satnration mag

uctiz.ir iou and higher Snock's limit when compared to both hard and soft fcrrites

;EJ9, 192;. Weak magnetocrystallinc anisotropy and attenuation of permeability

rl11( ~ tu eddy current limits their use in tile gigahcn z frequencies [1:')9, lGO]. How

cvor. composites containing magnct.ic metal particles can modify the dielectric

pcnuit t ivity and magnetic permeability once parr icle size is less than their skin

dCpt11 [IG1] anrl this reduces eddy current losses. Large surface area together with

t lit, required aspe-ct ratio aided with the forrual iou of interconnected networks in

('(\)'boll or JIIetal carbon uanostructures enhance their microwave absorbing prop

t'ltics [I-W. :213, 214]. However. for stahility and also for broad hand utilization

{Jl tlwc.C' llil nost ructures as microwave absorbers, a graphite or c(lrbon coating is

11SI\,111\ provided. Hence, dielectric permittivity aud magnetic permeability arc to



be evaluated and reflection loss need to be modelled at different. frequencies using

smfa.ce impedance equat.ion for determining the optimum thickness for maximum

absorption to ascertain their suitability for application.

Passivation of nickel with carbon often necessitates employment of methods

like high pressure/temperature chemical vapor deposition, arc discharge process

or sputtering [25-34J. Since, nanoparticles have large surface to volume ratio they

are highly reactive and unstable. This makes preparation of nickel nanoparticles

a difficult t.ask. Mechanical milling. eo-precipitation, reverse micelle technique,

sol-gel method, microemulsion technique, sonochernical method, laser ablation

and radiolysis are a few to list [6, 9-13, 17-22,88, 155, 215J. Among the various

solution-phase methods for obtaining nickel nanoparticles, reduction of nickel

salts by reducing agents like sodium borohydride, hydrazine, polyols and arnines

are employed [216- 218]. Strong reducing agents like sodium borohydride can

he made use to synthesize metal nanoparticles within a short reaction period

achieving narrow grain size distribution.

A number uf strategies for passivating nickel nanoparticles are reported in

literature. Nickel/nickel oxide core/shell structures have proved to keep the core

nickel protected from oxidation [49J. I'll situ synthesis of magnetic metal nanopar

tides in matrices like Si02 have resulted in stable magnetic composites [50, 215].

Production of carbon/graphite encapsulated metal nanoparticle has also been

reported by several groups [51, 53, 54, 152, 166, 191, 198, 218221]. Encapsu

lation of metal in carbon cages is a better choice when compared to materials

like silica or polymer. This is because carbon exhibits higher chemical as well

as thermal stability when compared to silica or other polymer cages when sub

jected to vigorous conditions (like acidic, basic. corrosive, oxidizing/reducing en

vironments and high temperature or pressure). Furthermore, carbon is an ideal

candidate for surface coating due to its biocompatibility [152, 162, 205] ami ease

of funct.ionalization [222]. Carbon coated magnetic particles are being used for

tagging cat.alyt.ir-ally active species on their surface [5:3. 198J. This facilitates the

separation uf expensive catalysts for further use. High production cost and rela

tively low yield of most of t hose methods has limited t heir large scalo production.

Dl'wloping an easy and cost effective synthesis technique for producing carbon

encapsulated magnetic metal nanopart.icles is still a challenge for researchers.
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:"'1et hods like an: discharge, magnet ron sputtering, ion beam sputtering, chem

ical vapour deposition. spray methods and pyrolysis of organometallic compounds

[51, 5:3, 54, 152, 165, IG6, 191, 198.205,220. 221J are being adopted for coating

carbon over metal nanoparticlcs. Carbon encapsulated nickel and iron nanopar

tides were successfully prepared by .Iioshan Qiu et al. [2HL 2201 by modified arc

discharge techniques. These particles had diameter ranging from n few uanomo

t ers to less than 5;') 1lIlL effectively passivatecl by several layers of carhon/gr:lphit(:,.

A simpler method of passiva.ting nickel is always thought of as a viable alternative

of obtaining nickel/carbon nanostructures. In the present study, we report the

synthesis and properties of highly stable nickel/carhon con~/shell nauost.ruct.nrc

by Cl simple and cost effective method.

5.2 Experirnent.al

5.2.1 Synthesis

Nickel nanopart.icles were prepared by a modified horohyrlride reduction mer hod

[216, 217]. Aqueous solution of 0.1 ?vI nickel chloride hexahvdraic (NiCl:!JitbO.

All grade. purity >98%, CDn (P) Ltd, New Delhi) in 500 IIII dist.il lr«! water

was thoroughly mixed with 5 ml oleic acid (C I :-j H ;I I 0 2 ; Mcrck Ltd. Muuihai )

under vigorous stirring for 30 min at 33;3 K. To this. 500 11\1 0.2 .\1 sodilllll

horohydride (I'\nBII4 • AR grade; purity >lJS(]{; • Xlerrk Ltd. \JulIlbai) solut iou

was added dropwise. Nickel ions were reduced to nicked part irks ;lS evident front

the colour change of the solution from light greell to black. The grain size was

controlled b.y confining the reaction in micro-emulsion of oil (oleic acid) ill water.

Oleic acid, which acts as the surfactant, gets coated over t lu: surface of uickcl

nanoparticlos terminating the agglomeration of uanopart.iclc-. The oilv black

precipitate was magnetically separated and washed twice with distilled water to

remove the unreacted precursors, bvproduct s nllt! excess of surfactants. It WilS

then centrifuged and the resulting slurry was dried in an hut air UVCII rot r) h ,It

:tn K. The sample was labelled a~ NiA. TGA was carried out. on :"liA "lld 1\('11('('

the annealing temperature was opt irnizcd which was found to lw R7;) 1\ ill high

puritv Ilit.rog(~ll ga:-; flow (flow nllc ruaiut aiuc.l ;11 .'j lib) for 12 It. 'I'll<' s.uupk

was cooled to room temperature and the obtained powder was lalwllcd ,b \i H ( '.



Ni@C was aged for one year and then heated at 573 K in air for 2 h. This sample

was labelled as Ni@C-I.

5.2.2 Characterization

TGA was carried out in a Perkin Elmer Pyrex diamond 6 instrument in a nitro

gen atmosphere at a heating rate of 10 K/min from 323 to 1073 K. XRD was

performed with a Rigaku Drnax-2C X-ray diffractometer using Cu Ko radiation

('x=1.5418 A). A .IEOL .IEM 2200 FS electron microscope using an accelerat

ing voltage of 200 kV was used to examine the morphology and particle size

of the samples. The percentage of elemental nickel in the composite was found

out using inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES,

Model: Thermo Electron IRIS INTREPID 11 XSP DUO). FT Raman spectrorue

ter (Model: BRUKER RFSlOU/S, Germany) equipped with an Nd-Yttrium Alu

minium Garnet (YAG) laser (>'ex=1064 nm) and a Germanium target was used

for characterizing the carbon structures. The Raman laser power used was 50

mW with a resolution of 4 cm -1. Magnetic properties were studied from the

magnetizatiou versus applied field (M-H) curves measured at diffl~wnt temper

atures using Lakeshore 7225 DC magnetometer. The magnetic properties were

also investigated using SQUID (MPMS-5S XL, Quantum Design) magnetometer

equipped with a supercondurt iug magnet which can produce a field of 1 T. The

microwave absorbing properties were determined by measuring complex dielec

tric permittivity and magnetic permeability by using a vector network analyzer

in the S (Rohde and SChwarz-ZVB4) and X-band (HP-851OC) employing cavity

perturbation techniques [100]. Ni(Q.'C powder was pelletized to get rectangular

rods of dimension >- 4 CIII X 2 nun x 1 mm with 1% polyvinyl alcohol added as

binder.

5.3 Thermal analysis

Nickel nanopart ick-s :-i.VII! IH'siZl'd hv sodium horohydride reduction method were

in situ coated with oleic acid and subjected to TGA in tile teurperuturo range of

323-1ll7:3 K (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: TGA /DTA curves of NiA taken in the temperature range 323 to 1073 K

Rapid weight loss ("-'44.5 wt.%) observed from 373 to 673 K is attributed to

the desorption of oleic acid present on the surface of nickel nanoparticlcs. An

endothermic peak at ,,-,635 I< depicted in the differential thermal analysis (DTA)

curve indicates the boiling point of oleic acid. A small increase in weight percent

age from 673 to 873 K points towards the possible carbonization occurring around

nickel uanoparticles from the radicals decomposed from carbon rich surfactant.

The annealing temperature was optimized and fixed at 87:3 K.

5.4 Structure and morphology

XRD pattern of NiA, Ni@C and Ni@C-1 are shown in Figure 5.2a-c. A broad

peak, emanating from the short range ordering, centered at around 20=44.5° in

NiA (Figure 5.2a) indicates the formation of amorphous nickel with face centered

cubic structure (ICDD file no. 04-0850) [1!.l6, 222-224]. The peak around 21.2°

can be attributed to the amorphous carbon rich oleic acid layers, which com

pletely disappear upon heat treatment [216, 217]. The peaks at 31.4 u and 4f1.2°

(Figuro 5.2a-c) corresponds to (200) and (220) planes of sodium chloride (ICOD

file no. 77-20(4) impurity trapped ill the slurry (indicCltt-'d Ly '*'). This could

1I0t be washed off completely as this led to the removal of olt'ic ilcid from the

precipitate, leaving behind bare nickel which is highly unstable. Thus, the wash-



ing pro tocol W8S opt imized which decided t be amount of carbon rich substance

in the composite .
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F igure 5.2: X-Ray diffraction peuem or (a) NiA, (b) Ni@C, and (c) :OO;i~C-l

XRD pa t t e-rn of :\'H:iC (Figure 5.2b) show well defined IWnk... corresponding

to (111), (200), (220) , (311) and (m ) planes of Ieee ce ute red cubic nickel 12241 .

Latt ice COIL.;tlUlt wa....; fou nd to be 3.529 A which is clo-e to the lit erat ure value of

bulk nickel (3.532 A). There were no det ectable impur it ies ari...ing from nickel ox

ide , nickel carbide or nickel boride in the composite. The grain si7A· WRS est imated

from t ilt" XRD line brOlUll'nillg measurements by employing o..'hyt! Scherrer's for

mula [1l8J. Till' analysis of prominent pl-'Ilks gave a ll aW'nlgt' gr ain size of :Jl

nm . It i... clearly SI~1I that during a nnea ling prominent peaks I'lIIt'rge which is

attributed t o the increase ill grain size and improved crystal linity .

The sample (.7\HJ C) was aged for oue )"l'ar by exposing in air at normal labo

ratory cond it ions. It was then hea ted at 573 K in air for 2 h end t ben subjected

to XRD studies. P rominent pee ks [Figure 5 .2c) of fee uir-kel wit hout any oh...

servable oxide contaminat ion confirmed the struug oxidat ion r('Si..;t al\l ~f' ability of

passivated nickel nenoperncles .
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Figure 5.3(a,b) depicts the TEM images of NiA and Ni@C. Passivation of

nickel nanoparticles in oleic acid matrix is evidenced from the dark and light

regions (Figure 5.3a). The diameter of nickel particles in NiA is in the range

10-25 nm with an average size of '"'-'17 nm. Examining the TEM image of Ni@C

(Figure 5.3b), it is seen that the nickel particles of size 20-60 nm are covered

with carbon layers. The average size of nickel particles was found to be '"'-'35 run.

Histogram showing the size distribution of nickel particles in NiA and Ni@C are

depicted in Figure 5.3(c,d).

During the initial stages of reaction in aqueous solution, the hydrophilic car

boxyl groups of oleic acid get attached to the newly formed elemental metal

(nickel) particles [225]. The hydrophobic carbon tails remain pointed outwards

from the nickel particle surface, thus preventing it from oxidation. Coating of

oleic acid on the nickel surface also inhibit further growth of nickel nanoparticles

since the COO- group prevents the interaction between the neighbouring mag

netic nickel grains, thus providing stability to nickel particles against coalescence

or agglomeration. At elevated temperatures NiA undergoes pyrolysis. The or

ganic oleic acid coating decomposes, while nickel nanoparticles in the composite

grow by coalescence. Nickel particles simultaneously act as catalyst precipitating

carbon layers over its surface leading to the formation of stable nickel/carbon

core/shell nanostructures [162, 166, 196, 2241.

Figure 5.4 depicts the low resolution TEM of Ni@C along with their corre

sponding energy dispersive spectra and element mapping corresponding to nickel

and carbon. The formation of nickel embedded in carbon nanostructures are

confirmed from the mapping images.
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Figure 5.5: [a-b] TEM image, and (cod) HRTE~I illlagt' uf ~; ,'lj,r

High resolution T EM (HRTEM) images were analysed (F igure 5.5) to investi 

gate the structure of Ni@C. It revealed t he formation of carbon laye rs over nickel

nacoparticles. T he average thickness of carbon coating ove r nickel core is ......5 nm .

The com posite also contained fibro us carbon structures and hoUow carbon shells.

These carbon structures over nickel particles protected t he highly reac ti ve nickel

canopert icles from oxidation. Once t he nickel/carbon core/shell st ruct ures M e

formed, interaction be tween the neighbouring nickel (core ) is minimized whic h

freezes further coalesce nce of nickel grai ns thereby controlling their size (185, 201J.

It is to be noted that almost all of t he nickel nanopartic1es formed are effectively

encapsulated by carbon layers (Figure 5.3b, 5 .480, 5.5). T he spacing between two

neighbouring lattice fringes is found to be -0.34 nm (Figure 5.5c,d) emanating

from the curved graphene layers formed by the catalytic ac t ivity of nickel. The

HRTEM images of Ni@C nanostructure thus co nfirmed the confi nement of nickel

nanoparticles within carbon shells . Upto 15 leyers of CArbon aIT' formed over

nickel particles.

Hence. it ca n be inferred that during annealing. crvate lllae t tou of t he nickel

core occurs alo ng with carbonization of oleic add over t he metal sur fac r- to form an

outer carbon layer [172, 191, 198-2001. The dissolve-d iHusion·predpitation model



(DD? Model] [200, 201) suggested for the growth mechanism of meralycerbon

core/shell st ructures can be applied to the present system. The DDP model

assumes that the carbon atoms dissol ve into the catalyst part icle (nickel) and

once the par t icle is supersaturated with ca rbo n, atoms precipitated on metal

catnlyst forming graphit ic layers which occurs at lower temperatures (..... 873 1<)

[200J. The tu bular growth is ceased becau se of insufficient kinetic energy of the

graphitic islands. T he exper imentally observed results are in ag reeme nt with the

carbon nanostructurc growth reported hy .Huo and Scraphin [191].
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Figure 5 .6 : Ra man spee t rurn of nickel/ carbun nauos t ructure (Ni(tC) . >..- .. = 106-1 lUll

Fur ther, Informat ion regardi ng the st ructure of carbon formed ill t he sys tem

was obtai ned from the Ram an spect rum of Nir<tC (depicted in Figure 5.6) at an

excitation wavelength of lO64 mn . Raman spect rum revealed two pea ks inherent

to carbon st ructures. The G-balld (or E2.q mode), related to the vibration of sp"

hybridized carbon in the 20 graphite for ordered carbon species, is at 1592 ern" }.

T he Raman breathing mode (Dcband or AI" mode) is found at - 1288 cm " ! [2261.

The D-band is highly sensitive to disorders in the carbon materials. A shift in

the D-band from the typical values with respect to highly orde red graphitic car 

bon {Gcba ud : 1592 ('111 - 1 I\llel O·lmncl: 1279 cm - t • A.. ... = IlJ6.t mu ) !17!j! ( .;U1 llt'

ascribed to the e!l·ft>ets (from rclgps. cracks, d iskx-at lous or \:",( ·a lldt~) . lini n- ~ i7'"

etfl:'("fs and sl raills f lt' \'t'lop~1 ill t ilt' fihrous n trlHJn nanos t ruc tu rcs . T Ill' band-,

at 2576 {\m13189 CIII - 1 are the overtones of 0 and G lIIoclt~ . A 10....· i llh'I I"''' Ha

mall breath ing mode at .....M7 cm - I is characterist ic' of a tubular n u·l leul l'o l rurt un-.



formed in the sample. Raman results thus agree well with the observed carbon

layer structures in the TEM images of Ni@C (Figure 5.3b, 5.4a, and 5.5). The

intensity ratio of D to G band is found to be 0.95 indicating the presence of

disorder in the system as evident from TEM results.

Formation of magnetic metal@carbon nanostructurcs are reported at con

trolled conditions of elevated temperature (>1473 K) and pressure [162, 227].

This requires well fabricated experimental setup with multiple chambers and gas

flow inlets oquippcd with proper cooling system. Sputtering, high pressure chem

ical vapour deposition or arc discharge processes [43, 44, 228] are some of the

techniques used quite often to fabricate carbon nanostructures, This constrains

the scalability of the process since many parameters have to he optimized to

get the optimal experimental conditions. Here we have obtained highly stable

nickel/carbon core/shell nanostructure by the catalytic action of nickel nanopar

tides on oleic acid without the application of any external pressure at relatively

lower temperature of 873 K.

During heat treatment organic layer undergoes thermal decomposition pro

ducing atomic or molecular fragments or radicals of carbon, hydrogen and oxy

gen. They segregate, diffuse and precipitate over the closest metallic nickel par

ticIe surface thereby reducing their surface energy. Nucleation and growth take

place through continuous carbon deposition over bare nickel surface. The nickel

nanoparticles acts as a catalyst for the growth of carbon layers [229]. Yu'an

Huang et al. [230] reported the formation of cage like carbon structures over

nickel particle of size less than 40-80 nm in diameter which is in consistent with

our results. Earlier reports [54] indicate that the growth rate depends on the cat

alyst type and is maximum for nickel (nickel>cubalt>iron). Hence this method

is most suitable for the encapsulation of nickel due to their superior catalytic

activity when compared to other ferromaguct ic ad-transition metals.

5.5 Magnetic properties

Furt hor, till' IJlilglldic Jlrll[l( -rt.ius Ill'11 ... :-.lllLln· 11II)llilil'd Ilickl'llIallllparl irlos were

invost.igat ecl by measuring the l'vl-H curves at. different tcmncratures (77, 120.



280 and 300 K) wit.h a maximum applied field of 10 kOe. Typical ferromagnetic

behaviour was observed for both NiA and Ni~})C (Figure 5.7 and 5.8).
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Figure 5.7: Magnetization curves for l':iA at (a) 77 K (b) 120 K (cl 200 K and (d) 300

K

The percentage of nickel in NiA determined from ICP-AES analysis was 30.46

wt. % and hence the effective magnetization of nickel in NiA is determined (Table

5.1). The low value of coercivit.y «15 Oe at :300 K) indicates the single do

main supermparamagnetic nature of the NiA. Lower saturation magnetization is

attributed to the finite size effects and amorphous nature uf formed nickel parti

cles. Surface effects like spin canting and anisotropy influence the magnetization

of oleic acid coated nickel nanoparticles. At reduced particle sizes, as observed

from the broad peak in the XRD pattern, t ht· magnetic properties of the surface

layers is expected to become increasinglv dominant. The high surface tu volume

ratio, random arrallgf'mellt. uf atoms and large number of interfaces, all contribute

to higher disorder ill the system leading tu reduct ion of magnetic properties.

The M-H loops of Nil@C at different temperatures (Figure 5.t\) depict t.he



intrinsic propertie-s of a ferromagnetie nickel species. Annealing improved the

crystallinity simultaneously enhancing the room temperature saturation magne

tization to "-'23.6 emu/g. The percentage of nickel in the Ni@C nanostrueture

was estimated to be 43 wt.% from ICP-AES analysis. Taking into account. of the

magnetic component, the saturation magnetization of Ni@C was estimated to be

54.8 emu/g which is close to the bulk value of nickel (55.4 emu/g)[231].
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Figure 5.8: Magnetization curves for :'Ji:fIC at diftorr-nr tr-mpc-rat.ures (a) 77 I~ (b) 120

K (c) 200 K and (d) 300 K

The saturation magnetization (M .• ), effective magnetization of nickel (Meff),

rernanence (Mr ) and coercivity (He) of passivated uirkcl uauopart.icles at different

temperatures are listed in Tahle 5.1.

The rernanance increased from (U)()7 to ;,.)!) f'1I11Ijg at 1'00111 t cmporature.

Coercivity depends on factors like rnagnetocryst nlliru: a1lisot ropy ('llI'rgy. particle

morphology, and the surfar« dr"cts of fine part icles. All cIlItHIH'I'c! ('lwrc-ivity with

respect to bulk nickel is observed ill Ni'lll(' at all tt'llIpl'ratlll'l'S nu-asurcd. which

is a..scrihed to the finite size effects 12. 2:321,



Table 5.1: Hysteresis loop parameters at different temperatures for NiA and Ni@C

T M.• (emu/g) Mcll (emu/g) M,.(emu/g) He (Oe)

(K) NiA Ni@C NiA Ni@C 1\iiA Ni@C NiA Ni@C

77 1.87 25.25 6.1 58.7 0.585 7.07 128.6 283

120 1.63 24.93 5.2 57.9 0.289 6.40 40.76 240

200 1.28 24.66 4.1 57.3 0.Oli6 5.86 18.9 210

300 0.42 23.6 1.3 54.8 0.007 5.19 14.6 170

Temperature dependent magnetic properties of passivated nickel nanostruc-

tures were also investigated using a SQUID magnetometer. The temperature

dependence of magnetization was measured under small DC probe fields (100

and 200 01') between 5-300 K using zero-field-cooling (ZFC) and field-cooling

(FC) procedures. A >.-shape curve ill the ZFC/FC curve (depicted in Figure

5.9a,b) show a superparamagnetic blocking in NiA.
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Figure 5.9: ZFC/FC curves of NiA with HlI applied fjpld of (a) 10001' and (b) 200 Oe

At high temperatures the two curves coiucides following the Curie-Webs law.

At low temperatures (below ~-1 ~J() 1\) till' t \\'1/ curves sopurate out, with the ZFC

curve giving a broad maximum. H :-;111'1' iu.llcut ion of supcrparamaguct.ic br-havior.

The blocking temperatur« of uouiutc.rar-t illg syst cru of nickel uanopart iclcs were

determined from the derivat ive 1:1Ir\,{'s (Figlln~ S.llla,b).
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Figure 5.10: Derivative plots showing the blocking temperature with an applied field

of (a)100 Oe and (h) 200 Oe

Both MZFC and MFC are a function of dipole interaction strength, probe

field and the particle size distribution of the system. The blocking temperature

is given by T B=25KVIk. For a homogeneous system, the MZFC and Mp(' curves

follows the Langevin function given by [233]

MZFC = 0 and MFC = Ms! ifT < TB

1l-1ZFC = MFC = M,!IL{ H,f}, if T > TB

when' L{HFIT} is the Langevin function [2]. But for an inhomogeneous sys

tem, as in the present study, the expression has to be generalized by considering

the log normal distribution of grain size. Thus, the magnetization relaxation

behavior, level of magnet.ization and blocking temperature distribution of the

system can he determined from the rate of net magnetization reversal at which

the particles become unblocked. From the -d(MzFC - MFC )ldT vs T curve (or

the TB distribution curve), the temperature at. which TB distribution peaks can

be determined. The bifurcation temperature in the MZFC curve thus deviates

from the T l3 so determined.

The blocking temperature of NiA is found to be 110 1<: with 100 Oe applied

field. At a higher field of 200 Oe, the blocking is shifted to 80 K which is consistent

with relation for TB (H) for a uoninteracting system given by

(5.1 )



where Iml can take values between 3/2 and 2 [234]. The broad peak in the

ZFC curve is yet another indication regarding the size distribution of magnetic

particles in the composite consistent with the TEM results.

The carbon coated nickel particles (Ni@C) possess magnetic properties strik

ingly different from that of NiA (Figure 5.11). The ZFC/FC curves are found to

meet near room temperature indicating the non interacting nature of the nickel

particle in the nickel-carbon nanostructures. NiiQ)C has no signatures of super

paramagnetic blocking as evident from the absence of any bifurcation in the

ZFC/FC curves. This points towards higher grain size, as evident from the TEM

results. These results are consistent with the classical micromagnetic theory (the

anisotropy energy is proportional to the volume of single particle and anisotropy

constant).
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Figure 5.11: ZFC/FC curves at. (a)100 01' and (1J)2()() Oc for Ni,cfC

5.6 Microwave absorbing properties

Figure 5.12a shows the variation of real part (/) awl imaginary part (/') of

complex permittivity as a function of frequency for NiDiC'. / remained almost. a

constant ("V11.25) while r" increased with inrrease ill frequcnrv froin -1.2 to 6.

Space charge polarizatiou emauating at t.he nickel (·;trlll'll illtl'l'fwTS ('ontribnte to

the high dielectric permit t.ivitv ill Nil(!,(' uauost rurr urr-. TIll' froo electrons from

nickel core assist the accumulut ion of dlHrgl's Oil till' illtITI'H('I' while I he .lielcct ric

shell around nickel reduces the electrical coudurtivity aud Iimits the ('ddy current
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effects in the Ni«;lC composite. Moreover. t.lie polarized metal cores act as dipoles

at high frequencies[2:F)]. The enhancement in /' is ascribed to the semi-metallic

nature of nickel carbon nanost.ructurcs (DC electrical conductivity measured for

Ni(olC is '" 10-- 2 S/m).
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Figure 5.12: (a) Dielectric pcrmit.tiviry and (1)) magnetic pcruicahility spectra of Ni'(j;C

in the Sand X-hnnd

Figure f).12b shows the frequency dependence of real part (/1,') and imaginary

(

t r I .

part J!. ) of magnetic permeability. Initially there is a decline in 11. in the S-

band (1. 2 to 1.13) w hilc it is more or less a constant. in the Xvband. The low

value of permeability nt high frequencies is expected in core-shell structures due

to lower magnetization and slower response to microwave [2:361. 11." is found

to increase front O.D9 to 0.1 G over r.ho frequency range 2-12 CH/'.. Primarily,

the microwave absorption mechanism is ascribed to the intrinsic magnetic loss

of the inclusion due t.o spin rotation and domain wall displacement resonances

[1921. This is caused by the time lag of the magnetization vector behind the

external alternative IlIagnctic field. The domain wall motion in nanostructures

can be ruled out as the size of the ma.gnetic inclusions are well below their critical

diameter ("'G~) mn). So the spin rotations ought to contribute t.o the magnetic

loss in the system. though detailed study in this regard needs to be carried out.

The reflection loss for optimum thickuess is evaluated from the measured

values of re', E". 1/ and fill based ou t.he model of a single layer metal backed plane

wave absorber proposed by l\aito nnd Suct nkc fHn]. Accordingly, the input

irupedaucc (ZIII) and hence the reflection loss in decihels is clcteruiiued.
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Figure 5.13(8, b) shows the reflection loss evaluated using Equation 3.3 and

3.4 in the S and X-band for different absorber layer thicknesses . Reflection loss

is found to cross over -10 dB for the absorber with a thickness of 5.8-8 mm in

the S-band while it is 2.2-2.6 mm in the X-band. Reflection loss minima of -45

dB is obtained at 3.13 GHz with an absorber thickness of 6.6 mm. This enhance-

ment in microwave absorption is due to eNDs and fibrous carbon structures with

nickel nanopartic1es as inclusions. Thus, one can make advantage of individual

nickel particles for enhanced microwave absorption emanating from the effect ive

ani sotropy a nd d ipolar interaction effect s between the magnetic domains which

may be weak for aggregated magnetic particles. Moreover, the carbon nanostruc

tures formed in the Ni@C composite are interconnected end they form bridge>

for the mobile charge carriers which can interact with the EM rad iation over a

short lengt h scale. This increases the electrical loss leading to better impedance

match ing [18 1, 2141.

The reflect ion loss minimum is found to shift towards the lower frequency side

as the thickness is increased M depicted in Figure 5.13. This can be understood

based on the quarter wave principle [182, 214, 2371. When the electromagnet ic

wave is incident on an absorber backed by a metal plat e, a par t of it is reflected

from the air-absorber interface while some part is reflected from the absorber

metal interface. When the thickness t = Ao /(4 k llpl)l /:I , where >.0 = cif. these

two reflected waves arc out of phase by 180" and cancel each ot her . Smce t x I1J.

the above criterion is satisfied at increased sample thicknes s for lower frequencies.



5.7 Conclusion

An easy synthesis technique for obtaining highly stable carbon encapsulated

nickel nanoparticles was developed. Homogeneous face centered cubic nickel

nanoparticles with "'-'5 om thick carbon layers were obtained. This method is

superior to other conventional methods which requires high pressure and an

neealing temperatures. The HRTEM images and Raman spectrum confirmed the

formation of carbon structures around nickel nanoparticles. The nickel/carbon

core/ shell nanostructures exhibited a shelf life of more than a year, with high ther

mal stability and excellent magnetic properties. This synthesis route provides

scope for large scale production of nickel/carbon nanostructures. This makes

them suitable for use in functionalized drug targeting, as solid lubricants and

electromagnetic shield materials. A reflection loss minima less than -10 dB was

found for an absorber thickness of 2.2-2.8 mm in the X band. At 3.13 GHz, a

minimum reflection loss of -45 dB was obtained for an absorber layer thickness of

6.6 mm. Hence, such hybrid magnetic metal carbon nanostructures can be used

as potential candidates for multilayer absorber materials.



Chapter 6

Synthesis of nickel ferrite

nanoparticles via different

routes and studies on their

structural, magnetic and

dielectric properties

Properties of materials are substantially modified with reduction in their size.

This has been an extensive area of research with regard to the family of ferrites.

Nickel ferrite belonging to the class of soft magnetic materials is one such candi

date which has wide application potential. In this chapter, nickel ferrite in the

nanoregime were prepared by employing both top-down as well as bottom-up ap

proaches. Structural and magnetic properties of these particles were determined

using X-ray diffraction, Fourier transform infrared spectrometry and vibrating

sample magnetometry. The temperature dependent dielectric properties were ex

amined using an LeR meter. These properties were found to be dependent on size

as well as preparative conditions. The enhancement of dielectric parameters with

reduction in grain size is in accordance with the Koop's and Maxwe ll-Wagner

dielectric dispersion model.

1')1



6 .1 Introduction

No~1 methodologies for- the development of na.noferrites and investigation of

their properties has gained much attention owing to their numerous needs for

application in areas like magnetic recording media., targeted drug delivery, meg

netic resonance imaging, sensors, heterogeneous catalysis, repulsion suspension

for use in levitated railway sys te m, ferrofluids, catalysis , magnetic refrigeration ,

microwave devices and antennas [238--247J. Ferrites have technological impor

tance due to their high frequency epplicatlons. They are good dielectric materials

whose properties vary with t he method of preparation , sinter ing cond it ion and

amount of constituents (19, 248---250J. When size of ferrite particles gets reduced

to neaoscele, they exhibit unique properties qu ite different from their bulk coun

terparts. This opens up several questions regarding the fundamental physics and

chemistry of ferrite materials.
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Figure 6.1: (a) Spine! unit cell structure (b) Octahf'dral interstice (B site: 32 per unit

cell, 16 occupied), and (c) te trahedral intersti ce (A site : 64 per unit cell. 8 occupied)

Ferrltes are well explored in tbe micron reg ime 1251-2531. They are mixed

metal oxides with iron (I ll) oxides 88 their main component. Ferrites crys tallize

in three crys tal types !254): spinet type (wit h cubic crystal st ruct ure and general

formula Me2+F~04 where Me = Fe, Mn , MS, Ni, Zn. Cd, Co , Cu, At or a

mix t ure of these, garnet type (wit-h cubic crys tal st ructure and general formula

Ln~+Fer.OI2 where Lo = Y , Sm, Ell . Gd. Th, Dy, Ho. Er, T m. or Lu ) and

magnetoplumbite ty pe (with hexagonal crys tal st ruct ure and genera l formula

Me2+ Fe l2019 where Me = Be or Sr ).



Spinel fenites or ferrospinels as they are called are ferrimagnetic materials

named after the mineral spinel, MgAl204 [144, 255, 256] having Clgeneral chemical

composition MeO.Fc203 where 'Me' is a divalent metal. A unit cell representing

the smallest 3D building block of spinel crystal structure is shown in Figure

6.1. The spinel structure is determined primarily by the oxygen ion lattice. The

oxygen anions are packed in a face centered cubic arrangement such that there

are two kinds of interstitial space between the anions- octahedrally co-ordinated

B sites (Figure 6.1b) and tetrahedrally co-ordinated A sites (Figure 6.1c). There

are eight formula units of Me.Fez04 in a unit cell. Thus, in a unit cell of 32

oxygen anions, there are 64 tetrahedral sites and 32 octahedral sites. It turns out

that out of the 64 tetrahedral sites only 8 are occupied and out of 32 octahedral

sites, only 16 are occupied. The exchange interaction between A and B sites

is negative and the strongest among the cations, so that the net magnetization

results from the difference in magnetic moment between A and B sites.

Factors like ionic radii of the cations, preference of iOIJS to specific sites,

Madelung 1'lH'rgy, lTyst,al field effects etc. determine the distribution of cat.ions

in spinel ferrites. The interesting and useful magnet ic and electrical proper

ties of the spineI are governed by t.he distribution of the Fe and the divalent

metal ions among the octahedral and tetrahedral sites of the spinel lattice. Ac

cording to the occupancy of Fe and Me ions in these sites, spinels can be nor

mal, inverse or mixed. The general cation distribution can be represented as

Me~+H'~~b[Mei~i\Fe::~.s]O.1 where the cations inside brackets are located in oc

tahedral sites and the other outside brackets in tetrahedral sites. For 6 = 1, the

ferrite form the normal spincl while for () = 0, it is called inverse spinel. For ran

dom distribution is = 1/3. ZIlFeZO.1 and CdFe204 are normal spinels with all the

divalent metal cation distributed in the tetrahedral si tes , In inverse spinels like

NiFe2o.1 and CoFe2(}1, the metallic cation occupies the octahedral sites only with

ferric ions equally distributed in the two sites. The lattice constant of ferrites

is dependent Oil t he n1('1 al-iou content. varying with different metal ions form it

cubic side of ah.llll 1'i.:3-8.G A.

Nickel fl'nitl' (FI,:I+J r:I!:\jH Fc,:l+] 11.0 I is um: of the most important scuiicou

duct.ing fcrrirnagnct ic mat erinl wit h an inverse spinol structure. Considerable

at tr-ution has been laid towards the study of nanosized nickel ferrite due t.o their



technological importance [238-247J. Ferrimagnetism in nickel ferrite originates

from the magnetic moment of anti-parallel spins between Fe3+ ions at tetra

hedral sites and Ni2+ ions at octahedral sites [144]. Their properties could be

tailored by metal substitution. Phase pure nickel ferrite has been studied exten

sively by several groups [3, 257- 261]. Sol-gel pyrolysis, hydrothermal technique,

mechanical alloying, eo-precipitation technique, electrospinning, reverse micelle

technique, plasma deposition method, radio frequency thermal plasma torch tech

nique, pulsed wire discharge and high energy ball milling [19, 20, 261-272J are

some of the common synthesis methodologies adopted. Recently Ramalho et al.

synthesized nickel ferrite powders of crystallite size 120 nm by combustion reac

tion using urea as fuel [272J while Santi Maensiri et al. [248J developed methods

to obtain nickel ferrite (NiFe204) nanoparticles using Fe and Ni nitrate precursors

and freshly prepared egg white in an aqueous medium.

The strong dependence of the conduction mechanism and dielectric proper

ties of material on the grain size, porosity as well as density are well established.

Earlier studies conducted on polycrystalline ferrites [258, 273, 274] have shown

the dependence of composition, size and shape on their structural, electrical as

well as magnetic properties. Conduction in ferrites is due to hopping of electrons

between Fe2+ and FeH ions over the octahedral sites of the spinel lattice. The

magnetic and electrical properties of ferrites are highly sensitive to the cation

distribution and microstructure which in turn are sensitive to the synthesis con

dition. Hence, selection of appropriate process is crucial ill order to obtain with

desirable properties. Modern research aims at developing simple low temperature

techniques for delivering ferrite nanoparticles in large quantities having improved

properties than those produced by conventional techniques. Among these. an

ideal method would be the one which could be carried out at low temperatures

with minimal energy consumption having better yield.

Usually ferrite preparation involves conventional solid state reaction methods,

which apart from being cumbersome has serious limitations like requirement of

prolonged heating at high temperatures which may result in evaporat ion of some

of the constituents leading to change of the desired stoichiometry. Grinding

and milling of the precursor materials can cause loss of some of the materials

resulting in nonstoichiornetric compositions. Here ill this studv we have tripd



to investigate and compare the structural, magnetic and dielectric properties of

ultrafine nickel ferrite particles obtained by autocombustion/sol-gel and ceramic

method. The effect of mechanical attrition on various properties of nickel ferrite

are also studied.

6.2 Experimental

6.2.1 Synthesis

Nickel ferrite nanoparticles were synthesized by employing both bottom-up and

top-down approaches namely sol-gel method, conventional ceramic method and

mechanical attrition.

Sol-gel method: Analytical grades of metal precursors, Fe(N03h-9H20

(purity >99%, Merck India) and Ni(NO;Jh.6H20 (purity >99%, Merck India)

were taken in the 2:1 molar ratio and dissolved in minimum quantity of ethylene

glycol (25%, AR grade Merck India) at room temperature. The so obtained

saturated solution was heated at 333 K to form a wet gel. It was further dried

at 3n K which lead to self combustion giving fluffy nano sized nickel ferrite.

The sample was homogenized in an high energy ball milling unit (HEBM, model:

Fritsch Planetary micrornill 'Pulverisettc 7') at 200 rpm for 10 min and was

labelled as NFEG.

Conventional ceramic method: Oxalic acid (C2H204.2H20, purity >09.5%,

Merck India) was allowed to react with ferrous sulphate (FeS04.7H20, purity

>99%, Mcrck India) solution taken in appropriate stoichiometric ratios. The re

action was carried out at 333 K with continuous stirring. The formed precipitate

was filtered, thoroughly washed in distilled water and dried at 373 K for 3 h in

a hot air oven to obtain ferrous oxalate dyhydrate (FOD). This freshly prepared

FOD was then mixed with nickel carbonate (NiC03 , AR grade, Nice India) in 2:1

(Fe:Ni) molar ratio in an agate mortar with acetone (extra pure, Merck India)

as the mixing medium. The powder was pre... tired at 77:3 K for 4 h, again mixed

and calcined at 127:3 K for 12 h to obtain phase purl' nickel ferrite. The sample

was labelled as NFCer.

Mechanical attrition using high energy ball milling: Nickel fprrill'

prepared by both sol-gel and ceramic methods were subjected to HEBI'"I for HIU



min. For this the ferrite powder samples were loaded in the mill in 1:10 powder

to ball weight ratio and wet milled in toluene medium. The samples were labelled

as NFEG180 and NFCer180 respectively for the ball milled NFEG and NFCer

samples.

6.2.2 Characterization

XRD pattern was recorded using Rigaku O-ma.x C powder X-ray diffraetorneter.

The SEM images of the synthesized nickel ferrite particles were observed in a

JEOL Model .JSM - 6390LV. Further, Fourier transform infrared spectrometer

(Therrno Nicolete Avatar DTGS) was used to analyse the structure of the metal

oxide nanostructures, The room temperature magnetic properties were mea

sured using EG&G PAR 4500 vibrating sample magnetometer. Dielectric mea

surements of nickel ferrite nanoparticles were carried out in an HP impedance

analyzer (4285A) in the frequency range of lOO kHz to 8 MHz. The powder

samples were pelletized at a pressure of 5 tonne. They were then held tightly

between two circular copper plates (12 nun diameter, thickness ",2 mm) to form

a capacitor and placed inside a home-made dielectric cell. The capacitance and

loss tangent were measured and recorded by interfacing the impedance analyser

with a personal computer through Cl GPIB cable IEE488 using LabVIEW (Ver

sion 8). Moisture content present. if any, in t.he samples were removed by heating

the pellets in a hot air oven at. 373 1\ for 2 h pricI)' to measurements.

6.3 Structure and morphology

Figure 6.2 shows the XRD pattern of NFEG. NFEG 180, NFCer and NFCerl80.

The diffraction pattern reveals the characterist ic peaks of inverse spinel structure

corresponding to phase pure nickel ferrite (ICOD 74-2081). The crystallite size

of nickel ferrite part.icles was determined lly employing Debye Scherrer's formula,

1'11(' line bruack-uing of the muxiuuuu illll'llSC' (:U1) 1)('<1 k el('ady shows the dl"(,ctive

reduction of grain size induced by HEBl\l. The ervstullite siu' was found to be 32

nm and 21 Illll respectively for NFEG awl NFE(~ ISIl. It showed i1 38% reduct.ion

in size when subjected to HER'l for 180 mill.



F igul"e 6.2 : XRO patte rns of nickel ferr ite (a ) NFEG (b) NFEG 180 (c) NFCer. and (d)

NFCerl80

The cry st e llite size of samples prepared by ceramic met hod was h igher t han

those of sol-gel sa mples even after mill ing for 180 mill (N FCf' r: 56 nm , NFCerl80:

37 nm). Moreove r milling lead to t he evolu t ion of o:- Fe:203 (ind icated in Plgure

6.2d) im purity and 33% gra in s ize reduction . Anot her aspect to be noted here

is the ratio of intensity of (222) and (220) pla ne . T h is ratio is high for NFEG

and XFEG lBO whi le (220) plane is hardly seen in the xno pattern of NFCer or

NF'Cer l80. T his may be d ue to t he following reason. II EB ~1 reduced t he grain

size of nickel ferrite . Simultaneously some of the Ni ions get shifted from the

B-site to the A-s ite wh ile an equa l number of Fe ions sh ifts from the A-site to

B-site. Thus the pcrcentego of Fe ions in the rl-site increases with the red uction

in grain size [2751. This cou ld be ascertained by carrying out investigat ions using

Mi-issbauer studies. Some of t he main advantages of lion-con ventional pro cess ar e

high purity, chemical homogeneity, smal l uud uniform part icle sizl' a wl controlled

part icle sha pe 12761. These are looked into by employing elect ron microscopy

techniq ues .
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Figure 6 .3 : (Il) T E:\1 im~f' of ~rEG and (h) normalized Uausslan III or g reiu 1til.t'

distrihut ion

NFEG was subjec ted to TE~I analysis which revealed the average grain size

to be 35 nm (F igure 6.3). This is cons istent with the particle sill" est imated

from t bc XRD pattern. T he morp hology of tbe nickel fer rite JllU1idp.s :\FEG.

~FEG l80, NFCer and NFCer lBO are examined using SEM (Figure 6.4).

Figure 6.4: SE M images of nickel ferrit e partidf"lll (11.) NFF.G (b) NFEGI MO CC') NI-'('f>r.

and (d ) xrc-nso

HEB~1 ind uced reduct ion in grain size is evident from the SE~t bueges. Sol

gel derived sa mples (NFEG and NF EG l80 ) possess lower grain :<izt, than IlItIN.'

obtained b:\' N'r1\1u it· un-r hod (:-.: rCer an d ~FCcr l gu) . T h is furt her suppor t." t h('



XRD results. It clearly dictates the effectiveness of t he so l-ge l a utocombus t ion

met hod for obtaining finer grains of nickel ferrit e particb-s. MOH'(l\Ier, the parti

cif ':" ill l'\FEGl80 have more uniform grains whe n compared to that of l'\FCerl80.
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Figure 6.5: Energy dispersive spectrum of (a) NFEG l80 and (b) NFCerl BO

FEGISO

c:)NFCer

d) NFCerl80
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Figure 6.6 : ITlR spect rum of nickel ferrite particles (a ) NFEG (b) NF EGlBO (c)

~ FC't·r. and (d) :"iFCer ll5O

The energy dispersive spectra of selected samples are shown in Figure 6 ..5 , It

clear ly indicat es that Ni:Fe ratio is app roximately 1:2. FTIR spec t ra of nickel

ferrit e particles a re shown in Figure 6 .6. T he presence of absorpt.ion ban d s r-or

responding to the tetrahedral a nd octa hedral gro up complexes within the spinel



Table 6.1: FTIR vibration peaks

Waveoumber
400 cm J

600 cm-I

1600 cm-I

~234Ocm-1

3500 cm-I

~1370 cm-I

Asaigwneot of peaks

Octahedral-metal (Ni-O) stretching

Intrinsic stretching vibrations of metal at tetrahedral site (Fe-O stretching)

0-" stretching

Traces of adsorbed carbon dioxide present in the system

0-" stretching vibrations interacting through" bonds
Stretching vibrations of carboxylate group (C<>2-)which emerge upon

milling from organic material, toluene

phase[277] are evident from the spectra. The absorption band near 400 cm"!

is assigned to the octahedral-metal (Ni-O) stretching and that near 600 cm"!

correspond to the intrinsic stretching vibrations of metal at the tetrahedral site

(Fe-O stretching).

These vibrations are observed in all the samples (Figure 6.6), typical for pure

nickel ferrite [278, 279]. The broad intense band around 3500 cm-I and a less

intense band around 1600 cm "! is associated with the O-H stretching vibrations

interacting through H bonds emanating from free water molecules. Table 6.1 lists

the peaks assigned to different vibrations observed for nickel ferrite.

Absorption peak at ",2340 cm- 1 (indicated by ,*, in Figure 6.6a,b) is due to

the presence of traces of carbon dioxide present in the samples formed during

combustion. These are seen only in NFEG and NFEG180 while such vibrations

are absent in the calcined samples, NFCer and NFCerl80. A distinct band at

'" 1370 cm- I in NFCerl80 (represented by '\1' in Figure 6.6d) indicates the

stretching vibrations of carboxylate group (CO;) which emerge upon milling,

6.4 Magnetic properties

The room temperature hysteresis loops of the NFEG and NFCer, and those ball

milled for 180 min are shown in Figure 6.7. The corresponding loop parameters

determined are tabulated in Table 6.2.

There is a direct correspondence between the duration of milling or the grain

size of ferrite particles with their magnetic properties. During the initial stages

of ball milling, the grain size decreases and then saturates even after prolonged

milling [2, 88]. The change in coercivity of NFEG with milling time is on expected



Table 6.2: Hysteresis loop parameters dete rmined for nickel ferrite nanoparticles

Sample Magnetisation Coerdvlty Re~~

M~ (ftlIuJll) H~ (00-) M, (=,uJg)

NFEG '" ' 03 •
NF EGIllO 33 63 4 .4

NFUer " 4. 5.\

NF Cerl60 3S ,.. ' .5

line. That is, with the decrease in grain size, the coercivity tends to reduce as

the size tends to single domain regime.
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F igure 6.1: 11-11 curves nickel fer rite samples prepared by different methods (a) Sol-gel

and (b) Ceramic method

In t he case of NFCer, the grain is fSI above t he crit ical superparamagnetic

limit of ferrite [201 and hence wit h increase in milling time, the size reduction

increases t he coerciv ity. A similar trend is observed with respect to the remanance

of the ferrite samples. As ment ioned earlier, more light can be t hrown on t he

effect of ball miUing on t he change in cation redistribution that might OLX"UC, by

subjecting the sam p le! to Mcssbaucr st udies or neut ron diffraction experiments

[4, 28OJ.



6.5 Dielectric properties

Although extensive research on the dielectric properties of micron sized ferrite

particles have been carried out in the last decades, no much efforts were laid to

understand these aspects at the nanoregime, until the advent of novel synthesis

techniques. Only recently, the effect of grain size on the dielectric properties of

ferrite particles has been investigated by several groups [273, 281]. Proper un

derstanding of these aspects would help in tailoring the properties for obtaining

feasible materials for applications. Powder samples were pelletized, dried at 373

K for 2 h and held inside a homemade setup to determine their dielectric proper

ties. Dielectric permittivities of the samples were calculated using the following

relations !68, 282].

Cd
(6.1)

where f' is the real part of dielectric permittivity, 'c is the capacitance of

the capacitor formed by inserting the sample between two metal plates, 'd' is the

thickness of the sample, f o the permittivity of free space and I A' is the area of

cross section of the sample.

6.5.1 Frequency and temperature dependence of dielectric per

mittivity

The dependence of dielectric permittivity with frequency or the dielectric dis

persion occurs due to several types of polarization mechanisms. This includes

electronic, ionic, dipolar or interfacial polarization [282]. The variation of dielec

tric parameters with frequency was measured at different temperatures and the

corresponding plots are shown in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: Variationofdielectric pennittivity with frequency (a) NFEG. (b) NFEGl80.
(c) NFCer. and (d) NFCerlBO

Dielectric permittivity is a composit ion dependent quan t ity and for Ierrites

containing ferrous ions in excess, the real part of permittivity normally attains

high values at low frequencies while showing a decreasing trend with frequency

because excess of ferrous ions leads to high dc conduct ivity 12791. T he observed

low frequency d ielectric dispersion in ferri tes is due to space charge effects 1283.

2841. High dielectric permittivity values at lower frequencies were observed for all

t he sam ples. This may arise from the de co nduct ivity of the medium, electronic

polar izat ion and interfacial polarization from the heterogeneous struct ure 12851.

As the frequency is increased, the time required for the interfacial charges

to be polar ized or for the dipoles to arrange is delayed, thus reducing the di

elect ric pennittivi ty. The dispersion at high frequencies is solely explained by

t he Mexwell-wegner model of interfacial polar izat ion and Keep's pbenomeno

logical theory [286, 2871 of well conduct ing grains separated by layers of lower



conductivity. Ma.xwell-Wagner theory is a result of inhomogeneous nature of di

electric structure consisting of two layers-well conducting grain and a thin layer

grain boundary. The grain boundaries are more effective at lower frequency while

ferrite grains are more effective at high frequencies.

Moreover, according to Rezlescu model [2581, the dielectric behavior exhibited

by ferrite materials is due to the collective contribution of two types of carriers, p

and n to the polarization. n-type conduction is due to the electron exchange in

teraction between FeU +-+ Fe3+ resulting in a local displacement of the electrons

in the direction of the applied electric field which determines the polarization.

The origin of p-type conduction arises from the occurrence of the anion vacancies

due to the escape of oxygen ions from the spinel structure. Large value of dielec

tric permittivity at lower frequencies is due to the predominance of the species

like FeU ions, piling up of interfacial dislocations, oxygen vacancies and grain

boundary defects. The decrease is rapid at lower frequencies and becomes slow

at high frequency.

Temperature dependence of dielectric permittivity of nickel ferrite is also ex

amined. Temperature was varied from 300 to 390 K in steps of 10 K (Figure 6.9).

There is a gradual rise in dielectric permittivity due to the increase in interfacial

polarization facilitated at higher temperatures [2811. Moreover, the ionic mech

anism and drift mobility of charge carriers increases the dielectric permittivity

with rise in temperature. In ionic dielectrics, the orientation of the dipoles is fa

cilitated which increases the dielectric permittivity. Chaotic thermal oscillations

of molecules are intensified and the degree of orderliness of their orientations is

diminished [68].
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Figure 6.9: Variation of dielectric constant with temperature (a) NFEG. (b) NFEGI80.

(c) NFCer. and (cl) NFCerlSO

6.5.2 Effect of high energy ba ll milling on the dielectr ic permit

tivity

On comparing the dielectric pe rmitt ivity of ball milled samples (Figure 6.8 and

6.9) , an increase in t he perm ittivity values are observed. The grain size is red uced

and hence the number of grain/grain boundary increases. This increases in t he

number of interfaces formed , which in t urn increases the inte rfacial polarization.

It can be seen t hat / is increased from 7 to 12.5 in the case of NFEG, while

in NFCer . th e dielect ric permittivity is increased from 5 to 10 after milling for

180 min . Dielect ric permittivity of the 180 min milled samples is almost do ubled

when compared to the pristi ne ones.

Various researchers found tha t t he Fe2+ _ Fe3+ hopping is ma inly responsible

for conduct ion and suggested 1\ decrease i ll dielect ric permit tivity with milling d ue



to lesser number of hopping as a result of cation redistribution of nanoparticles.

But here we have found that milling has increased the permittivity in nickel ferrite

nanoparticles. This may be due to lesser number of FeU ions in the system which

usually forms at high temperature of sintering, It is likely that smaller grains

facilitate the formation of Fe3+ ions leading to lesser number of Fe2+ ions [71.

Moreover, during mechanical attrition oxygen ions escape from the spinel

structure creating anion vacancies [288--2901. This is another main contribution to

the electrical conduction in ball milled samples. The p-type carrier concentration

becomes high due to more number of oxygen ion vacancies. At lower frequency,

the mobility of p-type carriers is lower when compared to n-type carrier [291, 2921.

A sudden decrease in dielectric permittivity is observed with grain size reduction

in milled samples as frequency is increased.

Hence, a strong dependence of grain size on the dielectric parameters is evi

dent from these studies. XRD and SEM analysis substantiates these observations.

Thus, high energy ball milling is found to be an appropriate tool for obtaining

finite grain size causing enhancement of dielectric permittivity.

6.6 Conclusion

Phase pure nickel ferrite nanopartides were prepared by different routes namely

sol-gel autocombusion method, conventional solid-state reaction method and me

chanical attrition by HEBM. Structural and morphology of these particles were

systematically analysed employing various analytical tools. XRD and SEM re

vealed the reduction of grain size with milling. Further, magnetic as well as

dielectric properties of the particles were investigated to study the effect of grain

size on the ferrite particles. The investigations revealed that sol-gel route fol

lowed by BEBM yielded finer particles. Studies confirmed that as the number

of grain-grain boundary increases, interfacial polarization enhances the dielectric

permittivity of the system. Selecting appropriate synthesis methodology is hence

crucial in developing materials for specific applications.



Chapter 7

Fabrication of flexible rubber

ferrite nanocomposites for

microwave applications

Natural rubber and nauostructured ferrites an' an ideal combination to fabri

cate flexihle rubber ferrite nanocomposit.cs, Rubber ferrite uauocomposites can

be employed as microwave absorbers and the bandwidt h of absorption Can be

tuned. This chapter discusses the preparation uf Ilexibl« magnetic nanoronipos

ites by incorporating pro-characterized nickel ferrite nanopart iclcs ill a natural

rubber matrix. The processibility and mechanical proprrt il's an' discussed. Di

electric permittivity of rubber ferrite composites were invcst.igaterl in t.he RF' fj"('

quency regime. The complex dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability

of the composites were measured at different microwave Iroquencies. A steady in

crease in dielectric porrnit.t.ivity with inn'Pasl' in filler ("lllllcntrat ion was observed.

Maxwell-Garnctt mixture equations wnrr: ('lnpluVl'd to model the l'ffcctive permit

tivity awl p(~nl1(~abilit.Y 01, ln- corupositr-. 1"11r t lu-r, rclkl'l iun 11Iss was cst.imntr«]

by employing the model of single layer absorber hach'd with 11 perfect. conductor.

7.1 Introduction

The deuwlld for miniat.urizat.iou of d,'vi('('~ IliI~ prlllllpll'd mut oriu] sci<·ntist:-. a nr]

engineers towards dt'vc!opillg COllljJusit, iuat criul-: lr.rviru; IIIUIt iluuct ioual prop-
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ert.ios. These composites consist of two or more constituent materials remaining

separate and distinct Oil a. macroscopic level, forming a single component. [9].

The constituents in a composite can be categorized as matrix and filler. The

matrix surrounds and supports the filler material by maintaining t hoir relative

positions, thereby enhancing physical and mechanical properties of the composite.

A variety of fillers are available for incorporation in t he matrix and the dielec

tric. rncchanical and magnetic properties can be tailored for various applications

:62, 69, 160, 29:3-296]. The polymer matrices coinmonly used are either plastics

or rubbers. Among theru natural rubber (NR) is more important because it is

Cl sust ainable raw material extracted from t he latex of llerca Brasiiliensis which

produces 99.9()% of cis-l , "1 polyisoprcne [62]. The chemical structure of )JR. is

as shown in Figure 7.1

HC H
J -, /

c=c
/ '"-HS CH 2-

Figure 7.1: Chemical structure of cis 1,1 polvisoprcuc

~H is widely used not only for its compatibility wit h fillers but also for its

high tensile strength as a result of its out st anding strain induced crystallization

:297, 29R]. Furthermore, NR. is characterized by low hysteresis and low water ab

sorption properties. Raw rubber has H specific gri\\"ity of n.9:J4 and a specific heat

01' O.:)()2 at 2D:~ K. Besides that, tlw spccific resistivity of raw rubber is I x 1015

to 2 x lOl:"'o!Iltl.cm [299]. Haw rubber is seldom used in its original state. Rubber

iuauufacturc involves addition of rubber rnany ancillary materials culled additives

(like vulcanizing agents, accelerators: activators /rctnrders. autidcgradents, fillers,

plasticizers ctc.] to rubber, thus forming potential materials for articles requiring

high mechanical strength. The double bond of poly isoprene in NR is important

[or sulphur vulcanization. However. these unsaturated sites arc reactive to oxy

gCl! or ozon« consequently degrading the rubber. Hence antioxidants arc used to

rcxlucc the degradation.

Fcrritvs of different composition Jind numerous applirat ions in ckctronic de

"in's [IlK, :WO-·J02]. Spine! ferritcs. especially nickel ferrite. assumes significance



because of their salient magnetic and dielectric properties at radio and microwave

frequencies. They possess high electrical resistivity, mechanical hardness and

chemical stability [303] alt.hough these properties are size dependent [304J. Nickel

ferrite has been widely used in microwave devices and in electromagnetic shields

due to its chemical stability, corrosion resistance and high saturation magneti

zation in addition to its microwave absorbing propcrt.ics. Significant. changes in

magnetic and dielectric properties are observed at nanometric dimensions. They

find applications in inductor cores, isolators, magnetic recording media, ferroflu

ids, microwave devices and EMl shields [69-73J.

NR composites based on ceramic spinel ferrites have been extensively studied

over the last decades [68, 305]. These magnetic rubber composite, otherwise

called rubber ferrite composites (RFCs) are significant as far as applications are

concerned. Dielectric and magnetic properties of RFCs can be easily tailored

by using the right. amount. of filler in a single shut, Such materials have added

functionalities like flexibility, rnouldabilit.y and tunability of both dielectric and

magnetic properties. Incorporation of nano fillers in a. polymer matrix will impart

reinforcing properties to the matrix [306J. Addition of magnetic fillers modifies

the physicomechanical, magnetic as well as dielectric properties of RFCs. Filler

addition affects their processability as well since the degree of freedom of rubber

chains arc decreased due to the interaction and adsorption of non-deformable filler

onto the rubber [:307]. At room temperature, though there is no physical ageing

of NR vulcanisate (glass transition temperature, Tu = 198 K or -75 QC), there is

a mechanical history to the specimen. Although there are several reports on the

conduction mechanism in ferrites systems (both at bulk and nanoscales)[68, 305],

the studies of their nanocomposites based Oil NR is scarce.

RFCs can play an important role here in realizing microwave absorbing ma

terials with additional functionalities like elasticity and mouldability aided by

lightweight [67, 68, 307]. TIming the imaginary part of permeability p" improves

matching. broaden the range of operating frequencies, increase attenuation and

rerlurr- t.lu- thickness of absorber layer. This can be achieved by using appropriate

fillers wit IJ optimum magnetic permeability.

Nickel ferrite as a filler tits into the require-ment of having the appropriate

permeability, low loss and low de conductivity. High resistivity (......, 101.1 times that



of metal) ensures low eddy current I01js in high frequency regime [308]. Further,

the Curie temperature of nickel ferrite is ",858 K which makes it ideal for high

temperature applications. Low coercivity and high saturation magnetization of

nickel ferrite are also significant for obtaining good absorption properties. It has

been reported that in the nano regime, the dielectric permittivity and magnetic

permeability of ferrites gets considerably modified with respect to their ceramic

counterparts because of their high surface to volume ratio [68, 300-302]. Hence

incorporation of nickel ferrite nanoparticles into a matrix like NR can result in

all excellent microwave absorbing material. Moreover, proper understanding of

t.he dielectric and magnetic behaviour of polymer composites at high frequencies

will help in engineering new materials for applications.

7.2 Experimental

7.2.1 Synthesis of nickel ferrite nanoparticles

Nickel ferrite particles were synthesized by using a modified sol-gel method [20J.

Analytical grade Fe(N03h-9H20 (purity >99% AR grade, Merck India) and

Ni(N03 ):J .6H20 (purity >99% AR grade, Merck India) were taken in 11 2:1 molar

ratio and dissolved in a minimum amount of ethylene glycol (25% An grade,

Merck India) at room temperature. The saturated solution was heated at 333 ± 5

K for 2 h to form a wet gel. This was further dried at 373 ± 5 K leading to self

ignition to produce fluffy nickel ferrite nanoparticles. They were thou homoge

nized in a high energy ball milling unit (Fritsch Planetary micromill 'Pulverisette

7') at 200 rpm for 10 min.

7.2.2 Incorporation of NiFe204 in natural rubber matrix

Pre-characterized nickel ferrite nanoparticles were incorporated ill natural rubber

(ISNR 5 grade, supplied by Rubber Research Institute of India, Rubber Board,

Kottayam) matrix according to a specific red pe (Ta ble 7.1) obt ainecl \J.\' ext en

sive oxperimeut.al itorations. Th« mixing WH." first carried out ill a BnlllC'lIdc'r

Plasticorder (torque rheometer. model: PL 35) at :3·-l:3 K for 10 mill at it speed

of 50 rpm. This was then homogenized ill a two roll mill (1.'; CIII x 33 ciu ) 11•.., per

ASTM D 3182(1982).
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vulcanisate was labelled as NRO and Rf'Cs with different percentage of nickel

ferrite loading were labelled as NRNFx, where x represents phr of filler (x =

20,40,60,80, 100 and 120 phr - parts per hundred parts by weight of rubber},

Figure 7.2 shows the photographs of raw rubber as well as moulded composite

sheets.

7.2.3 Characterization

The cure characteristics of the composites were determined using a rubber process

analyser (RPA, Alpha-technologies 20(0). The cure parameters such as minimum

torque (Dmin), maximum torque (Dmaz), optimum cure time (too) and scorch

time (tlO) were determined from the cure curve. The stress-strain properties

such as tensile strength, modulus and elongation at break were determined using

a universal testing machine (UTM, Shimadsu SPL 10 kN) as per ASTM D 412-98a

(2002). Tear strength of the samples were measured as per ASTM D 624(2000)

using standard test specimens (Type C). Type A durometer hardness (Shore A)

tester was used for measuring the relative hardness of rubber ferrite composites.

Rebound resilience (%), the ratio of energy of the indenter after impact to its

energy before impact, was measured according to the ASTM D 2632(2001) with

vertical rebound resiliometer.

Transmission electron microscopy (PHILIPS CM200 operating at 20 kV) was

employed to determine the particle size of nickel ferrite filler particles. Nickel

ferrite as well as RFCs were characterized using X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku

Dmax-2C). Scanning electron microscope (JEOL JSM - 6390LV) was employed

to gather information about morphology and micro structural properties of the

fractured surfaces of the tensile test specimens by sputtering a conducting coating

over the surface. Thermogravimetric analysis.. (TGA) was carried out in a Perkin

Elmer Pyrex Diamond 6 Instrument in a nitrogen atmosphere at a heating rate

of 10 K/min from 313 to 873 K. The room temperature magnetic properties of

the composites were studied using a vibrating sample magnetometer (EG &, G

PAR 4500). The dielectric properties of the RFCs were determined using HP

4285A LCn meter by placing the samples between two circular copper discs of

12 mm diameter to form a capacitor, held inside a homemade dielectric cell in

the frequency range 0.1 to 8 MHz in steps of 100 kHz at different temperature



{303-393 K}. Complex dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability were

determined with the help of a vector network analyzer in the S (2-4 GHz, Rohde &

Schwarz-ZVB4) and X-band (8-12 GHz, Agilent-851OC) by employing the cavity

perturbation technique [144, 145].

7.3 Cure characteristics of RFCs

Table 7.2 depicts the variation of cure parameters with loading of nanosized nickel

ferrite filler. The cure time is found to decrease initially due to the adsorption of

curatives over the active surface of the filler and at higher filler loading the cure

time increases due to the dilution effects. Scorch time also showed a decreasing

trend since the filler loading causes an increase in heat of mixing due to additional

friction imparted by the filler particles [:309]. This indicates that the composite

takes less time to reach the onset of vulcanization with filler loading. Reduction

of scorch time beyond a limit will lead to premature curing of the compounds.

But in the case of nickel ferrite based RFCs, the compounds are processable even

with 120 piu of filler loading.

From t90 and t1O, the cure rate index (CRI) was determined using the relation

[116]

CRI = 100
tgO - tlO

(7.1 )

Figure 7.3 shows the dependence of rate of cure reaction or CRI on the con-

«eut.rat ion of filler or rubber phase. CRI is lound to increase initially with loading

(upto 40 phr) suggesting t hat at lower loadings of nickel ferrite, the filler activates

the cure reaction. At higher filler loadings there is Cl sharp decrease ill CRI due

to the reduction in the volume fraction of rubber phase.



Table 7.2: Cure characteristics of nickel ferrite filled natural rubber based rubber ferrite

nanocomposites

Sample t90 tlO D m i n D m.a x

(mill) (min) (dNm) dNm

NRO 11.43 5.43 0.11 3.00
NRNF20 8.98 4.04 0.19 3.48
NRNF40 7.87 3.16 0.19 3.70

NRNF60 Hl3 2.55 0.16 3.19

NRNF80 14.82 1.84 0.25 2.75

NRNFlOO 17.(ji) 1.25 0.39 2.90

NRNFI20 19.64 1.26 0.22 3.26

I:l

! 16....
'l:I.:

U..
~
l!:
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Loading of NiF4!,O.(phr)

Figure 7.3: Dependence of CRl on nickel ferrite loading ill RFCs

The torque values are a direct indication of the polymer-filler interactions.

Minimum torque is a measure of the viscosity or stiffness of the compound. Al

though there is an increase in minimum torque value wit.h loading of nickel ferrite,

it does not H.f{()d. the processability of t h« compound. TIle iIllTc<l:-it' in viscosity of

the compound with the incorporation of fillers is due to the occlusion of rubber

within and between the filler aggregates and inunobilization of a layer of elas

torner at the surface of the filler [02, :W7]. Maximum torque giV<'s information

regarding the shear modulus of the fully vulcanized rubber at t.lie vulcanisation

temperature. III RFCs, the maximum torque does not decrease substaut ially 1)('

cause of the porous nature (If nano sized filler particles. There is nn iIIlT('i1SP ill

torque value for RFCs with 20 aucl 40 nhr nickel ferritp loarliue, but at hig-hpl·



loadings the maximum torque shows marginal decrease. These results points out

that no strong chemical interactions between the filler and matrix takes place in

the composite and hence matrix properties are not affected much.

7.4 Mechanical properties

Mechanical properties of the elastorner are a major concern in designing the

composite materials for specific applications. Among the different ingredients in

the composite. filler plays an important role in delivering the final vulcanizate

properties. The filler can be either reinforcing or non-reinforcing, which is decided

by the size, size distribution, shape as well as specific surface area [62, 310].
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Figure 7.4: Variation of (a) tensile and tear strength ami (b) stress at lOU%, 201l%,

and 300% strain

Variation of tensile and tear strength with increase in nickel ferrite loading

is depicted in Figure 7.4a. Tensile strength of RFCs is found to reduce with the

addition of nickel ferrite above 40 phr, The decrease in tensile strength at higher

loadings is due to filler agglomeration and lower volume fraction of rubber. Filler

reduces the effective cross-section of the matrix in the composite and t hey are

unable to transfer the stress to t.he polymer mat rix. Moreover, the adsorption of

polymer molecular chains on the filler surface reduces the mobility of t he polymer

segments and results in a rubber shell on the filler surface. This reduced mobil

ity and the rubber shell increase the polymer viscosity and hence t he modulus.

These factors lead to increase in internal stress at any given external load when



compared to that of the unfilled rubber. The microplastic deformation occurring

around the filler particles facilitate damage of the material at lower external load,

when compared to the gum vulcanisate, Tear strength (which is Cl measure of

resistance to failure of a material when it is subjected to continuous stretching)

is found to decrease with filler loading. For the unfilled rubber tear strength is

41.6 MPa which decreased to 29 MPa with the addition of 120 phr nickel ferrite

nanoparticles (30% decrease is noticed). The inclusions of nickel ferrite nanopar

tides in between the polymeric chains create stress. Filler loading thus increases

the modulus at 100%, 200% and 300% elongations (Figure 7.4b), indicating in

crease in elasticity of RFC with the incorporation of ferrite nanoparticles.
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Figure 7.5: Variation of (a) elongation at hreak, and (b) hardness with filler loading

Elongation at break showed a decreasing trend (Figure 7.5a). Although it

is reported that finite size filler can improve the stress bearing capacity of the

filler polymer interface, at higher volume fradion of the filler, the interaction

between the filler and polymer d(,l:j'(~a~'s. This decrease ill the elongation at

break indicates a reduction in t he stress bearing capacity of the composite. The

hardness and rebound resilience of the Rrcs were measured using standard test

methods [G2, 110, 11 I, 311]. Hardness (which is a measure of modulus at low

strains) of RFC':-.; is found to iIlCn'aS(' wit h !oil(ling due to the decrease in mobility

of the elastoiner matrix (Figure 7.511).
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Figure 7.6: (a) Variation of resilience with filler loading, and (b) Ru-R. vs m]/ll1p curve

The variation of resilience showed a decreasing trend (Figure 7.6a.), which are

on expected lines. The filler restricts the mobility and deformability of the matrix

macromolecules. The decrease in rebound height with filler loading is related to

the mass of the filler (m f) and polymer (mp ) given by

(7.2)

where R, is the rebound height of the gum vulcanisate and H is t ha t of the

RFC. From the R<J-R vs m/Imp curve, slope of the straight line obt.aiucd is 7.28

which is a characteristic constant of the filler (Figure 7.6b).

Although there is a deterioration in the mechanical properties, t ht, composites

are not demerited for its elastic applications with the present properties. The

obtained physicomechanical properties are adequate for the fabrication of flexible

absorber materials wit.h natural rubber as base matrix that has an inherent shock

absorbing property. This justifies 1.Il1' pn-parat ion of IlFCs for static applirat.ions

from the available base material (NR).

7.5 Structure and morphology

XRD pattern of NiFe20<t, NHNF80 and NRO arc depicted ill Figure 7.7. The

characteristic diffradion peaks of NiFe20.1 (lCDD file No. 01-71-2(81) ohserved

in the nickel ferrite powder aru l composite I'ontirms the formation of pure inverse
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spincl structure of the nickel ferrite filler material. From t be xrro pattern, aver-

age particle size was evaluated using Dcbye Scherrers formula ;118] and is found

to be :32 nm. Diffraction peaks found in NHO (marked as '*' ill Figur« 7.7c) arc

emanating from the unrcacted curatives present in the composite. These peaks

disappear at higher filler concentration (Figure7.7!>), since chnractcrist.i« peaks

of crystalliue nickel ferrite becomes more prominent.

20 30 40 50 60
2e (degrees)

70 80

Figure 7.7: X-I;lY dilfrncrion pnt.rr-rn of (a) ~iF('~OI, (b) :'\nl\'F~O, and (c) l\'RO

Size ur 11ickel ferri tc particles was detormiuod from the 1rnnsmission electron

micrograph (Figure G.:3). From the normalized Gaussian Iit. of :oil.<' distribution,

all average purriclc size of 3C> nm was obtained, This is consistent with the particle

size estillliltcd from XRD pattern.

Figure 7.K shows the SE:\.-l images of the tensile [rar-ture surfaces of RFCs at

<Iit!cH'llt loadings. The large smooth area in NHll (Figure 7.8a) eau be compared

with t hat of Ill(' nickel ferrite grains seen in the rough surfaces of RFCs. The

illlili-!:('S ell'ml\' show two distinguishable regions. dark regiolls is the mat rix while

the bright j><ttdlCs arc the regions of filler particles dispersed ill the matrix, The

lllorphologv of the C(llllj)()sites at different filler loading in rho 1'111>\)('1' composites

in.Iuu les the !tOlllogClloUS mixing of the fillers ill the coiuposiro.



(a)

.. ...

Figure 1.8: SEM images or RFCs (a) NRO (b) NRNF20 (c) NRNFBO and (d) NRNFl20

(Scalebar=lO I-Im)

At lower loadings (20 phr) , rough surfaces with few aggregates due to better

rubber-filler interaction is observed . At higher loedings there are filler agglom

eretions in t he composite (seen as bright spots), which may be the reason for

the reduction of mecha.nical properties. Absence of voids around the particles

indicates the strong interfacial lnterection between the nanoparticles and rubber.

This has an important effect on t ransfer of the local stress [312J.

7.6 Thermal studies

The thermal degradation of the cured RFCs were investigated by enelysmg the

TGA curves . The degradation was recorded when the mass of the sample de

creased with temperature. The TGA curves depicted in Figure 7.9 displayed a

sing le step degradation process in all the samples.
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Figure 7.9: TGA curves of RFCs (8) NRO, (b) NRNF20, (c) NRNFBO, and (d)

NRNFl20

The uenocomposites were found to be stable at temperatures below 573 K

and began to decompose at temperature higher than 573 K. The weight loss at

873 K is indicative of the residue left in the rubber composites. The temperature

at 5% (1'-5%), 10% (1'-10%) and 30% (1'-30%) degradation ace given in Table

7.3. 1'.30% increased from 622 to 650 K with 120 phr loading of nickel ferrite .

which confirms the improvement of resistance to thermal degradation. This is

due to the presence of metal oxide in the composite which hav e high thermal

stability and can withstand high temperatures (....... 1173 K). The results reveal

that Incorporation of nickel ferrite na.noparticles in a rubber matrix can improve

the thermal resistance of the RFCs.

The residual char yield at 873 K (which is the fraction of nonvolatile material

at 873 K) increases with loading when compared to gum vulceaisete. The forma

tion of char could hinder the out-diffusion in the rubber composites. Therefore.

the increase of the char can improve the thermal degradation resistance of RFCs.

The enhancement in thermal stability with increase in nickel ferrite nanoparticles

in NR evidenced. from our study is consistent with earlier reports [3131.

7.7 Magnetic prop er t ies

The room temperature hysteresis curve of nickel ferrite and RFCs are shown in

Figure 7.10a. For nickel ferrite, t he hysteresis loop parameters like saturat ion

magnet ization (M,,), ccercivity (He) and magnetic remenence (Mr) are found to



Table 7.3 : ThermogTl\vimetric analysis of rubber ferrite composites
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be 44.1 emu/g, III Oe and 6.3 emu/g, respec tively. A lower value of saturation

magnetiza tion of nickel ferr ite when compared to the bulk (56 emu/ g)[314J can

be attributed to finite size effects [291occurring in the nenoregime.
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Figure 7. 10: Room temperature M·II curve for (a.) :-'; iFt'zO~ lUId RFCs with di!f"n'lIt

loading of nickel ferrite. (h) Variat ion of ~I. lIlrith nickel ferrite loading in RFClI

The sa t ura t ion magnetlzerious of RFCs are calculated using simple mixture

equations 13 15J

A/filler x m/Iller
f1lcom po.t'ij"

(U)

where ~1 / 11l.... and ~lnJmpo"" " are t he sat ura tion magnetization of the filler

am i romposite respect ively Here mrompo:>e"" is the mass of the composite and

m",,",the mass of t he filler. The calculated M.. is found to be in good agreement

witb the experimental values as shown in Figure 7.1Gb _ This indicates the Don

interac ting nature of filler with the matrix.



7.8 Dielectric properties

Die lectric d ispers ion is a cu mulative d fec t of several factors (amount, type and

composition of filler; t he temperat ure, freq ue ncy, a pp lied voltage, humidity as

well as pressure applied d uring the measurement time) end a consequence of

differe nt po larization mechan isms (elect ron ic, ionic, d ipole a nd interfacial polar

izat.ions}, depending OD the frequency of operation .

7.8.1 Dependence of dielectr ic permittivi ty of RFCs on freque ncy

Figure 7.11 (a-d) depicts the variations of dielectric permittivity of RFCs with

frequency at temperatures ranging from 303 to 393 K . NR is a non-polar ma terial

an d has only instantaneous electronic e nd atomic polarization. For a non-polar

ma terial , the d ielectric permi tt ivity is equal to the square of its refractive index .
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Figure 7.11 : Var iation of d ielect ric permittivity with frequency (s) NRU. (b) NR.:'II PlO,

(c) NRNFBO, and (d ) l'iRNF l20



NR possesses a refractive index of 1.59 and has a theoretica l dielectric permit

tivity of 2.53 1316J. T he experimeutally determined room tem perat u re dielectric

permittivity of NRNFO is found to be 2.91 (at f = 0.1 MHz). Deviat ion from the

theoretical value may arise due to the presence of c urat lves in the gum vulcan

iza te . Dielectric permittivity decreases rapidly with increasing freq uency towards

high frequencies . T he large value of dielectric permittivity at lower frequencies

is a tt ributed to the heterogeneity in the com posite 1317, 31RJ which gives rise to

interfacial polarization . A summary of room temperature plots of RFCs at dif

fNt 'llt IOiul illp;s of nano filler is givou ill Figure' 7.12. Simila r lx-havior is observr-d

for all frequencies (2, 4, 6 and 8 )'1Hz) . The dielec tric permittivity is fou nd to

increase with loading while it decreased wit.h increasing frequency.
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F igure 7. 12: Var ia t ion of dielectric pcrrnitt.ivit..y with loadi ng of nicke l f.,rri!.e: ill t lu

H.FC~ al :m:i I( ful' tlitlcreut In' qul' HI 'it'S

T he electronic polarlzations ill ma terials have a relaxation time of 1O- 14s.

and so it will not contribute> to th e pola rization me cbuuism at radio frequenci es .

T he main mechanism here would t hen-fore lx- IIll' interfac ia l polarization . As the

freq uency of tlu - applied f'!ed l'ic" field j:-. increased. tl u- orien ta tion al polarisation

hc'(:ollws out of pbus« wit h Ihe applied field . So. t lu- d ipo la r motion can no longer

follow tlu- mpid vib rnt.iun i ll tho (,II'("lr it" lu-lrl . [I enr-e- tht> dif'led rk pcnniu.ivity

of tlu- polymeric matcriab- c!p("l'C'ilSeS witIt increase in applied freq uency. This

ln-havior of complex dielect ric pormittivltv (f == ,' - j /') can hl.l unde rs tood from

the Debyc model for dielect ric n-lnxa t ion (dcriv-d O il it molecular bas is ), given by
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E." - fex;
( = (X + -_...._-.-

. 1 + I'UJT

F'IIJ1"icat.ioll of Iiexi h1e...

(7.1)

where LV is the angular frequency, (0 is the static dielectric permittivity and

C.X> is t.l«: diuloctric permittivity at infinite frequency. The real (/) and imaginary

(/') part of dielectric permittivity is given by the relation [282]

( ~ C::), .o

t t

f = (7.G)

Accordingly, the dielectric permittivity decreases with increase in frequency

am] t.his decrease is more pronouuccd at. higher frequencies, which is ill accor

dance with the Maxwell-Wagncr theory of interfacial polarization and Koop 's

phcnomcnological model [282, 286]. As the frequency of applied fj<'ld llHT('[\SeS,

interfacial polarization decreases reducing the dielcct ric permittivity. Thus. by

varying the percentage of nickel ferrite alone, the dielectric permittivity or n.FCs

could be tuned (2.8;')-6).

7.8.2 Dependence of dielectric permittivity on temperature

Investigating the temperature dependence Oil the dielectric permit t ivity or RFCs.

it. is seen that there is it gradual decrease wit.h temperature (Figur« 7.1:>,). Two

competing mechanisms namely segmental It iobili ty mu l t hernial ex p.uision uf the

polymeric material come into play with increase ill temperature. The funnel'

tends to increase the permittivity while the later rr-duces it.

At. high temperatures thermal expansiou occurs in the rubber coruposir.o unrl

t he ratio of the number of molecules to the effect ivc length uf t lie d i<'b-tric

diminishes leading to it d<'(']'('ilse ill efl'l'cI iv« (!l-lI:--ity of (1)(' di('h'd ri« m.u cri.il. At

this instance, it is to be noted that the linear I hennal expansivitv of ;'\n is :2:2fJ

x lO-'()/K [62] and hence its VOlll111(' expansion i:-. G(,{) jlnrls per million pCI' h.

This in turn affects the rucasurciucnr condit.ions hv iu.rcasiug t hr- Iltid~IJ('SS of

t 1](' Ioruu-d capacitor, thervhv l'l'dlHillg tl n- dickdric pr-ruii! t ivit v. Difkn-nt i,l!

therural expansion between rh« filler dud m.u rix illll! tJw resuh.uu .Iisrupt iou of



fille r d usters is also one of t he reaso ns for red ucing di elr ct.ric permitt ivi ty wi th

temperat ure !J I9J.
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F igure 7.13: Varia t ion or di('l~lrie permittivity or fiFe s with tempera ture Ilt (a )

O.IMHz. (b) 2MHz, awl (l-) 4.\1117.

7 .8.3 Fr equency , loading a n d t em perature d ependence 0 11 t he ne

co u d uct ivity o f HFC s

Different t h(~o rit's namely conduction pa th theory, tunnel drl'l"! theory o r e11'(:

irk Ia-ld radiat ion theo ry a rc - 1'lll l'loYI '(1 10 r-xplu iu t ill: dl 'cl rinll (:olldudioll ill

com posi te material s. T he conductio n i ll UFCs largely depends 011 th e type awl

amount of filler inclusions. TI\( ~ ac con ductivi ty of t ilt' sam ples weru eva luat ed

using the rela tio n

G B<; = 2trI tan t)( ' (0 (7.7)

where '(1 is t he frequency. lan 6 is t he d ielectric loss fur- tor. / is t he dielectric

perjui t tivity of t he medium and f f' is th e dielec t ric permit tivity of free spao -.
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The frequency dependence on t.ho <le conductivity of RFCs with different loading

of nickel ferrite nanoparticles in the temperature range :300-:390 K arc plotted

ill Figure 7.14. Polymeric materials are usually insulators and practically 110

conductivity is observed in unvulcanized elastomer. NB being a sernicryst.alline

polymer can be thought of as a continuous matrix of amorphous polymer whose

propertics me modified by t he short range crystalline regions which art as the

reinforcing ccntors. The observed low value of ne conductivity ill the vulcanized

clasi.omcrs may be due t.o the effect. of different compounding ingredients added

to it for curing which may act as carriers for conduct.iou. At higher frequencies

the ac conductivity is increased ilS seen from plots shown in Figure 7. l-la-c.
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Figure 7.14: Df'jH'lldplln' of ile ('onductivity with filler pCl'('('ntagp at different frequcn

(il''; (n ) 0.1 :'11Hz. (lJ) :2 Mllz, awl (c) cl \IHz

III t hc BFCs. t lu- iH' conductivity is found to increase with increase in loading

of nicb'l jj'nill' fillet' (Figun-' 7.14) fill' id] frcqueucies measured. If the conduc

t ion is ionic. ion Il!obility through the crv-tallinc regions will be low and if the



conduction is electronic, the crys ttllline-amorphous inte rface will act as tapping

regions. Th is is s im ilar to Max:well-Wagnel' two layer models 1273, 286 , 2871. T he

hopping of elect rons between Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions on octahed ral site and th e hole

hopping between Ni2+ and Ni3+ ions in the B site cont ribute to the cond uction in

nickel ferr ite . At low frequencies, the grain boundaries are more active and hence

hopping of electrons between Fe7+ Fe3+ is less. At high frequencies conducting

grains are more active RDd Fe3+ Fe2+ hopping frequencies Increase. Hence an

increase in cond uction is observed with frequency.

Similar to dielectric permittivity, BC cond uct ivity in composites is found to

decrease with temperature (Figure 7.15). This may be due to the thermal expan

sion of polymer matrix. At higher temperatures the polymer density is reduced

which reduces t he conduct ivity. At lower loading there are only marginal changes

in ac cond uct ivity with te mpera t ures while a sharp increase in the conductivity

is observed with loading which is due to the formation of short range conductive

paths in the rubber matrix towards the format ion of percolation conduction path .
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Figure 1.15: Effect of temperature on the I\C conductivity at different frequencies for

the RFCs (a) NRNF80, and (b) NRNF I20

7.9 Microwave absorbing properties

The flexible nanocomposite samples prepared in the form of sheets were cut into

rectangular strips of dimension .....1 film x 2 mm X 4 cm. Complex diel ectric

permittivity (/ - if ") and magnetic permeability (1t' - i~t) were determined by

measuring the shift in resonant frequen cy and the cha nge in quality factor of fL



perturbed microwave CAvity by inserting e sample at the maximum electric and

magnetic field positions respectively.

7.9.1 Com plex dielectr ic permittivity of the co mposite

T he variation of complex dielectric pennittivity of RFCs at different. frequencies

in the S-band is shown in Figure 7.16. The die lectric permittivity and dielec

tric loss are found to increase wit h filler loading. Different types of polarization

mechanisms (elcct ronic/ iowc / molecula.r/ interfacial )contr ibute to dielect ric per

mittivity of materials [320]. Electronic and atomic/ionic polarizations occur at

optical frequencies [3211 while dipolar and interfacial polarizations play a main

role at lower frequencies. Since natural rubber is a non-polar material. nickel

ferrite plays a prominent role in deciding the permittivity of the composites.
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Figure 7.16: Variation of (a)/ . and (ble" with kNw:Iing of nickel fe rrite

Iron and nickel ions in NiF~04 form electric dipoles with the surrounding 0 2

and contribute to / through dipolar polarization. As the weight percentage of

nickel ferrite in rubber matrix increases more number of dipole; become available

in t he compos ite. This enhances the dielect ric permittivity of the composite with

higher content of nickel ferr ite.

Incorporericn of nickel ferrite nenoperticles (NRNFI20) increased the dielec

t.rir- permittivity of the elestomer from 2.38 to 3.8 (Figure 7.100). T his is similar

to the results reported ill ferri tejEPDM rubber composite {3D7. 3221_ In addi

tion to dipolar polarization, int erfacial polarization tLS well as hopping of electrons



within t he gra in and ac ross the grain boundaries, cont ribute to complex dielectric

permitt ivity [32:1, 324}.
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The effect ive diel ectric permittivity (fell ) of the composites is calculated from

t he two component st ructure dependent Maxwell-Garuet t (" IG) mixture equation

given by j:ID7, 325J,

2/ m (1 - 11 ) + fj (l + 211)
fel l = I'm fm(2 + 11 ) + fi( l 11 )

(7.8)

Here f ell is the effective permittivity of t he composite, f m is t he pennitt ivity

of t he insula t ing host medium (NH), f; is the pe rmit t ivity of t he inclusion (nickel

ferrite ) and 11 is the volu me fract ion of the inclus ion (nickel ferrite). When the

permittivity of t he inclusion is much higher than t he medium, MC t heory breaks

for a ll frequencies. By Iectonzing f ; and applying the cond it ion fj >> fm , we

have [3261



(1 + 2,.,)
Eell = £m-'--I-_-,.,--'- (7.9)

Figure 7.17 shows the plot of the measured and calculated effective permit

tivity at different frequencies as a function of ferrite content. There is a good

agreement between the two plots. Maximum deviation of the measured permit

tivity from the calculated value is only 3.2%. However the dielectric permittivity

is found to be a constant within the measured frequency range.

7.9.2 Complex magnetic permeability of the composite

When microwave propagates through a material, losses occur due to the time

dependent magnetic field represented by the complex permeability, The real part

of relative permeability (J.1.') represents the reactive portion while the imaginary

part (/J") describes the magnetic losses. Figure 7.18 depicts the variation of IJ'

and /J" with frequency for the composites with different ferrite concentrations.

The permeability is found to decrease with frequency and increase with filler

loading. Permeability dispersion observed in ferrite is due to two magnetization

processes: domain wall motion and spin rotation 11791. The permeability Jl can

be expressed. as Jl = 1 + Xspin + Xdomain. But intrinsic rotational susceptibility

(Xspin) and domain wall susceptibility (Xdomain) in turn is related to the square of

saturation magnetization (Ma) 1180]. Thus permeability has a direct dependence

on Ms. Hence higher value of M, is one of the reasons for improved permeability

for composites with higher filler content. For single domain particles (less than

their critical diameter), the main contribution for increased permeability is solely

from spin rotation, while the domain wall motion can be neglected. However

the composites are found to have lower permeability values when compared to

that of pure ferrites. This is because the ferrite grains are embedded in rubber

matrix. The nonmagnetic rubber matrix causes a discontinuity in the composite

giving way to demagnetizing fields, thus reducing the permeability [326] at low

filler content.
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Figure 1.18: (a) Real, and (b) imaginary part of complex permeability of nickel ferrite

rubber composite at different frequencies

A gradual increase in the dissipative part of permeability (Jl") is observed

with increase ill freq uency (F igure 7.1Bb) wh ich is pronounced ill composite with

higher ferrit e concentration (1\' IL....F1 20 ). This enhancement of magnetic IUI;"-; wit h

loadi ng of nickel ferrite will Improve t he electroruegnetlc interference shielding

effects.
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The observed permeability of the composite is compared (Figure 7.19) with

the values evaluated using the MG mixture equation given by

2JLm(1 - v) +Pi(l + 2,,)
~ - /Lm ---:-----'---------'------'-------'-

If - JLm(2 + v) + JLi(l - v)
(7.10)

Here JLe/f is the effective permeability ofthe composite, JLm(=l) is the perme

ability of the host medium (natural rubber), JLi is the permeability of the inclusion

(nickel ferrite) and v is the volume fraction of inclusion (nickel ferrite). The dis

crepancy between the measured and calculated values is attributed to magnetic

interactions occurring between the grains of nickel ferrite. This interaction in

creases with loading of filler. Also, factors like shape of inclusions, orientation

and alignment of moments of inclusions and morphology of the composite affect

the frequency response of permeability in a composite [327].

7.9.3 Evaluation of attenuation constant and reflection loss

Electromagnetic wave energy can be completely absorbed and dissipated to heat

through magnetic and dielectric losses. This can be quantified by the attenuation

constant and reflection loss which signifies the effectiveness of an absorber mate

rial. For a good. microwave absorbing material, the electromagnetic wave entering

should be attenuated completely. The attenuation constant [321J estimated from

the measured permittivity and permeability values using Equation 3.2 is plotted

in Figure 7.20a.

It is to he noted that at 2.55 GHz the attenuation constant is only 1.4 for

NRNF20 whereas a maximum value of",18 is obtained for NRNF120 at 3.6 GHz.

This suggests the improvement in shielding of the RFCs at higher frequencies.
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f igure 7,20: (Il) Variat ion. of attenuation constant with filler concent ration , and (b)

variat ion of reflection loss with t hickness in t he Scbend

As discussed earlier. to obtain low reflect ion , Il' I,' shou ld be close to un ity.

But p' is less than / at high freq uencies const rai ni ng the choice of ideal absorber

material for the freq uen cy of interest. Improving permeability at high frequencies

is difficult and hence lower values of El' , hig her values of It end a pp ropria te values

of p,' and / are so ught after to develop a good m icrowave absorbi ng material.

The measured complex dielectric permittivity and meguettc permea bility in

the 8-band were interpolated using software, Origin 8. From this the frequency

dependence of Rt was calculated us ing Equation 3.3. RL minima of -5.9 dB

at 3.2 GHz WAS obtained for 12 mm thick NRNF 120 composite sheet (Figure

7.20b) . Moreover a shift in minimum RL frequency is observed with increase in

thickness. This can be explained from the quarter wave principle 1237]. That is,

when the electromagnetic wave is incident on an absorber backed by metal plate.

a part of it is reflected for the air-absorber interface while some part is reflected

from th e absorber-metal interface. These two reflected waves are out of phase by

1800 and cancel each other at t he air absorber interface when the quarter wave

th ickness criteria [2371 is sat isfied, given by Equat ion 3.5. Since t ex 1/1 . the

above criterion is satisfied at increased sample th ickness for lower Frequencies .
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Figure 7.21 : RelW:t km jcee evaluated for NRNF20, NRNFSO. and NRNFI 20 with a

sheet thickness of 12 mm in the X·band

T he X-band pennittivity end permeability of selected composi tes were mea

sured and their corresponding re8ection losses were simulated for a thickness of

12 mm . / is found to be 2.4, 2.9 and 3.7 while e" is obtained as 0.02, 0.07 and 0.22

respectively for NRNF20. NRNF80 and NRNFl 20. T he measured value of J.,' L'l

1.02, 1.04 and 1.06 wherees IJ" is 0 .04, 0_08 and 0.14 respectively for NRNF20,

NR..1'I.iF80 and NR..~Fl20. Tbe reflect ion loss of the composite is found to depend

on the tiller concentration. Simulations gave " minimum reflection loss of - 16 dB

at 9.5 GHz for NRNFl 20 wit h an absorber thickness of 12 mm (F igure 7.21).

As reported in litcraturel3231. t he min imum re8tclion freque ncy is found to shift

towards lower frequeocy region with the increase in fiUer content . Tailoring the

complex dielectric permittivity and magnet ic permeability of the composites will

aid in obtaining improved microwave absorption in the materials based on NR .

7.10 Conclusion

R.FC6 with different loedlegs of ueeoeised nickel ferri te in NR were prepared

and moulded into rectangular sheets. Their processabilay as well as mechanical ,

tbcnnal, structural and dielectric pr opernes were exami ned. Though there wa... 8

slight deterioration in the reinforcing pro perties of tbe composites. the RF Cs re

talned the pbys komecbenicel propert jes of Sa. Filler d ispersion in the composite

W8B observed to be uniform. XRD pattern of nickel ferrite and RF Cs mdjcete



phase purity of constituent materials. The electrical properties like dielectric per

mittivity and ac conductivity of RFCs enhanced with increase in percentage of

nickel ferrite. The complex permittivity and permeability of the composites were

measured using cavity perturbation method. Maxwell-Garnett model for effective

permittivity and permeability was found to fit well with the experimental results.

A minimum RL of -5.9 dB in the S-band is obtained for 12 mm thick 120 phr

nickel ferrite loaded natural rubber composite. Simulation studies carried out at

higher frequencies (X-band) indicated that a RL lip to -16 dB at 9.5 GHz were

obtained for 12 mm thick NRNF120 composite. These microwave characteristics

combined with superlative mechanical properties of natural rubber are desirable

for using RFCs as absorbers in the high frequency regime.



Chapter 8

Microwave absorbing

properties of ferromagnetic

metal/natural rubber

nanocomposites

N,lllosc,dt, Jllllglldic nu-tal particles 1'IIlIH'ddl'd ill 11 Iloxihk- polvmori« mat.orial lil«:

polyisopn-nc (natural rubber) permit tailoring of eled roinaguetic properties uf

the result iug nauocoinpositc. This chapter discusses the preparat iun allC 1 charac

terization of Iorromaguctic metal natural rubber nanocompositcs. Ferromagnet ir:

metal nuuopart icles of Fe, Co and Ni were prepared by the top-down method of

high clH'rgy ball milling and then they were incorporated in a polymer matrix

according to a specific recipe to obtain flexible magnetic nanocomposites. Their

diclcct rir: pcnui t t.ivity and magnetic permeability in tilt' different microwave fre

quencies \HTI' invest igat.ed using a vector network analvzer by employing a cavity

I)(TI IIlII;!! illll t"l!tllillll<'. TIll' ]'l'fkctioll los;-,"s of t.lu- cornposit cs wit li differ(,llt

,dI8111'1)('] 1i1\1'l illid,n('8S('S were evaluated based on the model of 11 sillglp layer

al18url)('1 backed by a )H'rfl'l'l conductor. The optimum thickness for a particular

o!ll:rat ing fn'lj ueucv is <lpt f'rI ui ned.
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8.1 Introduction

With the proliferation of different connuunicat ion gndgets and employment of

very high frequencies in communication systems (l~ADAR. mobile phones, wire

less LAN, Bluetooth ctc.}, electromagnetic interference [2:57, :328j has become a

concern of legislators, planners as well ,IS scieut.ists. The development of cost

effective flexible electromagnetic wave absorber is 01](' of the alternatives before

scientists and engineers in order to mitigate this 1I1,In made ineuace [:329].

Usually polymer composites are used as clcctromaguctic wave absorbers. They

are made by the incorporation of metal particles or provided with an appropriate

coating of metal, in order to tunc the matching parameters for enhanced absorp

t.ion. Once polymer volume prcdorniuates in the composite, the filler particles

arc insulated from ono another and their mechanical proper! ios follow those of

polymer. But when the filler loading is high, microwave prope-rties are cnhaucecl

but, mechanical strength degrades. Hcnr«: <l tra<kofl bclwccll these two has to be

made to obtain a flexible microwave absorbing rnnu-rial.

Natural rubber (:\Tll) is Cl flcxihlo di('lcd,rie material wit h good mechanical

shock absorbing property. Incorporation of fCl'l'o/fcni mugnct.ic particles in Nil

can impart both dielectric permittivity aud mngucr.ic permeability to the rubber

composites [100, :)25]. ."laglletie metal inclusions can impart. higher magnetic

perrueabilitv and such IIlcl.aljpolynl{'I' COlllj)(lsil<'S ;It(' of signifj(,lIllt, interest 10

the scientific connnuuity when ('ullIpan'd t o couvr-ut ioun] «onrposit.cs containing

Icrritos [3251. But high conductivity of nict nls luuit s their 1Ise fur high frequency

applications due to skill effects 115D]. This (';Ill 1)(' ovorcomr- hy size reduction

of metal particles followed by surface tuoclilica t ion or incorpor.it.iou in a noncon

ducting medium [88: :3021.

Emergence of uanotechuology has evolved 1l0\T] met horls of size reduction that

has paved way for the fabrication of uanor-ompnsites with superlative absorbiug

charncterist ics . .\la~llet.ic metal part ides 11;l\'(' ,I skill depl h of few micrometers

in t.lu: giga hertz (ClIt.:) rang" ;HH. ;t\Oj. Sll \'('dll\ing till' particle size well below

this scale '11H1 isolating t.hcrn liv all insulat illg nrnt t-rial will I)('lp ill suppressing

rh« ('ddy CIlJTCllt !OSS('S, !\',lllllsiz('d nl;lgllcri(' nu-t id ('Oll1Jlosile;-, llil.";f,d Oil carbonyl

i1'On
l:t31

J, IlO1Iow uickr-l splwl'('s [:~:l:~. ;);3:f..\i-Ag CO\'(' sh.-ll sI ructurc·s'):34] and



metal encapsulated in carbon nanotubes [146] have shown enhanced microwave

absorbing properties. These magnetic nanostructures have limitations with re

gard to their scalability and cost.

Metal particles when subjected to high energy ball milling can transform to

grains of few tens of nanometers [881 well below their skin depth. Here particle size

is controlled by optimizing the duration, speed and medium of milling. Particles

of appropriate sizes can thus he prepared and incorporated in to the host matrix to

prevent further oxidation. Absorber layer thickness ami bandwidth of absorption

can be modelled as per the surface impedance equation. This chapter discusses

the findings of such an investigation carried out 011 ferromagnetic metal/rubber

nanocomposi tes.

8.2 Experimental

8.2.1 Synthesis

Ferromagnetic metal powders, Fe (S.D fine.... CHEM LTD. BOISAR 401501, Iron

(metal) powder, electrolytic-300 mesh LR, Product Nu.:386(1), Co(CDH extra

pure >99.5(Yr,) and Ni (SRL Pvt Ltd. Nickel powder extra 1HI1"(' >99.5%) were

subjected to high energy ball milling in a Fritsch Planetary microuiill T'ulvcrisettc

7'. A milling medium of toluene was used to avoid contamination from the milling

tools and to minimize the wear. The powder to ball mass ratio was maintained

at 1:10. The milling speed was fixed at 500 rpm for 1 h. Earlier studies all

ferromagnetic metal powder [o-Fe) [881 indicate that the maximum size reduction

is attained during the initial stages of milling time and once an optimum size is

attained, reduction in grain size is marginal even after prolonged milling. So the

milling time was fixed for 1 h.

These powders were thoroughly characterized and then mixed with natural

rubber (ISNR- 5 grade, supplied hy Rubber Research Institute of India, Rubber

Board. Kot.tayam ) along with appropriate amounts of curat ives in a Brabender

Plasticordcr (model: 1'L :38) as per ASTM st andards (D :3I82-8!J :Wll1) according

to a specific recipe (Table X.I) developed by oxr.eusiv« experimental iterations,

The samples were lahdkd as NW) for gum (unfilled) l'\H while ~HF('XO, NRCoHO
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Table 8.1: Formulation of mixes for preparing fcrrouiaguci.ic metal natural 1'1I1)])er

nunocomposites

NRO NRFe80

Sulphur ::L'}

·'n-Cyclohexyl-2-l3clI'l.ot.hi"",yl Sulphcuamidc

100 100 100

.! ..I -1

:2 2 :2

1 1

O.S 0.8 08

KO 80 80
(Vol 'i(. 8.li) (Vol 'X, 7Z.) (Vol'lc 7.G)

2.0 2.Z, .) -z.o

I ngred icnt,s

(phr)

:'-ialural rubber (ISi\R-G)

Zinc Oxide

Stearic Acid

TriphclIyl Quinone

ens-
Filler

lOO

I

:2

0.8

NRCo80 NRNi80

Tahle 8.2: Cure characteristics of mcral/rubhcr uauocomposites

--_.. '--'-_. '--.--..-_._- ---- -- -_.., --_..-_._. -----
Sample Max imum Minlrnum Cure rl'inH? Scorch Time CRI

t orquo tOl'que tt)tl tw (rni n " I)

(dNrn) (IINm) (min) (min)

!\B.fJ :3.00J 0.11 Il.! '>.1 :n.l

NHFd,O tOOT 01] ',.D 2.0 :18.0

NRCoXO :.U08 O.F, li.D :L! ;-,1.[;

1\H:\i80 ·I.O;)(l (l.n 8.:; t,•. 1 JO.2

and NRNi80 for 80 phr (parts per hundred parts by weight of rubber) of iron,

cobalt and nickel nanopart icles filled l\B composit.o respectively.

The compounds were kept to mature for 2-'1 h. Optimum cure time at 150

(le: for each samples were determined using rubber process analyzer (RPA, 2000

Alpha technologies}. The cure characteristics of filled rubber compound vary

with type, size and amount of filler loading ;:n5], Cure characteristics such as

maximum torque, minimum torque, cure time (t·,)o). scorch time (t]()) and CIll'C

rate index (CRI) were determined prior to moulding of the mixture into sheets

(Table 8.2).

The compounds were then compression moulded at 423 K for their respective

c-ure t iIIIes in an eh·c1rioallv heated hydraulic press. Optirniziug t he filler loading

to 80 plu was done in order to meet thc competing requirements of physicomc

rhnnical and n1<lgnl'tIH liclcctri« properties of the composite, Previous studies on

ferrite nanocomposit.cs based ou NB have shown a decrease ill the mechanical



properties at higher filler loadings, especially above 80 phr [135, 336]. This jus

tifies the selection of the specific composition of filler loadings.

8.2.2 Characterization

Structural analysis of the samples were performed using X-ray diffractometer

(Rigaku Dmax-C] using Cu Ko radiation (>. = 1.5418 A). The surface morphol

ogy of the composites were observed using a field emission scanning electron

microscope (FESEM, JSM-6335). Room temperature magnetic measurements of

the filler as well as composites were carried out in a vibrating sample magnetome

ter (EG&G PAR 4500). Complex dielectric permittivity and complex magnetic

permeability of the composites were determined by employing cavity perturba

tion technique using vector network analyzer (S-band: Rohde & Schwarz ZVB4

and X-band: Agilent 851OC). Rectangular strips of the metal rubber nanocom

posites were punched out from the composite sheets with appropriate dimensions

for characterization. They were then inserted into a rectangular cavity followed

by noting the shift in resonant frequency and quality factor.

8.3 Structure and morphology

XRD pattern of Ih ball milled iron (Fe-1h), cobalt (Co-lh) and nickel (Ni-lh)

powder are shown in Figure 8.1(a-c). The XRD peaks are compared with the

standard values (ICDD file no.: bee Fe: 85-1410, fcc Co: 15-0806, hcp Co: 05

0727 and fcc Ni: 04-0850). Fe particles are found to be crystalline with bee

structure while Ni particles possess fee structure. The XRD pattern of cobalt

indicates the presence of both fee and hcp phase of cobalt in the sample (fee

indicated by '*' and hep by '#'). The average erystallite size were determined

from the Debye Scherrer's formula [117, 118] and is found to be 17±3 nm, 19 nm

and 20±4 nm while the lattice parameters were 2.R67 A, 3.511 Aand 2.85 Afor

Fe-Ih, Co-1h and Ni-1h respectively.
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Figure 8 .1 : XRn pattern of I h ball milled metal powder (a) Fe-Ih , (h) Co- Ih, and (c)

Ni-l h

(a) NRO

Figure 8.2: SE~f imAgf!A showing the morphology of metal rubber composites (11.) NRO,

(b) NRFe80, (c) NRCoBO. end (d ) NRNiBO (isolated grains ill the rubber mat rix are

indicated by arrows)

SEM images of the fract ured surface show Large smoo t h area in NRO when

compared to the rough frac tured su rface of m('taljrubbcr nenocomp os it cs (F tgure

8.2). Isola ted metal particles arc un iformly distributed in t he rubber matr ix a nd

are indicated by arrows. The skin depths of Fe. Co or Ni a re a few micromet ers.



Table 8.3: Mechanical properties of metal/rubber nanocomposites

Sample Tensile Tear 300% Elongation Hardness Resilience

strength strength modulus at break (Shore A) (%)

(MPa) (N/mm) (MPa) (%)

NRO 3.001 0.11 11.4 5.4 8.4 33.1

NRFe80 4.007 0.14 5.9 2.0 3.3 38.0

NRCoSO 3.308 0.15 6.9 3.2 4.9 51.5

NRNiSO 4.050 0.13 8.5 5.1 5.2 30.2

The images reveal that filler grains are far less than the size of their corresponding

skin depth [161, 330] and are surrounded by insulating rubber matrix.

8.4 Physicomechanical properites

The properties and performance of a rubber product depend on many factors

including the chemical nature of the rubber, the amount and kinds of ingredients

incorporated into the rubber compound, processing and vulcanizing conditions,

design of the product and service conditions. Among different ingredients, fillers

play an important role in determining the final vulcanizate properties. Fillers can

be either reinforcing or nonreinforcing. The crucial characteristics that decide

the reinforcing capability of the fillers are size, shape, specific surface area and a

combination of the size distribution and shape [621.

Mechanical properties namely tensile strength, tear strength, 300% modulus

and elongation at break were determined using a Shimadzu, Universal testing

machine at a cross head speed of 500 mm/min. Stress-strain measurements were

carried out as per ASTM D 412-98a(2oo2). The hardness and resilience of the

composites were also determined. The results are tabulated (Table 8.3). It can

be seen that there is only a small change in the tensile as well as tear strength

values with loading of 80 phr of ferromagnetic metal nanoparticles, retaining the

mechanical properties of NR. 300% modulus as well as elongation at break values

are found to increase. The hardness of the composite is improved while rebound

resilience is found to decrease with filler incorporation.



8 .5 M ag ne t ic p roperties

The room temperature hysteresis loop of Ih ball milled metal p owd ers and metal

rubber nenocompoeites (Figure 8.3) show typical ferromeguerlc behaviour . The

hysteresis loop parameters are given in Tab le 8 .4 . T he magnet ization val ues of

Fe-Ib, Cc- Ih and Ni- Ih are lower than their corresponding bulk counterparts

(Fe: 218 emu/g. Co: 161 emu/ g, Ni: 54.4 emu/ g) [21. which may be due to

the finite size effects or formation of t hin oxide layers by exposure to air. The

saturation magnetizations of the metal/rubber nanocomposites are calcula ted

using simple mixture equation given by 7.3. Here mcompo"it~ (= 190.3 g) is the

mass of the compos ite whi le J1t/Uln (= 80 g) is the mass of t he filler . The maximum

deviation of the measured sa t uration magnetization from those calculated is 4.9%,

indicating a good match between the two values. Thus, by knowing the filler

magnetization, t he magnet ic properties of the metal /rubber nenocomposi tee can

be engineered for obtaining til e required properties ,
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FiKure 8 .3: Room temperature hyste resis loop of (a) I h ball milled Fe/Co/~ i 1Jl').....flt·r

and (b) ml'taljrublM'r OIIlltKumposiWtl. IIlS('l : ~ la.":n i fit...1 view of .\1-11 loop shuwilJliI; t he

coerclvny of t he samples

The coerciv ity of NRFeBO, NRC080 and NR...':iMO ar e 68, 195 a nd lOB Oe re

spectively. The higher value of coercivity observed for NR CoMO is due tu the lar ge

intri nsic megnetocryst alline anisotropy of cobalt particles 121when compared to

that of iro n or nickel. Maximum saturation magnetization a nd leas t coercivity



Table 8.4: Observed and calculated magnetization of the composites

FHler M/iller Composite M Calculated M Experimental

(emu/g) (emu/g) (emu/g)

Fe-lh 201.65 NRFeSO 84.77 82.01

Co-1b 153.85 NRCo80 64.67 61.96

Ni·lb 52.84 NRNi80 22.21 21.13

are observed for NRFe80.

8.6 Microwave absorbing properties

Figure 8.4 (a, b) depicts the variation of real and imaginary part of complex di

electric permittivity of the metal/rubber nanocomposites at different frequencies

(S and X-band). For all the three samples (NRFe80, NRNi80 and NRC080), / is

almost a constant while f." shows a gradual increase with increase in frequency.

It is to be noted that the metal inclusions in an insulating material like NR in

creased the permittivity of the composite from 2.8 to 6.4 for NRFe80. In the case

of NRCo80 and NRNi80, E' is 5 and 4.5 respectively.

Enhancement of effective permittivity in the composite is due to interfacial

polarization of free charges from the ultrafine conductive inclusions dispersed in

a nonconducting matrix. When an electric field is applied, the free electrons

in metal particles move apart and behave like electrically isolated charges near

the interface [178, 337·-339]. For the same amount of filler loading (in phr),

the volume fraction of filler and the number of interfaces are more in NRFe80.

This also contributes to the increased value of permittivity in NRFe80. The

volume percentage of metal nanoparticles in the composite is well below the

percolation threshold (",,16 vol%) [340]. Therefore isolated metal nanoparticle

inclusions act as minicapacitors giving higher permittivity values. The size of

these isolated particles in the rubber matrix is far less than their skin depth

{depth of penetration of current at which its value decreases by (l/e)lh of its

surface value) as evident from the SEM micrographs.
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Fi Kure 8. 4: Complex di<'kctrk IM'fmitt ivit)" spect re in rtw (A) S-band and (b) X-ba nd

of 1lM.'l&.I rubber compoehes. Compk-x permeebihry spt'Ctra in tbe (c) S-band nnd. (d )

X-btlnd ollTlf'tal rubber composne

Due to the p~nN· of iusule r ing rubber in I)("twt'('n the metal particles , t he

mobility of space charges is limited leading to low dit'!N.1.ric loss. In the S-band .

a maximum dielectric lossof 0 .098 is obtained for NRFe8(} at 3.2 G Hz. :'\HCo&l

and S RS iSO gave a dielect ric kl!'i8 of 0.059 and 0 .05 respective-ly. In the X·L.uld ,

t he real pert uf didl'('t r ic permitt ivity (Figure 8.4b) of all the three (~IIIl1PUl+

ites Are lower than t hose founel ill the S-lmnd cons istent with the conventional

theories 12821. The imaginary part of dielectric permitt i..·ity is enhanced in the

X-band ind ica t ing improved microwave ab..orpt km r-haracteristics a t highM" fno

(! llf>lIeM-s. Microwave d jelcctric loss IDI\Yarise from the following rnechanisma: l>C

ronductivity j free migration of charge carriers, local regions or local coeduct tv

ity emanating from grain bound aries and d ipole relaxation of defect boundaries

[341. 3-121. The DC rese..tivity of the rubber composites L'J very high nUt) NO the



loss due to free migration of charges is vanishingly small at high frequencies. The

increased dielectric loss in the X-band is due to the relaxation polarization loss

occurring during the oscillation of the dipoles formed around the metal nanopar

ticle inclusions, which dominates in the high frequency regime.

Other than the space charge polarization, eddy current [343] also affects the

electromagnetic properties of the ferromagnetic metal polymer composite- This

in turn is dependent on the skin depth of filler inclusion. In the present study,

the particles are in the nano regime and thus eddy current effects are vanishingly

small. It' and It" of NR is close to 1 and 0 respectively, due to its inherent

non-magnetic nature. The complex permeability of the metal rubber composites

(NRFe80, NRCoBO and NRNi80) determined at S and X-band are shown in Figure

8.4(c, d). NRFe80 is found to have a maximum permeability of rv 1.2. Moreover

the magnetic loss is increased from 0.1 to 0.2 in the X band. Permeability of a

magnetic material has a direct bearing on the saturation magnetization where

as it is inversely related to the coercivity of the material [100, 344]. The initial

permeability of ferromagnetic materials is given by the relation

(8.1)

Here 'a' and 'b' are constants determined by the material composition, ,\ is

the magnetostriction constant, { is an elastic strain parameter of crystal, and 'k'

is a proportionality coefficient. Thus, for higher values of M; and lower values of

He, improved permeability are obtained which in turn enhances the microwave

absorption. Both these criterion are satisfied for iron filled composite which

thereby give higher permeability.
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Figure 8.5 : Reftt.rt iu ll k_ curves ror nwtl\l rubber ('um' MlKitt'!i at various ebeorbe r

thicknE'&'el (It.) NRFe80 - S ban d , (b) NRFeso - X hand . (cl NRColtO • S band, (d)

;\;RC,ofolQ ~ X band, (cl NR.~i80 - S Mild ~"t< 1 (0 NRl':i80 - X band

The effectiveness of a wave absorbing material is determined by parameters

like reflection 1058 and/ or t reasmissioc 105S, A sys te matic simulat ion of the re

flect ion loss (RL) of t he nenocomposites for different Frequency bands and layer

t hicknesses were car ried using the surface impedance equation by cousideriug the

sing le layer metal backed absorber model (Equa t ion 3.3 and 3.4)[1811.



Figure 8.5(a-f) depicts the RL at various absorber layer thicknesses (d ,,-,1-16

mm) evaluated in the S and X~bands from the measured complex permittivity and

permeability values. NRFe80 gave a RL minimum of -6.8 dB at 3.48 GHz for an

absorber thickness of 8 mm in the S-band. In the X-band, NRFe80 gave excellent

absorption with RL minima of -45 dB at 9.6 GHz for an absorber thickness of 9.1

mm. The RL over -lOdB indicates 90% absorption of electromagnetic energy. -20

dB RL represents energy absorption of 99%. Here for NRFe80, a bandwidth of

1.74 GHz and 510 MHz corresponding to a RL over -10 dB and -20 dB respectively

is obtained.

RL for NRNiBO and NRCoBO at different absorber thicknesses were also ex

amined. Both these samples gave RL not more than -4 dB in the frequency bands

investigated. A bandwidth of 1.71 GHz below -2 dB is shown for NRNi80 in the

X-band, which is insignificant when compared to NRFe80. It is to be noted that

increasing the thickness of the absorber material resulted in a shift of RL minima

towards lower frequencies (Figure 8.5) consistent with the quarter wave principle

[237] i.e.; d o: 1/f (Equation 3.5). This behaviour is observed in all the samples.

Moreover multiresonance peaks were found to be absent in the S and X-band. In

vestigations carried out by Qing Yuchang et al. [342] on the microwave absorbing

properties of flake carbonyl iron (55wt%) in epoxy-silicone resin showed a min

imum RL of -42.5 dB at 10.6 GHz. Minimum reflectivity of -21.7 dB for 3 mm

carbonyl iron/ethylene propylene diene monomer radar absorbing material was

reported at 3.54 GHz with 45 vol% of carbonyl iron [345]. In the present study,

8.6 vol% iron/NR nanocomposites gave excellent absorption of electromagnetic

wave in the X-band. We have found a decrease in bandwidth with thickness of

the absorber (Figure 8.6a). A bandwidth of ",,1-2 GHz can be maintained with a

thickness of 8.5-11 mm over -10 dB.
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(b) transmission loss measured in the X-band

The RL was experimentally determined for 2 mm thick metal/rubber nanocom

poeites under study and was found to be ..... -2 dB as obtained from simulations.

Furthermore , t he transmission loss was measured for al l the three composites

(Figure 8.6b). The effect iveness of iron filled composite was further verified from

the lower values of transmission losses (about ~30 dB/ cm over entire X-band).

Increasing the filler content red uces the matching thickness 88 well as causes a

shift in minimum reflect ion towards lower frequency. These results are significant

for de veloping multilayer absorbers for using at different frequency bands.

8.7 Conclusion

Mechanical attrit ion using high energy ball milling was found to be an effec

tive method for obtai ning magnetic metal naaopertjcles. Flexible NR composite

sheets based on Fe/Co/Ni for use 88 microwave ebeoebing material were devel

oped. It is found that the mechanical properties of metal rubber necocompoeites

are retained . Enhanced dielectric and magnetic properties were obtained for iron

6.lled rubber composites when compared to nickel or cobalt filled nanocomposite.

Improved permeability values were found for iron composites are due to higher

saturation magnetization and lower coercivity of iron filler perncles . RL of 

45 dB a t 9.5 GHz could be achieved with an absorber thickness of 9.1 mm for

iron filled composites. Results point towards the wide possibility of fabricating



cost effective rubber based microwave absorbers with iron nanoparticles as in

clusions possessing superlative mechanical properties. Additional functionalities

of the composite add value to this widely used and easily available commercial

elastorner.



Chapter 9

Conclusions

Nanoscience and nanotechnology is surging ahead with greater pace than antici

pated and leaving a mark of its own in the day to day life of human beings. This

is an area where materials play a very important role and in particular the size

and shape of particles decides much of its properties. Quantum mechanics was

able to unearth the 'less-understood' at the nano level. Now, with this under

standing it is possible to tailor various properties of materials namely physical,

mechanical, thermal, optical as well as electrical properties by tuning the size

and shape of particles.

With the advent of nanoscience and nanotechnology, uanostructures, nanocom

posites and hybrid nanostructures have become very important and they play Cl

significant role as far as applications are concerned. Magnetism and magnetic

materials have been playing a seminal role right from the civilization days and

will continue to be a dominant one in the days to come. It is a fact that these ma

terials find places in many areas like in high density data storage, nanoelectronics,

magnetic caloric effect, rnultiferroics, spintronics or giant magneto resistance.

Oxide form of iron and magnetic metal particles were known for their ferri/

ferro magnetic properties and are increasingly being used. When one wants to

modify the various magnetic characteristics of ferro or ferromagnetic materials,

one has to deal with the adverse effects of finer sizes, visa a vis reactivity, ox

idation, thermal st ability or grain growth. Passivation is a viable alternative

and there can be IlO other material better than carbon for this purpose. Different

forms of carbon exist. and some of them are graphite, diamond, carbon nanotubes,
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carbon nano fibres, carbon horns, carbon flowers et.c. Latest. entry to t his family

is graphene.

Carbon nano onion or CNOs as they arc called, is a very important. member

of carbon family and has many applications ranging from light emitting devices,

optical limitcrs, solid lubricants, additives for aerospace applications, hydrogen

storage devices or fuel cell electrodes. As far as the synthesis of CNOs arc con

corned. hi-tech techniques like high temperature pyrolysis, thermal ablation, arc

discharge or electron beam irradiation based methods are normally employed. If

a cost effective method can ho adopted for the preparation of CNOs, magnetic

metal particles can he embedded ill eNO. The advantage of embedding metal

nanopart.icles in CNO is multifould. Carbon being a good material for dielectrics.

and embedding magnetic metal nanoparticlos in CNO will impart the required

magnetic charactcristics, they can Iw useful material for microwave absorbing ap

plications. The nonlincar optical properties of magnetic metal embedded hybrid

nnnostructurcs will also be of interest both from a fundamental perspective and

aIL application point. of view.

Natural rubber is abundantly available in the state of Kcrala and value ad

dition t.o this naturally occurring resource will be always an alternative propo

sit ion by fabricating composites based on natural rubber and nanoparticles of

fcni/ferromagnctic materials. Natural rubber based magnetic nanocornpositc are

also candidate materials for microwave absorption because they can be moulded

into desired shape, fabricated ill the form of gaskets and moreover, their mechan

ical and elect.rornagnet.ic propert ios can he modified by incorporating fillers like

precipitated silica or carbon black. This particular investigation was carried out

with t hose objectives in mind and the following arc the summary of this work.

There exist scope for improvement which arc highlighted in this chapter.

Metallic iron is an important magnetic material and the nanoform of iron is

invcst igatcd ill l!,l'('at. dor.ail. \-rhCll t.he siz« of iron part idl's become finer and finer,

it is prone to atmospheric oxidation and pasisvation is highly essential. Passiva

tion of iron uanopart icles with oleic acid provides the repulsive energy to prevent

a.gglollleration. The effect of thermal annealing on the hybrid structures prepared

hv novel techniques wa-: ('arried out and it ha:':> been found that the resultant rna

t.crial forrnc- l is stable iron-carbon nanocompositcs. A s~ll urat.ion magnetization
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of 113 emu/g was obtained for the iron-carbon nanocomposito with no observ

able oxide phase. The Raman spectra revealed typical D and G fingerprint bands

emanating from the carbon rnatix. Optirnized carbon coating over the magnetic

metal nanoparticles is highly desirable in minimising the eddy current. loss of these

materials with higher Snook's limit. Restricting the particle size of the magnetic

material well below the skin depth and passivating with a dielectric layer of car

bon cmbodimcnts all ideal structure. This helps in manipulating the complex

dielectric permittivity as well as complex magnetic permeability, which in turn

can tunc the microwave absorbing properties. Attempts were made to study the

variation of dielectric permittiviy and magnetic permeability at microwave fro

quencies aJJ(I hence determine their reflection loss to underst and tlw effectiveness

of the absorbing properties of the nanostructurcs. The passivatcd magnetic iron

uanopart icles WE're found to possess good impedance rnatrhing which lead to the

enhancement. of microwave absorption. Iron-carbon nnuostructurcs gnvc a reflcc

tion loss minimum of -18 dD with cur absorber layer thickness of "-' 2 mm in the

X-band.

Similarly, experiments were carried out t.o prepare highly stable cobalt. and

nickel nauoparticles. As in the case of iron nanoparticles, cobalt and nickel

nanopart.iclcs were synthesized by in situ passivation with oleic acid. Thermal

treatment of oleic acid passivated cobalt uauopart icles at. different temperatures

were examined using transmission electron microscope. The results revealed

the cvolut ion of carhon uano onions which was really exciting (shown in the

front cover of this thesis). A growth mechanism for the evolution of CNOs was

also proposed. Though the observance of CNO in cobalt uanostructure was a.

s(Tewlipity. it. worked out 10 be it very cost. effective iur-tliod awl Ihe evaluation

of various properties revealed that the quality of CNO t.hus prepared are su

pcrlaj.ivc. Such 1l(1Il0CiI ructurcs previously reported required hi-tcch experimental

cOlldi1 ions. This \Vi"!S a c-ost effective and scalable t cchuiquc and a patent is filed

for I his proC('ss. '1'1](' optical limiting properties of cobalt encapsulated within the

gr(lphitic shells wcro cx.unincd using open aperture z-scan techniques. The nu

1l1ni<;al fits of till' open aport urc experiments were found to fit. well with t.hc two

phot on ahsorprion IIl<'dl;lllislll. Cobalt Zcarbon nanostructuros were fOl111d to pos

scs:-, supcrht ivt: micrownvc- ;lhsnrhing properties in the X- band with a n-licr-t.ion
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of -16 dB having an absorber thickness of 1.75 nun.

Highly stable nickel/carbon hybrid nanostruct.urcs were also successfully fab

ricated. These contained nickel/carbon core/shell nanost.ructures, hollow carbon

nemo onions ami carbon nano fibres. The magnetic properties of these passivatcd

nickel nauopart.icles were investigated using SQUID magnetometer. In the case of

nickel/carbon nanostructurcs. the microwave absorbing properties were compar

atively good with respective to iron or cobalt nanostructures. It gave a reflection

loss minima. of -45 dD at :3.1:3 CH/'. with a thickness of 6.6 mm. The loss was over

-10 dB within it thickness range of 5.8-8 nun in the S-band where as it was over

-10 rm for a thickness of 2.2-2.6 mm in the X-band. Onc can also think of tuning

carbon coating thicknesses for attaining the perfect impedance matching criteria.

The very fact that high quality CNO could be fabricated using controlled thermal

annealing of cobalt-oleic acid protorols prompts one to ponder whether such non

magnetic nauostructures of Cu or Pt-CNOs could be fabricated? Such structures

are also important because of the uniqueness of Cu-CNO combinations.

The catalytic property of 3d-t.ransition metal particles were employed tu fabri

care highly stable magnetic metal carbon nanostructures. The shelf life of carbon

passivatcd magnetic metal nanoparticles was excellent which promises the usabil

ity of these nanostructures in devices. The percentage of magnetic constituent.

in the composite can be optuuized for tuning the magnetic and dielectric prop

erties in order to improve the impedance matching. Moreover, a thorough study

employing in sit u TErvI experiments to unravel the reaction kinetics relating the

evolution of carbon layers over metal nauostructures can be carried out in future.

The presence of any traces of oxide contamination can he closely looked into by

employing techniques like Xvrav photoelectron spectroscopy on the system.

investigations on the structural and magnetic properties of nickel ferrite 11<1 nopar

tides, obtained by different synthesis routes were also carried out.. It was found

that the dielectric properties could be tuned with respect to their grain size. The

obtained results were very well correlated with t.he conventional dielect ric disper

sion models. The effect of hif!;ll energy ball milling all the cation H'distributioll

that may occur can be investigated in ferrite nanoparticles can further be stud

ied by e-mploying t.ochniquos like Mosshauer sportroscopy, neutron diffraction or

X-ray photo elect ron spect l"OS('Opy. The gas sensing properties of niluofcrrites



have not been investigated in this thesis. There exist scope for research in this

regard which can be carried out by appropriately tuning the composition of the

materials.

The main drawback of magnetic nanoparticles for device fabrication is that

they are difficult to be moulded into complex shapes which make it less effective

for structures in movable parts. This issue was thoughtfully tackled by fabricating

natural rubber-nickel ferrite nanocomposites. Recipe for mixing was formulated

by extensive experimental iterations and composites were moulded and cut into

desired shape. The percentage of filler particle (nickel ferrite) was varied and

the cure and their physicomechanical and microwave absorbing properties were

studied. Flexible magnetic composites sheets were developed possessing good

microwave absorbing properties. From the experimental results of the complex

dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability, a reflection loss minimum of

-16 dB was obtained at 9.5 GHz for 12 mm thick 120 phr nickel ferrite loaded

natural rubber nanocomposite. Preliminary work to improve the bandwidth as

well as to enhance the mechanical strength was carried out by formulating a recipe

with precipitated silica or carbon black as additional filler along with nickel ferrite

in natural rubber. These results are not included in the thesis to avoid deviation

from the main theme.

Magnetic metal nanoparticles like iron, cobalt or nickel well below their skin

depth were also incorporated in natural rubber for the fabrication of ferromag

netic metal rubber nanocomposite based microwave absorbers. Metal nanopar

tides of Fe/Co/Ni were prepared by the top-down approach of high energy ball

milling. Iron filled rubber composite gave best results in X-band of the microwave

spectrum. A reflection loss minimum of -45 dB at 9.5 GHz could be achieved for a

layer thickness of 9 mm. Hence quality sheets of natural rubber nanocomposites

with desired physicomechanical as well as microwave absorbing properties were

fabricated which provides value addition to the easily available raw material in

the state of Kerala, India.

An experimental set-up for measuring the complex dielectric permittivity and

complex magnetic permeability employing cavity perturbation technique was

made operational during the course of this investigation. A completely auto

mated microwave measurement set-up using virtual instrument software, Lab-



VIEW could be designed for data acquisition and evaluation of reftection loss .

Transmission/Reflect,ion method C8.D also be optimized to measure the re8ection

loss in the samples.

There are many grey areas in this investigation too. As discussed earlier,

miniaturization is tbe sole concern of materials engineers and researchers. To re

duce the device size with improved compatibility and with existing technologies,

one can think of fabricating microwave absorbers with novel nanostructures like

ueeotubee or neeowires. Initial work on magnetic metal nanowires have been

carried out in the laboratory which gave encouraging results. To assure flexibil

ity and tUD&bility of properties beterostructures can be fabricated. An emulsion

consisting of magnetic particles, with the right curerives in 8. rubber latex ceerier

along with pigments like Ti~ or precipitated silica could be 8. stealth paint . For

this, elebceerive studies need to be carried out with regard to their microwave

absorption cherecterlsucs in the various microwave bands. Prior to fabrication.

extensive theoretical studies could also be performed for optimizing the material

combination and thickness to save time and money. Such paints with stealth

properties combined with thermaJ. stability could find place in aerospace appli

cations. These studies could not be conducted here because of time constrains.

However, some initial studies on latex-ferrite films were carried out.

Figure 9 .1: Optical micreccce images of magnetic thin filmsof latex-ferrite oompo;ite

cested on glass euberete (a) uncured films and (b) cured films

Aqueous Ierrofluid of iron oxide was prepared and mixed with rubber tetex,

Thin film.s were obtained by spin coating the mixture (Figure 9.1a) . Films were



also coated after the addition of curatives in a specified recipe (Figure 9.11,).

This gave agglomeration free magnetic films while those coated without cura

tives lead to the agglomeration of ferrite particles forming fractal like structures.

However not much was gathered on these structures and this is an area where

more fundamental insights need to be de derived and perhaps can be linked to

its morphology. This can be carried out as an extension of the present investiga

tion. Metal-CNO nanostructures exhibiting excellent nonlinear optical properties

can be a. good optical limiter if these structures can be spun on to appropriate

substrates. For the evaluation of microwave absorbing properties of emulsions, a

separate set-up can be fabricated and the data can be modelled using appropriate

theories. Even thin films on various substrates and such multilayered films along

with ferroelectric layers will give rise to multiferroic nanostructures. This is a

futuristic proposition.

One wonders whether there is any room for disorder in any scientific investi

gation! The very fact that there is convergence in ones research at some point.

of his/her work, because of serendipity, is a sort of 'order-out of disorder' phe

nomenon. Though it sounds philosophical, there are many parallels for this in the

day to day life too. If the evolution of a cost effective process for the fabrication of

cobalt-carbon nano onions is H, serendipity, thcn this is also an 'order in disorder'.

Perhaps it is the amount of 'disorder' that determines order in any phenomenon.

Hypothetically speaking, if Alexander the Great had met with Cymnosophist who

was meditating in the Himalayas, the Gymnosophist would have commented, "If

your motive is linear, I am looking at infinity" which is nonliuear and replet e

with opportunities. This work too has close parallels in this context and this

investigation and its outcome is only a small seed which needs nurturing and can

be nucleated and controlled as in self assembly. So linear structures and order

from nonlinear structures and disorder can be evolved!
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